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Abstract
Power conversion systems including grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) and electrical energy
storage (EES) stages open the prospects for new opportunities to improve the system’s
performance in energy production and standards compliance.
This dissertation proposes a completely revised state-of-the-art architecture with
functionalities integrated within a unified system, which extracts more solar energy, provides
safety compliance and grid stability.
The first improvement of the power conversion system is focused on inverters' dc voltage
extension range, which leads to increased PV energy harvesting. A proposed technique provides a
lower voltage limit in the dc-bus utilization with the employment of the new voltage-reactive
power control strategy accompanied with a modified zero-sequence modulation. Then, a higher
dc-bus voltage limit is obtained by maximizing the utilization of power semiconductors. A
graphical comparative analysis approach using I-V and P-V characteristics reflects remarkable
PV-converter system behavior, which illustrates the advantages of the wide dc-bus range in
1500V systems. As a result, the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) dc voltage range is
extended by an additional 30% improving the systems energy capture capabilities under extreme
temperatures beyond the performance of traditional 1000V single-stage inverters. Furthermore,
the single-stage conversion was extended to two-stages, with mini-boost rated for a fraction of
the nominal power of the converter. Thus, the proposed design concept delivers significantly
higher performance whilst reducing system cost at component level.
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The next proposed improvement of the system focuses on grid fault detection for
standards compliance, using a search sequence function. This proposed technique is integrated
within the active-reactive power control, MPPT algorithm, and phase-locked loop routine. In
addition, the islanding search sequence is synchronized and incorporated within the MPPT
(designed with an adaptive strategy to achieve system stability and minimum impact on power
quality).
Finally, the system’s control functionalities advances into grid support strategies,
designed with frequency- and voltage-assist features for network stability. The change in activereactive power flow is achieved using a responsive gradient to command the transitions between
grid-feeding and grid-loading.
The proposed system’s combined methods result in a cohesive PV/EES conversion
architecture whose improved performance has been confirmed through electronic simulation and
experimental results.
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Lay Summary
Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy and energy storage systems require innovative solutions to
improve performance, efficiency, and safety compliance. In this thesis, three critical approaches
to optimization of solar power converters were covered.
The first approach is giving the converter a wider, more flexible, input voltage range
which results in increased energy harvest. The proposed system architecture allowing this, results
in improved performance at a reduced hardware cost.
The second strategy provides enhanced safety by using a smart algorithm to detect grid
faults and conditions such as blackouts in a fraction of a second.
The third and final approach provides the ability to use the solar converter to support the
grid and significantly increase its stability beyond existing standards.
The combination of these three approaches allow for the development high performance,
efficient, safe and grid friendly power converters ready for the next generation of solar power
solutions.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Overview 1
1.1. Motivation
Utility grid integration with modern renewable distributed power generators requires safety with
grid code compliance, advanced features and controls for power conversion, high power quality
and high performance system operation.
The penetration of distributed renewable generators in power grids is a rapidly increasing
technology, driven by steep declines in system cost and policies favoring renewable energy.
Economic analysis of solar photovoltaic (PV) can be clearly distinguished from conventional
electrical power generation models. First, the radiant light from the Sun is free and solar
technology can be developed due to purposeful research and development activities. Second,
increasing the level of installed PV capacity, leads to a reduction in the use of fossil fuels, thereby
mitigating the negative effects of emissions and pollutants. Third, solar electricity generation
from PV systems is variable and intermittent. The variability of the solar production can be
predicted from the daily and seasonal weather forecast.
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Part of this chapter has been modified from the publications mentioned in Preface section: [E. Serban, M. Ordonez,
and C. Pondiche, “DC-bus voltage range extension in 1500 V photovoltaic inverters,” IEEE Journal of Emerging
and Selected Topics in Power Electronics, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 901–917, June 2015.], [E. Serban, F. Paz, and M.
Ordonez, “Improved PV Inverter Operating Range Using a Miniboost,” accepted at IEEE Transaction in Power
Electronics, Dec. 2016.], [E. Serban, F. Paz, and M. Ordonez, “PV Array Voltage Range Extension for
Photovoltaic Inverters Using a Mini-Boost,” in Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), 2016, pp. 18.], [E. Serban, C. Pondiche, and M. Ordonez, " Islanding Detection Search Sequence for Distributed Power
Generators Under AC Grid Faults, “IEEE Transactions in Power Electronics., vol. 30, no. 6, pp. 3106–3121, Jun.
2014.] and [E. Serban, M. Ordonez, C. Pondiche, "Voltage and Frequency Grid Support Strategies Beyond
Standards," IEEE Transactions in Power Electronics, vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 298–309, Jan. 2017.].
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The intermittency in solar production is as a result of the unpredictable nature of transient cloud
fields. This application presents a variety of new issues since the existing power distribution
networks were not initially designed to adopt a high share of variable renewable energy. The
issue of balancing between load and generation must be addressed in order to maintain grid
stability. Therefore, the line frequency and voltage are required being maintained at close to
nominal values to ensure the grid stability for the customer loads.
This thesis investigates a system development employing high performance control
functionalities, integrated within grid-connected converters, and designed to achieve higher PV
energy harvesting for grid power production, safety compliance with redundancy and ac grid
network stability. Within this context, this thesis focuses on new opportunities to improve a
power system performance with the following three main integrated functionalities of gridconnected converters:
1) Voltage DC-bus extension strategies for converters operation in PV energy harvesting for
improved system utilization.
2) Grid-interconnect islanding detection strategies of PV converters for safety and utility grid
codes system compliance.
3) Advanced grid support system operation of grid-connected converters for network stabilization
with power balancing.
The proposed control strategies combined, aim to enhance the system functionalities into
a comprehensive solution, designed for grid-connected converters, in renewable and energy
storage power conversion applications.
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual system block diagram of the proposed control functionalities featured in
PV and EES grid-connected converters.

Fig. 1.1 illustrates the conceptual system block diagram of the proposed control strategies
contained in three integrated functionalities, designed for high performance and standards
compliance of PV and EES grid-connected converters.

1.2. Literature Review
1.2.1.

DC-bus Voltage Utilization for Energy Harvesting in PV Converters
Application

The study of energy harvest methods is evaluated based on geographies with high potential for
generation (e.g. in the mountains and central regions of the US and Canada). Unfortunately, these
locations are subject to extreme PV-cell surface temperatures throughout the year, ranging from 20˚C to 70˚C. This affects both the open circuit voltage (
voltage (

) and the maximum power point

) of the power plant [1]. This makes solar inverter design a complex task, since it has

to accommodate a large voltage dc-bus range.
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The most common single stage conversion PV systems are designed for operation under
1000V open-circuit voltage and may experience a wide dc bus variation. For example, a 1000V
solar inverter may operate from 575V (e.g. lower dc-bus limit for standard 230

/400

grid)

to 850V (upper dc-bus limit) at full nominal power, and extend the range up to 1000V with
reduced power operation due to limited voltage blocking of power devices [2] - [4]. The inclusion
of zero-sequence triple harmonics components provides improved dc-bus voltage utilization, up
to 15% in the linear modulation range [5]. The minimum dc-bus range is improved since the
inverter is allowed to operate at a lower dc-bus voltage ( √3, with

= peak-phase grid voltage)

which provides an advantage for renewable power conversion. Three-phase neutral pointclamped (NPC) inverters [6] are widely used in renewable applications, which require special
attention to the modulation strategy implementation. The type of modulation strategy used has a
significant impact on the dc-bus utilization, conversion losses, power quality, and system
performance characteristics (e.g. circulating currents, leakage current). System integration for
multiple paralleled connected inverters requires analysis and solutions to avoid circulating
currents between the inverters [7] - [10]. Modulation strategies for the 3-level NPC type topology
have been proposed in the form of carrier-based pulse-width modulation (CB-PWM) [11], [12],
space-vector modulation (SVM) [13] - [16] and selective harmonic elimination [17] - [19]. In the
past literature, the third-harmonic injection PWM (THI-PWM) has been reported as being
difficult to implement due to the triple-harmonic generation [20]. However, the advancements of
phase-locked loop (PLL) techniques [21] - [25] provide real time accurate, robust and fast
estimation of angular frequency and phase angle of the fundamental sinusoidal components. With
the third-harmonics zero-sequence (3H-ZS) type modulators [26], [27], the minimum dc-bus
voltage utilization range of the inverter design is limited at the ac grid peak-line voltage.
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The research described in [28], [29] provided interesting and important contributions in the area
of control and modulation strategies to improve dc-bus utilization.
Over time, PV inverter technology, without an MPPT boost stage, has settled for
installations under 1000V (open-circuit) and a typical MPPT bus range covers from 575V (e.g.
lower dc-bus limit for standard 230

/400

grid) to 850V (upper bus limit at rated power).

The power semiconductors voltage ratings availability and optimized for high efficiency (e.g.
600/650V, NPC topology) and cost, the inverter starts to curtail the power at 850V, where the
inverter operates in power limit mode. An important objective of this dissertation is to extend
both the lower dc-bus and upper dc-bus limit ranges to significantly increase the power operating
area.
The need for increasing both the lower and higher system dc-bus limits is based on fundamental
motivations: 1) Solar inverters operating at higher dc bus voltage (i.e., 1500V) have the potential
to save copper and switchgear when adequate ac and dc conductors are selected [30], [31],
leading to cost-effective installations; 2) Lower dc-bus limit extension allows energy capture
under high PV temperatures (e.g. 70˚C) and low irradiation; 3) The extension of the upper dc-bus
voltage allows for greater energy extraction under low temperatures (e.g., -20˚C) and high
irradiation conditions.
Modern PV power plants have been studied in the literature including energy production
maximization, control strategies related to reduced irradiance and PV modules orientation [32] [37]. The PV module manufacturer specification is given at standard test conditions (STC, 1
kW/m2, 25 C cell temperature, and air mass of 1.5). In real applications, these ideal conditions are
almost non-existent simultaneously.
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The negative factors which impact the PV power harvesting are related to low irradiance
conditions, non-optimal tilt angles, PV cell soiling/dust, PV modules aging, and partial shading
of the modules resulting in power harvesting degradation.
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is one essential part of any PV application.
These algorithms ensure the PV array operates at the most efficient condition harvesting as much
energy as possible, even under changing environmental conditions [38] - [40]. One of the main
problems with MPPT algorithms is related to local maxima created by partial shading conditions
[41] - [43]. Although many solutions have been proposed that tackle the issue of local maxima
[44] - [48], a problem still remains: the global maximum can be located at a voltage that is much
lower than the overall voltage of the array. Single-stage PV inverters (no boost stage) will not be
able to operate at such low voltages, making the inverter useless or significantly reducing the
harvested energy below what is available. This problem is increased when the PV string array
becomes bigger, leading to the presence of more operation points at local maxima.
In this dissertation, methods to extend the dc bus will be investigated in order to increase
energy harvesting with PV plants operating at 1000V and 1500V open circuit voltage (Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Single line diagram PV plant example with grid-connected distributed generators.
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In the past two decades, the operating voltage of PV installation has increased in order to
reduce current ratings and system installation costs. Such a large number of PV panels in series
(e.g. 600 - 1500V systems) lead to wide variations of PV voltage due undesirable effects such as
shading, soiling/dust, aging, and hot surface temperature. A partial shade would normally shut
down solar inverters, unless a boost stage is added to the system input to ensure a proper dc link
operating voltage for the inverter. A boost input stage can double the input voltage operating
range to extract maximum power under any possible shading and temperature condition.
In Fig. 1.3 is shown a typical representation of PV module energy production over time
used by manufacturers to provide required warranty or to differentiate their performance. The
power loss (∆

) over time is inherent and the standard boost becomes evidently an

overdesign. In contrast, the proposed PV string mini-boost design leads to an improvement in
energy production over time in terms of both initial cost and return of investment.

Figure 1.3: Typical representation of PV energy production over time.

In this work, a new string boost architecture arrangement is proposed in the form of a
mini-boost used for three-phase PV string inverters. The string mini-boost increases the dc
voltage range to extend power extraction under shading and low irradiance conditions and only
requires to process a fraction of the rated power. The proposed cost effective solution is further
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improved by using the inverter peak power envelope at boundary operation, resulting in
expanded energy extraction beyond existing techniques. A design procedure to optimally size the
mini-boost and the peak-power envelope is presented along with a comparative analysis, under
different irradiance levels, to illustrate the advantages in energy extraction obtained with the
proposed PV string mini-boost solution under low voltage and boundary operation. The improved
efficiency operation schemes and safety issues of common-mode (leakage) current with three
mitigation design techniques intended for three-phase three-level inverter transformer-less
topology will be discussed.

1.2.2.

Grid-interconnect Requirements for Distributed Generators

Grid-interactive based converters must meet stringent requirements to comply with standards. An
important safety grid network protection is required for islanding detection (ID) for distributed
power generators (DPGs). The DPG must detect the grid fault and cease power production to the
ac grid within the voltage and frequency limits imposed by country-specific standards [5].
Islanding detection methods can be implemented that are external to the DPG, for
example through power line communication supervisory control and data acquisition [49], [50].
However, the external solutions have disadvantages related to additional complexity, cost and
communication-based protection. An internal solution at the DPG level is preferred, since the
anti-islanding (AI) protection is embedded within the controls of the power generator source.
Since the anti-islanding is embedded within the control block level, the methods would enable a
greater degree of freedom for implementing algorithms.
Passive AI methods are based on the monitoring of variations to grid parameters (voltage,
frequency, phase and harmonics of voltage and current), which might occur during an islanding
event. In general, the passive methods have a blind area, i.e. a non-detection zone of operation
8

due to the nature of the RLC load at the moment of islanding [51] - [54]. Passive methods with
harmonic detection and monitoring without non-detection zone (NDZ) for islanding detection
have been investigated [55], [56]. These methods are sensitive to nuisance trips causing loss of
renewable (e.g. solar, wind) power production.
Active islanding detection (ID) methods are based on positive feedback from at least one
of the following grid perturbation parameter: frequency, phase, harmonics, active and reactive
power. The active AI based on the frequency and voltage drift methods are very popular for
single-phase converters due to straightforward implementation: active frequency drift [57], [58]
slip-mode frequency and phase shift [59], [60]. Sandia frequency and voltage shift [61]. These
methods can achieve NDZ to zero, but at the same time, special attention must be paid to the
current waveform injected into the grid, as periodic step variations can cause the current
controlled reference to contain harmonics.
The islanding detection with grid impedance estimation can use harmonic injection [62]
or active/reactive power variation [63], [64]. An anti-islanding method implemented at the phaselocked loop (PLL) control structure [65], [66] has the advantage of using the existing current
reference with grid synchronization. An optimum operating point of the ratio between the current
level of distortion and the efficacy of the method must be found, and from this point of view the
methods using harmonic injection have an intrinsic disadvantage.
Active and reactive power variation can be implemented at the dq-transformation
structure, and represent another attractive method for islanding detection [67], [68]. Different
approaches have been reported [69] where the output of reactive power controller is added to the
combination of active power and detected frequency mismatch. Another approach is to
periodically vary the reactive power with a constant disturbance amount [70] or the reactive
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power variation is based on resonant frequency of ac loads [71]. A summary of positive feedback
based anti-islanding (AI) schemes and design guidelines have been reported in [72].
While the focus of these methods is strictly on anti-islanding, the research and
developments presented in this thesis describe the details of a unified control, where interestingly,
other algorithms are suggested for integration with the islanding detection methods: maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) and grid fault safety redundancy for islanding detection.

1.2.3.

Grid Support Requirements for Grid-connected Systems

In recent years, with a higher penetration of renewable distributed generators into the ac grid
network, the risk of grid instabilities and vulnerabilities has increased. Distributed generation
systems are designed to supply power for utility ac grid networks within specific voltage and
frequency limits. The power generators must cease energizing the ac grid when operating outside
of the voltage, frequency and time limits imposed by country-specific standards (e.g. UL, CSA,
VDE, BDEW) [5].
The transmission system operators (TSOs) responsible for power dispatch management
and, develop grid codes (GCs) [73] - [77] that are necessary in order to adopt and integrate
renewable power systems.
The GCs are continuously revised, and new supplements (e.g. California Public Utilities
Commission: Rule 21, Hawaii Electric Companies: transient over-voltage, frequency-voltage
ride-through, requirements) are issued to ensure the compliance of grid inter-connection power
generators. The most important grid connection requirements for renewable power systems are
related to the low- voltage and medium-voltage grids. The new design platforms of power
converters must be designed with grid support features, which operate cohesively while
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managing anti-islanding [5], [78] protections, voltage/frequency ride through [79] - [82] and
active/reactive power controls [83] - [87] under grid faults [88] - [90].
The utility GCs have specific grid support requirements for grid-connected power generators [73]
- [75]. The GC requirements normally addresses one active feature at a time. The requirements
include:
1) Response to frequency variation to reduce the active power for over-frequency and
increase active power for under frequency. For example, the power generator must reduce its
active power by a certain power gradient when the line frequency increases over a specified value
(e.g. 60.2 for 60Hz or 50.2Hz for 50Hz grid system).
2) Static grid support, where the power generator is required to have configurable reactive
power set-points. The power factor (PF) or reactive power ( ) are set to a constant value; reactive
power value is a function of the grid voltage variation,
active power operation,

; power factor is variable, with the

.

3) Dynamic grid support (e.g. low and high voltage ride through) in which the power
generator delivers reactive current on a pre-determined voltage transient profile.
Compliance with the relevant national and local codes is mandatory for renewable energy
systems. The standard grid connection requirements for distributed generation impose
configurable grid support features [91]. For example, the main factors that cause ac network grid
frequency deviations are loss of main power generation (e.g. due to an old power system), lack of
grid support capability in PV power generators, and sudden interruptions in the productivity of
PV generator caused by high dynamics in irradiance [92]. The renewable energy PV/wind
sources and electrical energy storage (EES) elements (e.g. batteries) are grid-interfaced through
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distributed power converters [93]. The power converters’ systems can be integrated in islanded
(off-grid) and grid-connected ac networks.
Different control approaches are available for driving the power converter in specific
modes of operations. The system controller can be designed to address a wider range of singleand three-phase converter applications, including at least one of following control modes of
operation:
a) grid-forming stand-alone (UPS mode)
b) grid-supporting (islanded mode and grid-connected)
c) grid-feeding (grid-connected)
d) grid-loading (active rectifier or charge mode)
The integration of the aforementioned control modes into the system controller enables
versatile power converter operation in both islanded and grid-connected ac networks.
a) In grid-forming mode, the controller is designed to emulate the converter into an ideal
ac voltage-controlled source (Fig. 1.4). The dc input source (

) used is an electrical energy

storage element. A typical practical example is a line-interactive uninterruptible power supplies
application, due to its high-fidelity voltage and frequency regulation. Power sharing by parallel
multi-converters can be achieved through the implementation of accurate synchronization
between the converters [94]. The advantage resides in the fact that the ac bus voltage and
frequency are well regulated due to low-output impedance. Through communication, the multiconverter system easily controls the main transfer switch for stand-alone UPS (back-up) and gridconnected modes. The major disadvantage is the need of hardware communication between
converters, and more attractive solutions have been proposed to avoid the communication signals
[95].
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Figure 1.4: Two-level full bridge topology example for single phase (e.g. 120
transformer-based voltage-forming converter.

/240

)

b) In grid-supportive mode, the controller is designed to emulate the converter into
combined voltage- and current-controlled source (Fig. 1.5) with typical applications in microgrids. A commonly used dc source (

) is a PV or EES generator. The controller's main purpose

is to participate in ac voltage and frequency regulation by controlling the active power ( ) and
reactive power ( ) delivered from the converter. The power sharing control between the
paralleled converters within a micro-grid system is implemented using droop and virtual output
voltage controllers [96] - [103]. Low-voltage micro-grid-support has been proposed in the form
of voltage-based droop using P/V-droop characteristic to control the active power depending on
the grid voltage variation range [104]. Control strategies for seamless transfer between islanded
and grid-connected modes of operation have been proposed in [105] - [107].

Figure 1.5: Three-level topology example for single phase (e.g. 120
grid-supportive converter.

/240

) transformer-less
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c) In grid-feeding mode, the controller is designed to emulate the converter into an ideal
current-controlled source (Fig. 1.6), with a wide applicability in utility-grid interactive distributed
generation. A common dc input source (

) used is a PV or EES generator. Grid-feeding based

converters must meet stringent requirements to comply with standards and certifications (e.g.
IEEE1547, CSA107.1-01, DIN EN 50438, VDE-AR-N 4105, AS4777, JEAC9701).

Figure 1.6: Three-level TNPC topology example for three phase transformer-less grid-feeding
converter.

The primary low-level controller for current regulation is designed with high bandwidth
and performance, to ensure fast and stable control [108]. The higher-level control layers are
designed to access the current reference loop in order to perform slower tasks (e.g. maximum
power point tracking, temperature compensated /

reference set-points). Transmission system

operators (TSOs) require access of communication with grid-feeding converters’ /

set-points

for flexible power dispatch. Solutions for the integration of renewable energy sources, PV and
wind, with battery energy storage, have been investigated with energy management with multiple
energy storage systems [109] - [112]. However, the integration of PV and battery EES for gridsupport controls with extended capabilities, beyond GC standards have not been investigated.
Specific GC requirements are imposed on PV inverters for the supply curtailment and the cease
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of operating beyond a certain frequency limit. The existing inverter power curtailment method,
and sudden cease of power production induce a local perturbance to the ac grid network.
Furthermore, this effect could be amplified in cases where there is high renewable PV/wind
penetration in the grid network. In contrast, the proposed controller transitions the power flow
from grid-feeding to force charge, using a grid-loading mode for ac network power balancing.
d.) A new control method (described in Chapter 4) is proposed in the form of grid-loading
mode (energy storage charge phase), where the controller is designed to receive active power and
transfer to an energy storage element. The controller commands the EES converter to transition
from operating in grid-feeding, to operating in force charge for achieving grid-loading. The
transition is implemented with adjustable ramps for overall power smoothing/balancing, which
results in improvements to grid stability.

Figure 1.7: An aerial view example of transient clouds which significantly attenuate ground-level
solar irradiance intensity with impact of variability in PV generation (Source: E. Serban, 2016).
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In Fig. 1.7 is shown an aerial view example of transient cloud fields, causing variability in
PV energy production. The impact of transient clouds to the sudden change in PV production is
perceived to be a major concern for transmission system grid operators.
The typical application for the proposed grid-support controller relates to variable renewable
PV/wind generation, which markedly affects the stability of the operation of utility-grid systems.
The end result aims to a system contribution of the grid network stability, using the proposed
controls implemented locally, at every distributed generator, which collectively will improve the
ac network stability.

1.2.4.

Photovoltaic Cell Characteristics

The photovoltaic effect is related to the generation of voltage and current from a material (e.g. pn type, semiconductor diode) upon exposure to sunlight. A consequence of photons absorbed by
the charge carriers (e.g. electrons) is an excitation of the carriers to a higher-energy state (e.g.
free electrons from their bonds). This generates an electromotive force and part of the light
energy is converted into electric energy. The most common models of PV cell used as equivalent
circuits [113] - [116] with physical and current-voltage characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 1.8,
(a) - (g).
The model of PV cell provides an estimation I-V and P-V characteristic curves, and thus
emulates the cell behavior under various environmental and loading conditions. The simplest
model is the basic single-diode shown in Fig. 1.8 (a), and the output cell current

is given by

four-parameter equation:

 VV

I  I ph  I D1  e t 1  1  .





(1.1)
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Figure 1.8: Photovoltaic cell models.
(a) Single-diode ideal model
(b) Single-diode and series resistance model
(c) Single-diode, series and parallel (shunt) resistance model
(d) Double-diode, series and parallel resistance model
(e) PV cell simplified cross section
(f) PV cell physical structure
(g) Current-voltage (I – V) characteristics.

The current-voltage expression considering the series resistance

(Fig. 1.8 (b), e.g. due to

internal cell resistance, grid contacts), (1.1) becomes a five-parameter model expression:

I  I ph

 V VI  Rs

 I D1  e t 1  1  .





(1.2)

The PV cell crystal imperfections with leakage current across the junction and within the cell,
lead to parallel resistance (

) addition, as shown in Fig. 1.8 (c) and (1.2) becomes:

 V VI  Rs
 V  I R
s
I  I ph  I D1  e t 1  1  
.


R
p



(1.3)
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The double-diode model shown in Fig. 1.8 (d) further improves the cell model, including other
undesired effects of losses due to carrier recombination in space charge region and surface
recombination. Finally, the seven-parameter model of the cell output current is given by:

 V VI  Rs

 V VI  Rs
 V  I R
s
t1
 1  I D 2  e t 2  1 
I  I ph  I D1  e
,




R
p





(1.4)

where:


- photo-generated current



,



- cell series equivalent resistance



- cell parallel equivalent resistance



,

– reverse (dark) saturation current of diodes

,

- cell equivalent junction thermal voltage,

(ideality) factors typical use
temperature,

1,

- Boltzmann constant,

,

2. Other parameters:

, with diode quality
- cell p-n junction

- electron charge.

The PV cell photo-generated current is influenced by the instantaneous light intensity
irradiance), cell temperature

, and cell current temperature coefficient

(i.e. solar

with respect to a

specified reference standard test conditions (Table 1.1), as per the following expression:

I ph  I ph.ref

G
1   I (Tc  Tref )  .
Gref 

(1.5)

An estimation of the cell temperature ( ) can be determined using Nominal Operating Cell
Temperature (NOCT, Table 1.1) methodology:

Tc  Ta 

G
 (TNOCT  Tref )  .
Gref 

(1.6)
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The PV cell (module) data specification (e.g. ratings:

,

,

,

,

) is provided based

on specific test conditions, as shown in Table 1.1. The associated performance parameters are the
nameplate product ratings provided by the module manufacturer.
Table 1.1: PV cell (module) test conditions under Standard Test Conditions (STC) and Nominal
Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT).
Parameter

Solar irradiance

STC

1000

/

800

/

NOCT

PV cell reference
temperature
25
-

Ambient reference
temperature

Spectrum air
mass

Wind
speed

-

1.5

-

20

1.5

1

/

The PV cell I-V and P-V characteristics can be developed using equations (1.1) - (1.6),
depending of desired model accuracy, under the following circuit conditions:


I

 sc V  0 short-circuit condition
I  I
 oc V Voc  0 open-circuit condition




 I mpp V Vmpp maximum power point



 dP V V  0.
mpp
 dV I  I mpp

(1.7)

Results of I-V and P-V characteristics are reported in literature [117] for cells made from
different semiconductor materials (e.g. crystalline, polycrystalline and thin film).
In practical applications, a number of individual PV cells (e.g. 72 cells) are interconnected in a
sealed, waterproof package forming a PV module (panel). To further increase their utility, the
modules are in series and/or parallel connected for an array configuration. Complementarily,
power converter systems are designed to harvest direct current (dc) electric energy from a solar
PV array, convert it to useful alternating current (ac), and generate the harvested solar electricity
into ac power grid. The purpose of this research work is to investigate and develop new high
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performance solutions for a power conversion system, the link between PV, electrical energy
storage and ac power grid.

1.3. Contributions of the Work
The main goal of this work is to introduce a power conversion system which makes use of new
control strategies, implemented in three interdependent control mechanisms, integrated within
grid-connected converters. When all three interdependent control mechanisms are combined, a
set of advanced system functionalities will be enabled. First, the limitation in performance for
energy harvesting of pre-existing PV systems is addressed with voltage extended novel strategies.
A new architecture approach using a string mini-boost for high performance and cost
optimization is investigated in detail. Second, the research objective for system safety compliance
in grid faults detection is investigated with new methods, namely islanding search sequence and
with MPPT unified controls. Third, the grid stability improvement under variability of renewable
energy sources, is investigated with active and power balancing controller for voltage and
frequency grid support.
Fig. 1.9 shows the conceptual system block diagram in the area of major improvement that will
be investigated in this thesis. Once the control functionalities are established, designed and
implemented, the grid-connected converter system becomes enabled for high performance
operation.
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Figure 1.9: Conceptual system block diagram of the proposed control strategies featured in PV
and EES grid-connected converters.

The proposed power conversion system with advanced control functionalities for gridconnected PV and EES converters are summarized in Table 1.2. A brief description of the
advantages of using the proposed system solutions is illustrated in the following table:
Table 1.2: Advantages of proposed system control strategies featured in grid-connected PV
converters.
Proposed system functionality

Advantage examples of the proposed strategies

① Voltage DC-bus extension



Expanded energy harvesting and inverter operational dc range.

range operation for PV systems



New modified modulation technique for 15% dc-bus extension gain and
robust behavior under dynamic operation conditions.



PV-converter system optimization with high performance cost-effective
design.



PV inverter with string mini-boost stage design for improved energy
harvesting with low expense of system components.

② Safety methods and



advanced grid fault (islanding)
detection methods

Leakage circulation current reduction methods for safety and standards
compliance.



Enhanced islanding search sequence for safety and redundancy of the system.

(Safety system compliance).



System integrated controls with MPPT and islanding detection for reduced ac
grid perturbation.



System redundancy in grid fault islanding detection solution.



Grid frequency- and voltage-assist flexible controls designed to achieve grid
stability with power balancing, under high penetration of PV/wind into ac
networks.

(System performance).

③ Grid support control
strategies (Grid stability).

The important contributions described in the following chapters include:
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1.3.1.

High Performance Power Conversion System with DC-bus Extension for
Improved Energy Harvesting

The first area of contributions is related to the system’s performance of dc voltage extension
range, which leads to increased energy harvesting:
A) The introduction of a graphical I-V and P-V analysis approach, which reveals
important insights of PV-converter system behavior, which identify the advantages in 1500V
voltage systems to expand the dc-bus voltage utilization range using typical available power
devices (e.g. 1200V) within three-phase grid-connected converters.
B) Converter operation with lower dc-bus limit, using the proposed

-controller with

reactive power injection technique, where the minimum voltage level is reduced to achieve an
advantageous dc-bus voltage extension (below the peak ac grid line voltage,

√3 ).

C) The introduction of Quasi Space Vector ( SV) modified modulation to comply with
15% lower dc-bus extension while providing an accurate and robust Zero-Sequence for transients
and paralleling of power converters.
D) A new architecture for photovoltaic grid-connected inverters based on a string miniboost stage to increase the operating region of the inverter, without the losses and cost of a fullsize boost stage. The proposed peak power envelope inverter operation provides design
optimization for energy harvesting maximization. Three methods for leakage current reduction
for safety and standard compliance are presented.

1.3.2.

Grid-connected Inverters with Islanding Detection Control Strategies

The next advanced system’s control functionality contribution is in the concept of four islanding
detection (ID) methods development, with an islanding search sequence (ISS) integrated within
PV converter at the following control levels: reactive power control (ISS-P), active power control
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(ISS-Q), integrated MPPT and ID control structure (ISS-MPPT), integrated PLL ID control
structure (ISS-PLL). The main contributions related to safety standards compliance and
combined/integrated algorithms, are:
A) The introduction of islanding search sequence (ISS) applied to P, Q, and PLL
islanding detection and the introduction of a new integrated MPPT detection method.
B) The proposal of using a combination of two or more methods simultaneously with a
safety redundancy feature to provide fault tolerant system compliance.
C) Principles and practical system design guidelines are provided on the topic of search
sequences in islanding detection for an integrated control.

1.3.3.

Grid Support Control Strategies

The third system’s functionality advances into grid support functions, designed for distributed
generators (DGs) relates to variable renewable PV/wind generation, which markedly affects the
stability of the operation of utility-grid systems. The main contributions are listed below:
A) Extended

utility-grid support strategy: the converter’s capacity to actively

generate/receive power in response to frequency variation. The controller features a storage
converter that operates in grid-feeding mode, while outside of the permissible GC frequencyvoltage limits, commands the transition to force charge grid-loading in an attempt to gain stability
through frequency-assist. The transition between grid-feeding and grid-loading is achieved using
an adjustable power gradient, for smooth network power balancing.
B) Combined

grid support strategy: the converter’s active/reactive power

manipulation for frequency- and voltage-assist in response to signs of grid instability.
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C) The

decoupled set-points are calculated from flexible pre-configured values of

, power gradient, energy shifting for time of use, voltage and frequency limits for
immediate grid frequency- and voltage-assist in a network of DGs to achieve grid stabilization.

1.4. Dissertation Outline
The goals of this thesis involve investigation of a power conversion system employed with
control strategies for high performance functionalities advancements in power electronics, using
new advanced control methods and design techniques for grid-connected power converters. This
work is organized in the following structure:
In Chapter 2, improved system energy harvesting methods for grid-connected converters
are investigated, using dc-bus voltage range extension design considerations in 1000V and 1500V
open-circuit voltage solar inverters. A comparison between two voltage systems is provided,
revealing the advantages of 30% higher dc bus utilization for improved energy harvesting of
1500V PV systems. The concept of the proposed voltage-reactive power (

) controller is

introduced, with design and implementation details for MPPT dc-bus voltage extension
optimization. The proposed model is accompanied with the details of a new modified quasi-space
vector ( SV) pulse-width modulation system implementation. Simulation and experimental
verification of the

controller and

SV modified modulation applicable for MPPT dc-bus

voltage range extension are performed using a three-phase 3-level, transformer-less inverter.
Chapter 2 continues with concepts of improved PV energy production and design optimization
methodology, using a string mini-boost stage for photovoltaic grid-connected inverters, to
increase the operating at the boundary region of the inverter without the losses and cost of a fullsize boost stage. The design optimization maximizes the utilization of the power components by
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using the proposed peak power envelope inverter operation. Furthermore, improved string miniboost efficiency operation schemes and safety issues of common-mode current with three
mitigation design techniques intended for three-phase three-level inverter transformer-less
topology are presented.
In Chapter 3, the system grid-interconnect requirements are addressed, with the
characteristics of islanding detection elements and the parameters within which the islanding
detection schemes can be implemented. This chapter describes the overall system architecture
and the implementation of the control structures of the proposed islanding search sequence
methods within the converter controls. The combined algorithms of MPPT, ID and safety
redundancy leads to a novel integrated control solution for grid-connected PV converters.
The experimental verification uses a three-phase, multi-level, transformer-less converter
developed for robust and rapid islanding detection for converter grid interconnect compliance.
Chapter 4 investigates system control functionalities implemented in a grid-connected
energy storage architecture, in order to prevent ac grid network instabilities. It presents a control
architecture and the description for implementation of

-

strategies beyond standard

grid support requirements. Simulations and experimental verification of the proposed

and

grid support strategies are provided at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents an outlook related to future research in the field of PV and electrical
energy storage interfaced with power electronic converters.
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Chapter 2. DC-bus Voltage Range Extension in PV
Inverters for Higher Energy Harvesting2
This chapter investigates development of a system with the objectives of higher PV energy
production and system design optimization, by applying novel advanced control methods and
techniques in grid-connected converters.
Solar plants based on single-stage conversion photovoltaic (PV) inverters have gained
popularity due to their simplicity, high efficiency, and cost-effectiveness. Existing PV plants
mostly operate under 1000V and are subject to wide dc-bus voltage variations due to the effect of
PV cell temperature and the voltage of the maximum power point (well below the open circuit
voltage). In particular, attractive locations such as US-Canada mountain/central regions are
subject to extreme PV surface temperatures, making the dc-bus voltage variation a challenge for
single-stage solar inverters.
Transformer-less single-stage power inverters present the merits of cost-effectiveness,
simplicity in hardware design, and high efficiency to perform renewable power conversion.
Typical (< 1000V) PV installations are subject to reduced dc-bus voltage utilization due to the
effect of PV cell temperature and Maximum Power Point (MPPT) available voltage range.

2

Part of this chapter has been published in [E. Serban, M. Ordonez, and C. Pondiche, “DC-bus voltage range
extension in 1500 V photovoltaic inverters,” IEEE Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in Power Electronics,
vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 901–917, June 2015.], [E. Serban, F. Paz, and M. Ordonez, “Improved PV Inverter Operating
Range Using a Miniboost,” accepted at IEEE Transaction in Power Electronics, Dec. 2016.] and [E. Serban, F.
Paz, and M. Ordonez, “PV Array Voltage Range Extension for Photovoltaic Inverters Using a Mini-Boost,” in
Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), 2016, pp. 1-8.].
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2.1. System Analysis and Control Strategy for DC-bus Voltage
Range Extension in PV Inverters for Higher Energy
Harvesting

a) 1000V system

b)1500V system

Figure 2.1: Power versus dc-bus voltage utilization characteristic: a) bus limitations (+/-20% . )
in traditional 1000V PV systems, and b) significant bus utilization extension (+/-35% . ) in
1500V PV systems under the same irradiance of 1000W/m2.
① Non-operational low voltage shutdown range
② MPPT region covered by the inverter
③ Power limit/derating mode
④ Over-voltage non-operational
(

) lower dc-bus limit extension (ΔVdc).

The dc-bus operation utilization range is in direct relation to the PV modules characteristics:
voltage, current and temperature, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (a). The PV modules operation with the
ambient temperature has an impact on the voltage maximum power point (MPP) characteristics.
For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (a), at higher ambient temperature the PV modules operate
with lower MPP voltage (70˚C, I-V power curve), which require an extremely low dc-bus limit.
On the other hand, the inverter upper dc-bus limit must be designed to withstand the maximum
PV open-circuit voltage at high irradiance and low ambient temperature. The position of the
power curves, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), are well outside the inverter dc-bus voltage operating
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area, compromising the inverter ability to secure the maximum power extraction. Therefore,
through the graphical investigation, Fig. 2.1 (a) clearly shows that the MPP can get outside the
power area covered by the inverter, thus leading to undesirable energy waste.

2.1.1.

PV systems Comparison: 1000V and 1500V

As will be seen, the MPPT dc-bus voltage operation for the solar inverter is preferably selected at
the ratio of 2:1 between the maximum MPPT voltage (
voltage (

) and the minimum MPPT
:

) operation in full power (i.e.

2: 1). This suggested

design ratio permits a better dc-bus voltage utilization to produce higher energy conversion and
lower PV plant system cost. Further insight can be gained from the comparison (Fig. 2.1)
between 1000V and 1500V open-circuit voltage systems. The design adaptation for 1500V
system presents a significant advantage for dc-bus utilization energy yield and additional inverter
rated power can be installed at the same dc and ac currents (same conductor size), in comparison
with 1000V system. Therefore, the medium power (e.g. 10 - 100kVA) and large utility-scale
central inverters (e.g. > 500kVA) are anticipated to increase the voltage ratio.
For clarity, in the 1000V versus 1500V comparison, the dc and ac inverter currents are
considered constant, in order to use the same size conductors and related balance of systems (e.g.
combiner boxes with fuses, circuit breakers, surge arrestors) - the difference resides only in the
insulation voltage ratings. The 1000V system is shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), where the MPPT voltage
range varies within +/-20% from the nominal dc-bus voltage (e.g.
phase grid connection (230/400V,

:

.

= 710V) with standard 3-

1.7: 1). Due to the power

semiconductors voltage ratings availability and optimization for high efficiency (e.g. 600/650V,
NPC topology), the inverter starts to curtail the power at 850V, where the inverter operates in
power limit (

) mode. Another system limitation is the open-circuit voltage of 1000V due to
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some of present safety standards. The higher open-circuit voltage must be avoided (voltage range
4, Fig. 2.1 (a)) otherwise the inverter may be irreversibly damaged due to internal component
ratings. Instead, the 1500V system illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (b), presents several major advantages.
The first advantage is the extended MPPT dc-bus voltage of +/-35% from its nominal (e.g.

.

=

1125V), with a total of 30% wider than 1000V systems. This advantage translates to a higher
energy harvesting for grid power production from the solar array. The 1500V system allows
connecting a higher number of PV modules in series (>50% more than 1000V systems) and, with
conversion operation at higher PV voltage, the system produces more power. Therefore, an
immediate advantage it results to a wider MPPT dc-bus utilization (Fig. 2.1 (b)), while
eliminating the need of an additional dc-dc boost converter stage. Since common power
semiconductors availability jumps from 600/650V to 1200V voltage rating, NPC and active-NPC
topologies can be optimized for 1500V systems.
The inverter power curtailment may start at 1500V or higher, with proper safe-operating area
characterization and considering the safety standards. Another advantage is the increased inverter
power module for a PV plant installation, with the advantage of less numbers of inverters
installed (time and system cost are reduced).
The 1000V and 1500V PV system comparison summary is provided in Table 2.1.
The abnormal non-operation mode at dc overvoltage levels (

, Table 2.1) is typically

doubled for 1500V systems comparing with 1000V system, due to the component ratings (e.g.
power semiconductors, capacitors). However, the practical operational voltage range is less (e.g.
< 1600V) due to certified component ratings and the necessary deratings for increased reliability:
the higher the device voltage rating the higher derating factor is required, due to terrestrial cosmic
radiation.
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Table 2.1: 1000V and 1500V PV system comparison summary.
Criterion

1000V system

1500V system

MPPT range (dc-ratio)

+/- 20%

+/- 35%

DC overvoltage (

> 1000-1200

> 2000-2400

850

1500

)

Power curtailment

.

.

1.3

Nominal inverter power

Improved
(e.g.
,

Operation at high/low
PV cell temperature (MPP locus)

Restricted
,
(e.g.

PV plant design flexibility due to
extreme temperature conditions

Restricted

Improved

System cost/W

Standard

Reduced

PV plant: installation & commissioning
time

Standard

Reduced

Available certified components and
safety standards for system design

Common

Less common

Power semiconductors voltage
deratings subject to terrestrial cosmic
radiation

Standard

Requires higher design
margin

)

)

Note: 1000V:
710 and 1500V:
1125 ( . selection value is function of the
.
.
nominal grid voltage. The grid voltage establishes the minimum DC-bus voltage operation.)

(a)
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(b)
Figure 2.2: DC-bus voltage utilization comparison between 1000V and 1500V systems (I-V and
P-V characteristics):
(a) The 1000V PV system MPPT range is limited to 575-850V (1.45:1 ratio) for 400
grid.
(b) The 1500V PV system MPPT range is extended to 750-1500V (2:1) for 480

/50/60Hz

/50/60Hz grid.

PV module employed has
=44.8V,
=36.3V, β=-0.34%/˚C,
=305W (Canadian
.
.
Solar CS6X-305P) with surface cell temperatures = -20, 0, 25, 50, 65, 80˚C at 1
/ . The
1000V system has 4 parallel strings of 19 PV modules in series and the 1500V system has 4
parallel strings of 28 PV modules in series.

Fig. 2.2 shows a more detailed and direct comparison between 1000V and 1500V systems
under different PV cell temperature conditions. The typical temperature specification range for
PV modules is -40˚C to +85˚C and the analysis in Fig. 2.2 considers a maximum of +80˚C cell
surface temperature. The high temperature operation conditions severely limit the energy
production from the 1000V PV array, where the MPP voltage falls outside of the inverter dc-bus
operation range in Fig. 2.2 (a) for temperatures greater than 65˚C. Unlike the 1000V systems, the
1500V PV inverter provides maximum energy yield with high PV cell temperatures (Fig. 2.2 (b)),
where the MPP voltage is within the inverter operational lower dc-bus range. At low temperature
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range and high irradiation, the PV array finds its operation at its best, capable to deliver high
energy. For operation under very low PV cell temperatures (e.g., -20˚C), the 1000V system (Fig.
2.2 (a)) is unable to capture the power curve. The 1000V solar inverter is forced to operate at the
upper dc-bus limit, where it is not able to capture the available power, due to derated/curtail
power mode (

) as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a). Instead, the 1500V system operates optimally at

both, lower and upper dc-bus limit, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2 (b).
From the discussion about Fig. 2.1, it can be concluded that the input voltage ratio
(

/

) between the maximum and minimum MPPT voltage solar inverter

operation plays an important role in harvesting energy under any environmental operating
condition. Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 clearly indicate that the MPP locus (relation between voltage and
current of PV module at MPP) of a 1500V system has a much larger exposure operational area
than 1000V system, under different irradiance and temperature of MPP family curves.
The analysis suggests that beside the utility-scale centralized inverters, the next
generation of medium power solar inverters will likely shift towards 1500V PV plant installations
to achieve a larger input voltage range ratio (

/

), preferably higher than 2:1

MPPT dc ratio. The medium power inverter is suggested for design with the weight for maximum
of two people lifting for installation (e.g.

70

). Medium power inverters for decentralized

PV plants present advantages over large-utility central inverters in the form of redundancy with
reduced downtime, reduced cost and time of installation, and easier maintenance. The extension
of the PV voltage to a wider range (e.g. 1500V) provides a greater economic value, as long the
power converter is designed closer to standard ac grid voltages (e.g. 480

, 600

). In

addition, it is preferable that the system components selected are classified for 'low voltage'
(<1000

) applications. The benefits are related to the availability of cost-effective components.
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Table 2.2: Solar inverters parallel connected in PV applications with standard/custom grid
transformer.

PV Voltage
system

PCC Grid Voltage
/
[

1000Voc

Custom: 202/350

0.88

500-850
(1.7:1 ratio)

Standard: 230/400

1

575-850
(1.48:1 ratio)

Standard: 277/480

1.2

700-1500
(2.14:1 ratio)

Custom: 300/520

1.3

750-1500
(2:1 ratio)

1500Voc

MPPT range [ ]
(dc-bus ratio)

Table 2.2 shows the typical PV plant characteristics, where ‘n’ inverters are connected in
parallel at the point of common coupling (PCC) and interfaced to the ac grid network through
low-voltage (LV) to medium-voltage (MV) transformers. It should be noted that the PCC-LV
grid could be customized from standard LV grid (e.g. 230

/400

) by simply changing the

transformer turns-ratio. This simple procedure enables higher dc-bus utilization, especially for
1000V system, where for a custom 202

/350

LV grid the dc-ratio is increased from 1.48:1

to 1.7:1. The disadvantage of this approach becomes the reduced inverter rated power with 12%
as shown in Table 2.2. In this case, the PV plant cost increases (higher numbers of combiner
boxes) with the benefit of increasing the dc-bus for higher energy yield. The 1500V system
eliminates such constraints where the PCC-LV grid can be either with standard or custom LV-
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MV transformer. As shown in Table 2.2, the MPPT range is similar for the custom or standard
LV grid.
The discussion and study presented in this section provides evidence and insight about the
advantages of 1500V PV systems and the importance of dc-bus ratio selection. The dc-bus
extension range in 1500V systems is able to capture more energy from the PV arrays under a
wide range of PV cell temperature (unlike the 1000V PV system) and improve the MPPT dc-bus
ratio (greater than 2:1 ratio). The trend for higher voltage operation (e.g. > 1500V) will continue
as long the all-inclusive technology is enabled to support the system application: safety standards,
component ratings (e.g. PV modules, power semiconductors, dc and ac switch gears).

2.2. VQ-control Strategy for MPPT DC-bus Voltage Extension
The objective of this section is to develop the

reactive injection technique, so the minimum

voltage level is reduced to achieve an advantageous dc-bus voltage extension (below the peak ac
grid line voltage). A major limitation for the inverter dc-bus voltage-operation is the reduced
available MPPT range over the realistic ambient temperature range. As a result, the energy
), therefore a loss of PV

harvest is reduced due to the limitation of threshold voltage (

plant production efficiency. The solar plant PV array is selected to operate from minimum to
maximum ambient temperature due to extreme weather climate conditions (e.g. US-Canada
higher elevation regions). For example, considering the environmental ambient temperature range
of (-30 to +50)
to

.

the PV module can reach to the cell surface temperature in the range of (

.

) -20 to +80 . The PV array maximum open-circuit voltage is selected at the lowest

daily minimum temperature (with PV module voltage and current temperature coefficients,
,

) and is related to the safety standards rated voltage (e.g.

.

=1000V). The minimum
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open-circuit voltage (

) and maximum-power point voltage (

) for the PV array string is

determined at the daily maximum cell temperature ( ), with the consideration of standard test
conditions (STC) of 1000W/m2 irradiance and

=25˚C reference temperature, as per the

following relation:

V o c (T c )  V o c.stc (T c )  1 +  V T c  Tstc  
oc



V ( T )  V


m p .stc ( T c )  1 +  V m p  T c  T stc  
 mp c

 I sc (T c )  I sc.stc (T c )  1 +  I m p T c  Tstc  

 I m p (T c )  I m p .stc (T c )  1 +  I m p T c  Tstc  



 Pm p (T c )  V m p (T c )  I m p (T c ).


(2.1)

(a)
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(b)
Figure 2.3: DC-bus voltage utilization limitation example (1000V system), using 4 parallel strings
of 18 modules in series: significant decrease of MPP voltage level at high temperature and low
insolation.
(a) I-V and P-V characteristics of PV array with different surface cell temperature levels ( =-20,
0, 25, 50, 65˚C) at 1kW/m2.
(b) I-V and P-V characteristics of PV array with different solar irradiation levels (G=400, 600,
800, 1000 W/m2) at =50˚C.
PV module:
=44.8V,
.
(Canadian Solar CS6X-305P).

.

=36.3V,

0.34%/˚C,

=0.065%/˚C,

=305W

Fig. 2.3 shows four parallel module-strings with crystalline silicon modules connected in
series. The energy loss associated with inverter minimum voltage (

) is evident as the

PV cell temperature increases (Fig. 2.3 (a)) or with the decrease of solar irradiation (Fig. 2.3 (b)).
The MPPT dc-bus voltage available for the inverter operation at higher ambient temperature
(>40˚C) is severely limited, since the
voltage (e.g. at grid line to line voltage 400

has to be greater than the peak ac grid line
,

√3

564

). Under these conditions,

the inverter cannot operate in MPPT mode and the energy harvesting is reduced, with operation
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in power limit mode. It is concluded that the MPP voltage point goes below the inverter lower
operating range (e.g., minus 20% from nominal

.

=710V). Clearly, further bus extension to

lower limits benefits the ability of the inverter to capture energy. To overcome this detrimental
low voltage issue, two steps are taken in this dissertation to push the lower dc-bus limit range: 1)
an extension to minus 35% from nominal voltage (e.g.
(already discussed in Section 2.1) and 2)

.

=1125V) using a 1500V system

controller technique to extend the MPPT range

further as explained below.

2.2.1.

VQ Controller Structure and Inverter System

The proposed VQ controller technique provides the advantage of extending the MPPT range
beyond the existing aforementioned limitation. The
required for the voltage reference and when

∗

.

controller calculates the minimum level
max

,

√6 it adjusts the

,

reactive power in order to maintain the inverter in MPPT mode. The

controller maintains the

modulation in the linear range, while the power quality remains unchanged. The

methodology

provides the dc-bus extension regardless of the PV plant maximum operation voltage (e.g. 1000V
or 1500V). From Fig. 2.3 (b) it can be noted that the dc-bus can be further extended towards the
lower voltage range by employing the

controller.

The inverter is desired to operate in the linear modulation range to avoid the low-frequency
baseband distortion of output phase currents, hence the minimum dc bus voltage (

.

) is

greater or equal to the grid phase voltage magnitude component (V) as per the following relation:

V  3 with 3H-ZS modulation
Vdc.min  
V  2 with SPWM .

(2.2)
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Figure 2.4: Three-level grid-connected inverter control structure: (a)
controller for MPPT dcbus extension voltage utilization operation with carrier-based modulation for maximum dc-bus
voltage utilization with (b) SV-PWM and c) proposed 3H-ZS SV modulation.

Fig. 2.4 represents the conceptual block diagram of a three-phase grid-connected inverter
with the modulation and control structures for the three-level NPC topology used for the analysis
and implementation of the proposed techniques. The simplified 3-phase inverter power stage
represented in a single-line diagram (Fig. 2.4), with inverter phase magnitude voltage
phase magnitude voltage

,

, grid

filter (o is the floating common point of filter capacitors)

connected to a 3-wire or 4-wire grid system. The inverter current regulators are implemented in
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synchronous reference frame voltage-oriented with zero phase and magnitude error controller
design. The grid phase voltage magnitude component

detected by the PLL is considered

aligned along d-axis and on q-axis the voltage component

=0. The dc-bus voltage

regulation and its optimization are performed through the MPPT algorithm and active/reactive
power controllers. The selection function

arbitrates the inverter functionality: the priority is

given to MPPT control and only in events of power derating (e.g. due to thermal limit) the power
controller
power

is accessed. In normal operation, the inverter operates with the voltage
controllers to command the active current reference

∗

or active

, with the alignment on d-axis.

The 3-level inverter active power regulation is achieved by using the active current controller
. The 3-level inverter reactive power regulation is achieved by the reactive current controller
which is, for example, enabled to achieve dc-bus voltage extension (

∗

.

).

In this research, the neutral-point compensation is performed by manipulating the
common mode injection signal at the modulator level [118]. The dc balancing response under
transient conditions is achieved at the fundamental line cycle (Fig. 2.4), and in order to achieve a
faster dc balancing effect, the neutral-point control can be added at each switching cycle of the
modulator [119], [120]. In the case that SVM strategy is used, the neutral-point balancing is
typically implemented using the nearest three vector schemes without any extra switching state,
for lower commutation losses. In the typical three-level inverters application, the load current
(active and reactive) is well controlled by the inverter, which avoids causing an immediate
imbalance at the switching cycle level by not impacting the neutral-point. The neutral-point
proportional-integral controller

performs the top voltage side

balancing by introducing the compensated signal

and bottom voltage side

as a dc common-mode voltage injection to

the modulator. The dc common-mode voltage injection method has been selected due to strong
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balancing regulation [121] necessary for dc-bus voltage utilization maximization. The sensing
signals to the neutral-point controller are filtered with the cut-off frequency (

) selected

below the line frequency (ω) for dc component top and bottom voltage regulation. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.4, the 3H-ZS injection can be provided from the traditional carrier-based SV-PWM
( =on) or from the proposed

SV-PWM (

=on). The

controller becomes active only on

demand, when the MPPT controller requires lower dc voltage range operation (

∗

.

) with the

details as follows.

2.2.2.

MPPT DC-Bus Voltage Utilization with VQ

Figure 2.5:

controller for MPPT dc-bus voltage utilization extension.

The inverter operation over wider dc-bus voltage utilization is desired in order to allow a higher
energy yield from the renewable sources. Fig. 2.5 shows the inverter control structure
implementation of the proposed

controller, applicable for 1500V systems (as well as 1000V

system). The MPPT control block represents the master controller which programs the voltage
reference

∗

for PV array global maxima determination, using

[123]. The selection function

&

technique [122],

arbitrates the inverter active power in the following fashion:

becomes active if the PV power is less than the inverter nominal (rated) power (
, otherwise, when the active power set-point is less than the PV available power, (

∗
∗
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, the active power controller

is selected. The reactive power controller

active only under the reactive power commands (

∗

becomes

) of grid support functions (e.g. power factor

lead/lag commands). For simplicity, the inverter filter inductor (L) and devices voltage drop (
are considered constant. The rest of the parameters (e.g. ω-angular frequency,

)

neutral-point

deviation) are dynamically measured and calculated. At low dc bus range, the MPPT algorithm
commands the reactive current reference ( ∗ ), while the
value of dc bus (

∗

controller updates the minimum

), which after is provided to the MPPT controller (Fig. 2.5). The

.

controller calculates and updates the MPPT algorithm with the minimum admissible dc-bus
voltage for linear modulation operation. The minimum dc-bus reference (
is dynamically controlled in linear modulation by the

∗

.

) regulation level

and MPPT controllers and must satisfy

the following expression:
*
Vmin.e
 dVz ( I , m,  )  VT ( I )  kmVe ,

(2.3a)

where:


represents the magnitude phase inverter voltage and
control law (e.g.



is dependent of the modulation

√3 with 3H-ZS injection).

represents the neutral-point dc bus ripple deviation and its magnitude level is
dependent of capacitance value between positive, negative and neutral-point, load current
), modulation index (m), power factor angle (φ) and neutral-point
controller ( ) bandwidth. The neutral-point voltage deviation represents a loss in dc-bus
utilization and the dc-balancing controller must be designed to regulate ( < 0.5%) the dc
component top and bottom voltages in order to obtain dc-bus voltage maximization.



m represents the modulation index and is given by:
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2VLNrms 2 2 VLLrms

m  [0, mmax ]
m  V
V
3
d
d

2


1 for SPWM


mmax   2

 3  1.15 for 3H-ZS PWM.




(2.3b)

represent the power devices on-state voltage drop under phase current I.

Moreover, the dc bus voltage can be further reduced with the reactive power engagement, while
the inverter continues to export constant active power to the grid. The dc voltage utilization range
extension represents an important advantage since the inverter is able to operate at a wider dc
input range. The particular case of 3-phase balanced and sinusoidal voltage system is discussed as
follows.

Figure 2.6: Three phase 3- level inverter vectorial diagram:
and rotating -reference frame.

natural coordinates, stationary αβ

Fig. 2.6 illustrates the vector transformation diagram from a symmetrical balanced threephase grid voltage system
voltages

,

,

and the current vector

,

to synchronous rotating

with its dq components

,

which are synchronously

rotating with the angular grid frequency ω. The grid phase voltage magnitude (
along the d-axis with the load angle
̅

/

,

-reference frame

) is aligned

∢ ,̅ ) with respect to the inverter current vector

√ 1. The inverter three-phase currents from natural a-b-c coordinates
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, ,

, , which are then converted to

are transformed to stationary αβ-reference frame,

synchronously rotating reference
between the inverter and grid ( ̅

,

-frame
∗

as shown in Fig. 2.6. The power transfer
), considering a highly inductive filter (

) is

given by the following active ( ) and reactive ( ) expression [96], [124]:

VeV

 P  X sin 

L

Q  V (V  Ve cos  ) .

XL

(2.4)

The inverter active power ( ) injection to the grid is predominantly dependent on the power
∢

angle

, ). In practice, the power angle is a small angle formed by the inverter

fundamental components

and the grid voltage . The inverter output voltage magnitude can be

controlled using the reactive power variation [125], [126]. The inverter magnitude voltage
(before filter inductor

as per Fig. 2.4) can be determined from the vector diagram in Fig. 2.6

and the relation (2.4), as following:
2

4
 2 L 
2
2
Ve  V 2  
 ( P  Q )   LQ .
3V 
3


 
VS

(2.5)

VQ

As shown in relation (2.5), the inverter voltage ( ) revolves around the grid voltage ( ) with two
terms, where in practical cases is found that

is more dominant than

term. As evidenced in

relation (2.5), the inverter voltage can be controlled according to the following two cases:
a)

if

0: this case corresponds to the inverter operation at unity and lag

if

0: due to this property, the inverter can operate with an available

power factor.
b)

dc-bus voltage below the magnitude of the grid voltage, hence extending the dc utilization range.
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The dominant term

can be used for the dc bus extension, with three theoretical degree of

freedom: angular frequency, inductor value and reactive power injection (

0). In practice, the

first two parameters (ω and ) are constant while the only the reactive component can become the
control reference set point (

∗

or

∗

, figs. 2.4 and 2.5). The inverter voltage can be lower than the

grid voltage when the following condition is satisfied:
Q2 

3V 2
Q  P 2  0.
L

(2.6)

From expression (5) and (6) it can be observed that the inverter voltage can operate with
when the inverter reactive power is controlled within the following range:
2



 3V 2 
3V 2
2 


Q  Qmax ; 
 
  P  .

 2 L
2 L 





The reactive power (power factor lead,

0, up to the maximum value

(2.7)

) is controlled by

the inverter in order to extend the dc-bus voltage utilization. The active and reactive power
controlled by the inverter have the form:

3

 P  2 Vd I d

Q   3 V I ,
d q

2
where the measured voltage and currents from the



/

(2.8)

transformations are:

is practically the magnitude phase grid voltage,
,

represent the inverter active and reactive components (magnitude) of phase currents.

With the expression manipulation (5) and (8) the inverter magnitude output phase voltage is
obtained:
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2

2
2
 2 L   3
 3
  4
 3

Ve  Vd  
  Vd I d    Vd I q      L   Vd I q  .
 2
   3
 2

 3Vd   2
2

(2.9)

With further simplification, the relation (2.9) becomes:
2




LI
2 L
V e  V d 1  
Iq
 

V
V
d

 d 

2
2
 I  I d  I q .

(2.10)

From the relation (2.10) it can be observed that the dc-bus utilization extension is mainly
dependent of line frequency (ω), ac inductance value ( ) and reactive current component ( ).
The first two parameters (ω,

) are selected as part of the initial inverter design, while the

reactive current component is manipulated on-line, at the time when the dc-bus becomes
insufficient for linear modulation inverter operation.
When the solar inverter operates at nominal power, its apparent power rating ( ) must be
increased while the reactive power is injected for dc-bus extension range. If the apparent power
(

) is kept constant (by design, due to power devices safe operating area of operation and

thermal limits) then the
nominal inverter current) and
current is calculated

controller is enabled only when the

(

represents the

conditions are satisfied. In this case, the maximum reactive
and used in relation (2.10) for determining the minimum dc-

bus voltage at which the solar inverter can operate in linear modulation. It should be noted that
the dc-bus extension range is performed on an increased power losses expense, since the power
devices operate at the nominal current ( ), including both active and reactive currents. In
conclusion, the

control strategy has the ability to extend the minimum dc-bus voltage

utilization by employing the reactive power injection control for higher overall energy yield.
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Figure 2.7: PV Inverter modes of operation example for the illustration of
controller
mechanism: 1) MPPT, 2) power limit mode and 3) proposed
-controller with MPPT dc-bus
extension.

Fig. 2.7 illustrates the solar inverter operation example under the following cases:


Case 1: the inverter operates at the global maxima by harvesting the maximum available
power



at

.

.

Case 2: the inverter operates in dc power limit

caused by insufficient dc bus voltage

, due to higher PV cell temperature or lower insolation conditions. This case
represents a limitation of MPPT operation using the existing control methods.


Case 3: the

controller is enabled for MPPT dc-bus voltage utilization extension. The

solar inverter is capable of operating at the global maxima (
voltage levels (

) and lower dc-bus

). In this case the proposed inverter controls (Fig. 2.5) is using

relation (2.9) to re-calculate the new minimum admissible dc-bus voltage (

.

) used by

the MPPT algorithm. The dc-bus voltage utilization is extended with the reactive power
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injection control, while the inverter continues to supply the active power to the grid. The
MPPT algorithm is now capable of maintaining the inverter in MPPT mode for an
increase (

in power production, while satisfying the

.

condition. In the

particular case when the grid voltage rises above the configured level (e.g.
nominal), the

controller changes its priority from maximum energy harvesting to grid

stabilization mode with
level (e.g.

10% from

0. In case when the grid voltage falls below the configured

10% from nominal) then the

controller may satisfy the two

requirements: grid support and dc-bus extension with maximum energy harvesting.
With the proposed control strategy, the minimum dc-bus voltage control reference is
optimally calculated by the MPPT algorithm for inverter efficiency improvement and
maximization of available power transfer for 1500V systems (as well as 1000V systems).

2.3. Quasi-Space Vector Modulation Strategy for DC-bus
Utilization in 3-phase PV inverters - An alternative to Space
Vector Modulation
The classical sinusoidal pulse-width modulation (SPWM) in 3-phase systems contains no zerosequence components and is the simplest for implementation. However, in order to increase the
dc-bus utilization, zero-sequence methods have been proposed in the literature [5], [127] in the
following simplest form of third-harmonic zero-sequence (3H-ZS) injection signal:

f ZS-THI ( t )   sin 3  t  .

(2.11)

The 3H-ZS with the amplitude of γ=1/6 provides the maximum linear modulation index
and with

1/4 would reduce the harmonic distortion in inverter output voltage [127], [128].

One of the most used modulation strategy with the use of 3H-ZS, is traditionally done in the form
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of a carrier-based space-vector PWM (SV-PWM) to improve the dc-bus utilization. The
conceptual schematic of the inverter presented in Fig. 2.4 shows this classic carrier-based SV/

PWM implemented in block (b) and coupled to the control signals

.

In this chapter a quasi-space vector PWM ( SV-PWM) is proposed to maintain a 15%
maximization of dc-bus utilization while providing an additional important benefit: 3H-ZS signal
is decoupled from the control signals, instead being derived from the grid voltage phase angle ( )
of phase-locked loop (PLL) control structure. As will be demonstrated, this strategy provides
accurate and robust zero sequence (ZS) that allows improved paralleling of decentralized
inverters while maintaining wide dc-bus extension.
With the use of 3H-ZS, the magnitude of each inverter phase voltage control signal is
reduced allowing the modulation index (m) to increase beyond unity, while the linear modulation
is maintained (

1.15). The carrier-based space-vector zero-sequence function is

expressed by relation (2.12), derived from the control signals

,

,

,

1
f ZS-SV (t )    min  ea (t ), eb (t ), ec (t )   max  ea (t ), eb (t ), ec (t )   .
2

(2.12)

These control signals are, in fact, the output of the synchronous frame current regulators
transformed to the three-phase coordinates (

/

). During transient conditions, the

perturbations may be propagated through the ZS, which temporarily affects the power quality and
the dc-bus neutral-point deviation. Instead, the proposed carrier-based quasi-space vector ZS
function is derived from the phase-locked loop (PLL) control structure to provide a clean and
robust signal, as illustrated in block (c) of Fig. 2.4. The ZS function for the

SV-PWM is

implemented with third-order harmonics, and is expressed with the following general expression:
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1
(  1)
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3
(2
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f 3ZS (t ) 
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 3 k  0   (2 k  1) 2  1 




9



n

(2.13)

The 3H-ZS injection components expressed in relation (2.13) do not affect the
fundamental output voltages, since the common mode voltages cancel between the phases in a
three-phase system. The inclusion of the 3H-ZS components provides improved dc-bus voltage
utilization, up to 15% in a direct comparison with sinusoidal PWM (SPWM). In this way, the ZS
component derivation is decoupled from the instantaneous control signals (less stable) as follows.
For simplicity and practical implementation, relation (2.13) is reduced to the following two terms
of third-order harmonics expression:

f ZS ( t )   1  sin 3( t )   2 sin 9   t   .
The

,

(2.14)

coefficients are selected and approximated the with space vector similarity for the

SV zero-sequence injection,

f Q SV ( t ) 

1
1

sin  9 t   .
 sin(3 t ) 
4
10


(2.15)

Figure 2.8: SV 3H-ZS injection implementation and derivation from PLL control structure with
ac-to-dc bus voltage scaling factor.

Fig. 2.8 shows the SV control structure implementation and its derivation from the PLL control
structure with positive and negative voltage components decomposition designed to operate
under unbalanced and distorted grid conditions [5]. As can be seen, the control structure from
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Fig. 2.8 provides an accurate and robust ZS determination for inverters while maintaining the
15% bus extension. The ZS derivation from the PLL structure is not sufficient for a complete
solution, thus a scaling factor is introduced in order to respond automatically under different
modulation factors (dc and ac variations) as shown in Fig. 2.8. The ZS signal is scaled with
respect to the dc-bus voltage and available grid voltage per the following final ZS expression:
f ZS-QSV (t ) 

1
1
  max( v a , vb , vc ) rms
 sin(3 t )  sin  9 t    
4
10
Vdc
 


6 .


(2.16)

The 3H-ZS derivation augmented with the dc-ac factor ratio, as shown in relation (2.16)
used by the

SV modulation, provides an adaptive behaviour under all dc and ac operation

conditions. The final expression of the reference control signals to the modulator block from Fig.
2.4 is dependent of the control signals ( ,
(

,

) and two common mode signals: 3H-ZS

) and neutral-point ( ) for dc balancing:

 ea* (t )  ea (t )  f ZS-QSV (t )  ez (t )
 *
 eb (t )  eb (t )  f ZS-QSV (t )  ez (t )
 *
 ec (t )  ec (t )  f ZS-QSV (t )  ez (t ).

(2.17)

In summary, Fig. 2.9 shows the comparison between continuous carrier-based modulation
strategies: SPWM ( ), THI-PWM (

), SV-PWM (

) and

SV-PWM (

) alternative

method, given by the following phase control signals equations:

eS (t )  sin( t )
 e (t )  e (t )  f
 THI
S
ZS-THI (t )

eSV (t )  eS (t )  f ZS-SV (t )
eQSV (t )  eS (t )  f QSV (t ).

The
(

(2.18)

SV modulation is comparable to SV modulation, with similar ZS injection signal
≅

) and control signals (

≅

), with the advantage of a decoupled ZS

derivation from the instantaneous control signals. Since the dc-bus range extension target
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decentralized 1500V inverters, what follows is a detailed explanation of the paralleling
advantages of the proposed SV-PWM.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.9: Continuous carrier-based modulation strategies comparison.
(a) Phase control signals: SPWM ( ), SV-PWM (
(equation (2.11), γ=1/6) and
injection signals

) and THI-PWM (
(equation (2.12)).

) with 3H-ZS

(b) Phase control modulation signals with SPWM ( ) and the alternative strategy
) with ZS injection signal
(equation (2.15)).
(

SV-PWM
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2.3.1.

Parallel Operation Structure: QSV-PWM and SV-PWM Comparison

Grid-connected inverters parallel connected (decentralized inverters), sharing the same dc and ac
buses, offer advantages of system redundancy and power scalability for PV plants. The proposed
SV modulation and control strategy is developed without communication signals between the
paralleled inverters.
The circulation current between paralleled inverters must be addressed, since it leads to
negative impacts on the system losses and system stability. The circulating current is mainly
affected by the modulator zero vectors of each PWM cycle [129].

Figure 2.10: Example of three-phase paralleled connected inverters using SV modified
modulation (Eq.2.16) with current regulators control structure designed for circulation current
elimination.

In Fig. 2.10 is shown a number ( ) of 3-level inverters parallel connected at the same dc
and ac bus in a simplified block diagram version with the current regulators designed in
synchronous rotating

0-reference frame control structure.

The inverter ( ) phase currents transformed from a-b-c natural coordinates to α-β stationary
frame, with the homopolar-sequence current (

) consideration, are given by:
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 iak  i k  i0 k

1
3

i k  i0 k
 ibk   i k 
2
2


1
3
i k  i0 k ,
 ick   i k 

2
2

(2.19 a)

1


i
 2 i a k  ib k  ic k 

k

3

1

( ib k  ic k )
 i k 
3


1
( i a k  ib k  i c k ) .
 i0 k 
3

The inverter phase currents are controlled in synchronous rotating
,

,

(2.19 b)

0-reference frame by the

regulators, with the inverter control voltages expresses as:
*
 edk   idk
  i k cos( )  i k sin( )   Gidk



*
 eqk   iqk   i k sin( )  i k cos( )   Giqk

*
 e0 k  (i0 k  i0 k )Gi 0 k .


(2.20)

The following relation expresses the inverse transformation from synchronous rotating dq0reference frame to

natural coordinates with the ZS component:


 eak  e k  e0 k

1

 ebk   e k 
2


1
 eck   e k 

2

3
e k  e0 k
2
3
e k  e0 k .
2

(2.21)

The conventional carrier-based SV-PWM using the relations (2.12), (2.21) and the
standard control structure from Fig. 2.10 should be avoided since the common-mode third-
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harmonic voltage injection is not kept centered at zero reference, due to the presence of common
mode homopolar-sequence component in the

/

inverse-transformation.

Modified SV-PWM and other control methods have been proposed to address the
circulating currents issue between parallel inverters [10], [129], [130]. The

SV-PWM presents

an advantage with respect to conventional carrier-based SV-PWM since the common-mode thirdharmonic voltage injection is always centered in zero, decoupled from the control signals
,

,

. Fig. 2.10 shows the control with ZS loop regulator (

) designed to eliminate the

current circulation between the inverters.
The power devices gate drive is controlled by the modulator, which is designed to process
the control signals
The proposed

,

,

, neutral-point voltage (

) for dc balancing ( ) compensation.

SV modulation integrated with the

and homopolar-sequence control

loops provide a simple and effective solution for 3H-ZS injection in parallel inverters operation.
As can be noted, the communication between the inverter modules is not necessary.
The 1500V parallel-connected inverters (decentralized PV plants) will likely take an important
role due to modularity (which leads to redundancy and reduced down time) and the enhanced dcbus utilization to achieve higher overall energy production. Decentralized inverters are designed
in a compact and lightweight format to simplify the PV plant installation.

2.4. Simulation and Experimental Results
The experimental dc-bus voltage utilization methodology evaluation has been verified on a threephase solar inverter platform as shown in Fig. 2.11, interfaced with 50/60Hz grid.
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The three-level NPC type inverter has been used, with switching frequency

20

,

the equivalent dc link capacitance of 2000µF, ac reactor inductance 4.3% per unit (p.u.) and filter
capacitance values at 3% p.u. range.

Figure 2.11: Grid-connected inverter and laboratory setup for dc-bus voltage utilization testing
and evaluation.

2.4.1.

Comparative Results of DC-bus Voltage Utilization with 1000V and 1500V
PV Systems

In the comparative analysis below, the nominal current has been considered the same for both
inverter systems (31.8
The nominal power is

), in order to maintain consistency with the analysis in Section 2.1.
=22kVA for the 1000V system and

=28.6kVA for 1500V system by

using the 1.3 factor shown in Table 2.2.
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(a) 1000V system: 230

/400

-50Hz.
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(b) 1500V system: 300

/520

-50Hz.

Figure 2.12: Simulation results: solar inverter dc-bus dynamic range evaluation from
. to
: comparison between (a) 1000V (only +/-20 range) and (b) 1500V (extended +/-35%)
systems.
Y-axis: C1- 3-level 3-phase control signals , , and zero sequence
, 0.5 p.u./div, C2and
Inverter active power, C3- Inverter phase currents , , , 20A/div.C4- DC-bus voltage
grid line magnitude voltage .
X-axis: 20ms/div.

Fig. 2.12 shows a comparative analysis with the solar inverters operating at nominal
power ( ) while the DC-bus ramps-up from minimum (
voltage. During the

.

) to maximum (

) dc-bus

interval, the converter operates at minimum voltage level (

.

)

with inverter currents distorted due to over-modulation. This mode of operation is not desired,
and by enabling the
At instant

controller this situation is avoided under the same operation conditions.

, the dc-bus voltage reaches the minimum MPPT level (

) and the current
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distortion is eliminated owed to linear modulation (
increase and within the

1.15). From

, the dc-bus continues to

interval the inverter attains the nominal dc-bus (

inverter continues to operate at nominal power ( ) while the dc-bus increases
moment

the inverter starts to derate/limit the power from

ceases to operate from moment

to

.

). The
. At the

. The inverter

in order to avoid components operation outside the design data

specification.
The typical NPC inverter design for 1000V system is optimized for performance, cost and
standards compliance with

1000 . By keeping the same design considerations for

1500V system, the maximum operation voltage is selected at

1600 which provides dc-

:

2: 1) in comparison to

bus utilization in the range of +/-35%
1000V of +/-20%

.

(i.e.

:

.

(i.e.

1.7: 1). The additional 30% dc-bus voltage

for 1500V translates into an increased overall energy production and proves the dc-bus extension
concept proposed in this dissertation.

2.4.2.

Lower DC-bus Limit Extension with VQ Reactive Power Injection

Fig. 2.13 illustrates the inverter reactive power control ( ) influence on the output fundamental
component voltage ( ), which demonstrated the validity of relation (2.10). The inverter is
controlling the reactive power and maintaining an active power level of
instant

, the inverter operates with power factor lag (

24.7

/2 (14.3kW). Prior to
) and the dc-bus

utilization range is reduced due to the need of increasing the inverter output voltage

.
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Figure 2.13: Simulation results: three-level
reactive power injection waveforms with constant
active power ( /2), 300 /520 -50Hz, 1500V system).
Y-axis: C1 - PLL phase angle θ stationary frame grid voltage ,
0.5 p.u./div, C2 - 3-level 3phase control signals , , 0.5 p.u./div, C3 - Inverter output peak voltage
(fundamental
and grid line magnitude voltage V 20V/div, C4 - Converter
component), DC-bus voltage
phase currents , , , , 20A/div.
X-axis: 20ms/div.

The power factor lag represents a scenario when the utility plant controller commands the PV
plant for grid support. In this particular case, the necessary dc-bus is increased, as it shown prior
to moment
factor (

, the inverter voltage

is higher. At instant

, the inverter operates at unity power

0) and the dc-bus voltage utilization range is practically increased.
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At the moment

, the available dc-bus voltage reduces (e.g. due to the PV array characteristics)

while the inverter pursues the energy capitalization by enabling the
At this moment, the inverter provides the power factor lead (
and the inverter fundamental voltage component
the dc-bus can be reduced closer to

controller.
24.7kVAr,

28.6 kVA)

is reduced from 780V to 725V. As a result,

, considering the compensation factors of dc-bus neutral-

point variation and devices voltage drop per relation (2.3).
Therefore, the energy maximization algorithm is maintained and power limit is not necessary due
to the additional 3% dc-bus voltage extension. It should be noted that the dc-bus extension range
can be found between 2 to 5% as being function of the filter inductance and angular frequency
(relation (2.10)). The dc-bus is regulated at the minimum level and in linear-modulation to
achieve high efficiency conversion and power quality, even in cases where the PV modules
operates at high ambient temperature conditions with severe reduction of MPP voltage level.
Fig. 2.14 shows the inverter operation under the test conditions from Table 2.3. The
traditional control constraints the inverter operation to
mode. With the

voltage level in power limit

controller enabled, the dc-bus minimum operation is extended to

voltage level, and in consequence the gain power (

.

) is increased resulting in higher energy

yield from the PV array to the ac grid.
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Figure 2.14: Simulation results: MPPT DC-bus extension with
-controller enabled: the inverter
) to MPPT (
)
mode
with a net gain ( ) of about
operates from power limit mode (
.
3% of available power harvesting.
1000V system: =600W/m2,
=65˚C, 4 parallel strings of 18 series, 1500V system:
=44.8V,
=36.3V,
=600W/m2, =75˚C, 4 parallel strings of 25 series, PV module:
.
.
=305W.
β=-0.34%/˚C,
Table 2.3: Solar inverter operation conditions for DC bus voltage utilization extension.
Inverter
system
1000V
1500V

∗

√3
[kVA]

[-]

[A]

.

.

11.0

0

11

1

16

565

5

≥570

575

11.4

-19

22

0.51

31.8

545

10

≥555

555

14.4

0

14.4

1

16

735

5

≥740

750

14.7

-24.7

28.6

0.51

31.8

714

10

≥724

725

Fig. 2.15 shows the grid current distortion effect if the

1000
1600

controller is disabled. Prior to

instant t1, the inverter operates with reactive power generation under the test conditions from
Table 2.3 (Q = -24.7kVA). At

, the

controller is disabled and the inverter continues to
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operate with constant active power, while the phase currents are distorted since it is not operating
in the linear modulation region anymore. Since this mode of operation is not desired, the
controller is re-enabled at instant

, where the

reactive power injection achieves a dc-bus

extension range of 3%, in addition to the 3H-ZS modulation injection of 15%.

Figure 2.15: Simulation results:
controller temporarily disabled shows the effect on the grid
current (300 /520 -50Hz) at minimum dc-bus inverter operation.
Y-axis: C1 - Active and reactive power, 5kW/div, 5kVAr/div, C2 - 3-level 3-phase control signals
, ,
and zero sequence ZS, 0.5 p.u./div, C3 - Inverter output peak voltage
(inverter
and grid line magnitude voltage 20V/div,
fundamental component, 50Hz), DC-bus voltage
C4 - Converter phase currents , , , , 20A/div.
X-axis: 20ms/div.
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Figure 2.16: Experimental results: neutral-point balancing and regulation.
Y-axis: C1 - Top side dc-bus
10V/div, C2 - Bottom side dc-bus
10V/div, C3 - Inverter
(PF=1) 20A/div, 50Hz), C4 - DC-bus voltage
output phase A current
100V/div.
X-axis: 100ms/div.

Fig. 2.16 shows the neutral-point controller regulation for 3-level NPC topology: prior to
moment t1, the active dc-balancing mechanism is disabled. The test was performed in the linear
modulation region at m=0.87. The difference in voltage between the top and bottom dc sides
results in undesired effects, for example poor dc-balancing regulation leads to range loss of dc
bus utilization. Moreover, at low dc-bus voltage scenarios, the inverter may be driven to operate
in over-modulation, producing undesired distorted current to the ac grid (e.g. Fig. 2.15, C4,
interval

). At the moment t1 the neutral-point controller is enabled with two immediate

benefits: dc-bus balancing stable operation and the possibility of inverter to operate in linear
modulation for the maximum system dc-bus voltage utilization.
The experimental test employing carrier-based space vector modulation is shown in Fig.
2.17 and Fig. 2.18.
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Figure 2.17: Experimental results with carrier-based space vector modulation with Zero-Sequence
using relation (2.12), with test conditions: dc-bus
=785V, grid voltage system 277 /480
/60Hz.
Y-axis: C1 - PLL phase angle θ, C2 - ZS 0.3125 p.u./div, Control phase signal
C3 - Phase (a) grid current 20A/div.

0.67 p.u./div,

X-axis: 10ms/div.

Figure 2.18: Experimental results using carrier-based space vector modulation strategy.
Y-axis: C1 - Phase grid current
20A/div, C2 - Stationary frame grid voltage vectors, , ,
0.67 p.u./div, C3 - Phase control modulator signal , 0.65 p.u./div, C4 - Grid voltage unit vectors
0.67 p.u./div.
X-axis: 10ms/div.
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2.4.3.

Dynamic Behaviour Using QSV-PWM with Low DC-bus Voltage (15%
Extension)

Fig. 2.19 shows the proposed

SV-PWM modulation under low dc-bus voltage and a dynamic

load step transient. The experimental test was performed as shown in Fig. 2.20, with the thirdharmonic ZS signal derived from the PLL phase angle. It is interesting to note that the

SV

strategy complies with the 15% lower dc-bus extension while providing an accurate and robust
ZS for transients and paralleling.

Figure 2.19: Simulation results with proposed
voltage (785V) and load step transient.

SV-PWM modulation strategy under low dc-bus

Y-axis: C1 - PLL phase angle θ, C2 - 3H-ZS SV signal, three-phase control signals , , 0.5
/480 /60Hz.
p.u./div, C3 - Phase grid current , , , 10A/div; grid voltage system 277
X-axis: 10ms/div.
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Figure 2.20: Experimental results with the proposed SV-PWM with Zero-Sequence derived
=785V, grid voltage system 277
/480 /60Hz).
from the PLL (dc-bus
Y-axis: C1 - PLL phase angle θ, C2 - ZS 0.3125 p.u./div, Control phase signal
Phase (a) grid current 20A/div.

0.67/div, C3 -

X-axis: 10ms/div.

Figure 2.21: Experimental results using the proposed SV-PWM strategy (dc-bus
/480 /60Hz).
voltage system 277

=785V, grid

Y-axis: C1 - Phase grid current 20A/div C2 - Stationary frame grid voltage vectors, , 0.67
p.u./div, C3 - Phase control modulator signal 1.3 p.u./div, C4 - Grid voltage unit vectors 0.67
p.u./div.
X-axis: 10ms/div.
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Fig. 2.21 shows the inverter current signals with low dc-bus voltage and the PLL control
used for

SV-PWM: α-β stationary frame voltage vectors and their trajectory described by the

PLL unit vectors. The PLL is designed to reject high-order voltage harmonics and to detect 3phase voltage space vector positive and negative sequence components of the fundamental,
irrespective of the transient and dc-link situation. The PLL phase angle (θ) detected is used for
the derivation of 3H-ZS

SV modulation strategy. The following description explains a severe

transient situation and the superior performance of SV over SV.

Figure 2.22: Simulation results: comparison results performed with carrier-based a) SV-PWM and
b)
SV-PWM alternative modulation strategy (dc-bus
=650V, grid voltage system
/400 /50Hz).
230
Y-axis: C1 - Zero sequence 0.2 p.u./div, C2 - Phase grid currents
, 20A/div, C3 - Grid phase voltages , , 200V/div.

, , , d-q current components

X-axis: 100ms/div.
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To further validate the effectiveness of

SV-PWM, the inverter performance has been

evaluated with respect to one of the most demanding tests: dynamic grid support under
asymmetrical grid fault with inverter low-voltage ride-through (LVRT). Fig. 2.22 demonstrates
the performance comparison between

SV-PWM and SV-PWM. At the moment

, the one-

phase ( ) to ground phase fault is simulated and the inverter supports the grid with full rated
reactive current (

with power factor lead) while the active component ( ) decreases.

It can be observed that with carrier-based SV-PWM enabled during the interval

, the ZS

cannot be maintained anymore as a triangular waveform, due to its derivation from the distorted
modulator control signals ( ,

,

). At instant

, the

SV-PWM is enabled where the 3H-ZS

becomes quasi-triangular, since its derivation is not from the control signals but from the PLL
phase angle. During the grid fault period, the inverter successfully supports the grid with
balanced reactive currents. At instant

, the grid recovers and the inverter resumes transferring

active power from the PV modules.
In addition to the dc-bus voltage extension, the reactive power control of PV plants
represents an important feature for the utility grid stability, where each inverter automatically is
enabled in the LVRT mode for the ac grid network support. What follows is a comparative
evaluation of inverters operating in parallel with low dc-bus voltage
Fig. 2.23 shows the evaluation of two inverters parallel connected at dc and ac ports with
conventional SV-PWM and

SV-PWM using the control structure from Fig. 2.10. The second

inverter turns on at the moment
However, the circulating currents
and the dc source

and the grid current is shared equally between the inverters.
,

begin to flow between the parallel connected inverters

. The ZS control is enabled on each inverter at the moment

in order to

eliminate the average circulating current components - in a normal case, the ZS controller is
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always enabled. Both modulation strategies are tested under the same conditions: the
conventional carrier-based SV-PWM is not able to eliminate the undesired circulating current,
instead, it is further aggravated as shown in Fig 2.23 (a). This issue is due to the derivation of 3HZS from the control signals, which contain the homopolar-sequence component (relation (2.21))
as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Instead,

SV-PWM is with decoupled 3H-ZS derivation from the

control signals and the homopolar-sequence loop is able to regulate the average circulating
current to zero. At the instant

the dc-bus changes from 1500V to 750V and circulating current

are seen for carrier-based SV-PWM while the proposed

SV-PWM is proven stable under this

dc-bus transient situation.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 2.23: Simulation results: solar inverters parallel operation performed with (a) conventional
carrier-based SV-PWM (circulating current issues) and (b) proposed SV-PWM strategy with
robust current sharing (grid voltage system 277 /480 -50Hz with grid inductance =1mH).
10A/div, C2, C3 - Control
Y-axis: C1 - Average circulating currents between the inverters: ,
,
and total
phase signals and ZS injection voltage 0.5 p.u./div, C4 - Phase (a) grid currents
current I.
X-axis: 50ms/div.

2.5. Improved PV Inverter Operating Range Using a String MiniBoost
The operating region of the typical single-stage PV grid-connected inverter is illustrated in Fig.
2.24 (a). It is delimited by
above

, below which the inverter enters in non-operational mode;

, the inverter can operate at full

until

, and after that power is curtailed
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to extend the range to
(indicated by

; above

, the inverter is non-operational. This range can be extended

) by using a transformer to interface the grid, but the weight, volume, and the

efficiency is penalized.
In Fig. 2.24 (b) the two-stage power conversion PV operating region is presented. The
boost power converter follows the slope (

) that is reduced until new minimum voltage (

) is

achieved. Unfortunately, since the PV array will not always operate at nominal power (due to
shading or other problems cause it to operate at the lower voltage, the boost converter is
overdesigned causing the cost to be unnecessary high.
In this work, a new architecture and design methodology is proposed in the form of a
string based boost for grid-connected converters. In Fig. 2.24 (c), an improved PV inverter
operational range for power extraction and design optimization is presented using a mini-boost.
The mini-boost stage converter is designed to operate only when the voltage is lower than
and becomes disengaged when PV voltage exceeds

, for an increase in system conversion

efficiency and the operation at rated power.
The proposed mini-boost is designed to process only a fraction of the PV inverter nominal power
, leading to the use of smaller, and therefore lower cost components. The inverter sizing is
further optimized based on a proposed peak power envelope at the boundary of the operating
area. This technique allows for extra room in the operating region, to transfers more power to the
grid than previously possible.
Figures 2.24 (a) and 2.24 (b) show the operating region of the two traditional photovoltaic
grid-connected inverter topologies. In the following paragraphs, the details of the design and
operating boundaries will be presented along with the resulting advantages and disadvantages
comparison. The proposed mini-boost topology is presented in Section 2.5.3.
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Figure 2.24: PV power versus dc-bus voltage utilization characteristics for: (a) Inverter without
boost stage (b) Inverter with standard boost stage, and (c) Proposed optimized inverter with miniboost and peak-power envelope at boundary conversion operation solution.
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Fig. 2.24 notations:
(uv): Non-operational under dc voltage shutdown range
(b): Operation with boost converter
(n): Nominal power operation (MPPT)
(p): Power limit/curtailing mode
(ov): Over-voltage dc non-operational
(t): grid interfaced with line transformer for increased operational voltage (optional)
(i): increased converter power, optimization for constant input PV current and constant power
losses operation.

2.5.1.

PV Inverter with Single-stage Power Conversion (no Boost Converter)

The single-stage PV inverter operating area is presented in Fig. 2.24 (a). This single-stage
inverter is simple and efficient, since it does not include a second stage, but the operation is
limited at the minimum operating voltage (
voltage. The region below

) that is required to synchronized to the grid

represents the under voltage (uv) region, where the inverter is non-

operational.
A single-stage inverter may operate from
850

(upper dc-bus limit) at
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(lower dc-bus limit) to

, and extend the range up to 1000

with reduced

power operation due to limited voltage blocking of commercially available power devices. The
is dependent of the modulation strategy used as per

 VdcMin  2 VˆLN  VdcComp (SPWM)

VdcMin  3 VˆLN  VdcComp (ZS-PWM).
The minimum dc voltage is selected considering the compensation voltage
to grid phase voltage magnitude

(2.22)

, in addition

, ensuring the inverter operation in linear modulation. The

zero-sequence pulse-width modulation (ZS-PWM) is used in this work, and provides an
advantage over sinusoidal pulse-width modulation (SPWM) with an extension of 2⁄√3 for the dc
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input voltage utilization. If a line transformer is interfaced between the output of converter and
grid for lower ac grid voltage inverter operation, (e.g. 15% lower) then the minimum voltage can
be extended to lower PV input voltage. However, adding a line transformer to the system does
not provide a cost-effective solution since it increases weight, volume and reduces efficiency
[131].

2.5.2.

PV Inverter with Two-stage Power Conversion (with Boost Converter)

The operating region for the PV inverter with boost stage is presented in Fig. 2.24 (b). In this
case, the operating region is extended (although not at full nominal power). This topology design
allows more energy to be extracted, however, its components are over-sized and the efficiency is
reduced. For uniform irradiance, the voltage will rarely drop below (

) and for partial

shading, the available power is less than the rated power. At lower voltage levels the inverter is
able to extract the available power from the PV modules. The rated boost power at lower PV
voltage is limited by the current ratings of power devices, current sensors and magnetics. As
shown in Fig. 2.24 (b), the boost power stage is not optimized since the boundary of the operating
region boot power (
(

) is greater than the available power from PV-string modules

). It can be noted that the boundary power gradient of the boost stage (

mB 

,

d PB
d V pv

(2.23)

is greater than the gradient determined by the series/parallel combination of PV modules (

mN 
From (2.24), the derivative of PV output power

d Ppv
d V pv

.

with respect to its voltage

(2.24)
can be further

expanded as
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d Ppv
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and (2.25) can be expressed as a piece-wise function of incremental conductance (
instantaneous conductance (

/
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(2.26)

Substituting (2.24) to (2.25) and with a linear approximation of the piecewise function at
0, leads to the property of selecting

, since the current variation is negligible,

the boost nominal power at the boundary level impressed by the

m N  I pv  V pv

dI pv
dV pv


characteristics:

 I pv .

(2.27)

0

Another important observation is that, even when considering a wide temperature of PV
junction cell variation (e.g.-20˚C, +70˚C), the slope can be considered constant at lower PV
voltage operation as it can be seen in Fig. 2.24 as well. As a result, the criterion of using (2.27)
for determining the boost's nominal power stage becomes sufficient for an optimized design.
Furthermore, considering the shading effect, the available PV power decreases further, therefore
the traditional boost power stage is not optimized which leads to an over-cost design.
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The maximum recommendable design sizing criteria for PV voltage and current (

,

)

are given by:

 I pvM ax  N p I scT max  I maxAdm

V pvM ax  N sV ocTmin  V maxAdm ,
where

and

are the number of parallel strings in the array and the number of series cells in

each string respectively,
temperature (
I

(2.28)

and

are the short-circuit current at the maximum

) and open-circuit voltage respectively at the minimum temperature (

),

is the maximum admissible current given by the ratings of the power devices, inductors,

switch-gear and cables, and

is the maximum admissible voltage given by the

components ratings.
It can be argued that connecting more PV stings in parallel would increase the power
gradient, beyond

. However, an important cost-effective design criterion is the maximum

short-circuit current that the switch gear and the cables can handle, which leads to selection of
maximum number of PV strings parallel (

) and series (

) connected is given by

I maxAdm

N

 p
I scTmax


 N  VmaxAdm .
 s VocTmin
In this context, it is clear that the boost stage has been dimensioned for the full rated power

(2.29)

,

although it will ever process a fraction if it. Therefore, the implementation through the traditional
approach results in an overdesigned solution.
The PV module's energy production reduction is attributed to several factors, including
irradiance variability, partial shading, soiling, cells delamination and discoloration, increased
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operation temperature. The use of the standard boost design would lead excess of materials (e.g.
magnetics, electronic components) while not being able to benefit of its full rated power
capability.

2.5.3.

PV Inverter with Proposed String Mini-Boost and Peak-Power Envelope
Operation

A novel approach solution is presented in Fig. 2.24 (c): the mini-boost stage with peak power
envelope boundary operation. In this case, a boost stage is included that is designed for a fraction
of the rated power of the PV inverter and that can be bypassed if the PV array can provide the
voltage by itself. This solution offers a trade-off between the single-stage and the two-stage
converter architecture, offering the benefits of both parts without the additional losses and cost of
a full-size boost. When large PV plants are considered, the mini-boost stages can be distributed to
each string and rated for a fraction of each strings power.
A schematic of the proposed architecture is included in Fig. 2.25. In this schematic, two
strings are included in the PV array and each string is assigned to a mini-boost, dc-dc conversion
stage. The dc-ac power stage conversion is implemented using a 3-level Neutral-Point Clamped
(NPC) PV inverter. Each dc-dc mini-boost stage is built using an inductor, a capacitor, a switch
(

,

) and a diode (

,

,

) while the stage can be bypassed using diode

when the

boosting is not needed. Conversely, if

,

are not implemented, the current flows through

two series elements: a boost inductor (

/

) and a boost diode (

which leads to additional losses. Instead, the by-pass diodes

,

/

- silicon carbide)

are selected with a low

voltage-drop and low cost standard recovery silicon type rectifiers. Furthermore, the replacement
of the by-pass diode with an even lower on-resistance switch (

,

, e.g. low cost relay) will

result in lower losses and heat dissipation. A simple control signal between

,

and

,

is
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implemented with a mutually exclusive logic. Therefore, the proposed re-design of the by-pass
boost switch provides an opportunity for higher-efficiency operation, as will be demonstrated in
Section 2.6.

Figure 2.25: Power conversion stage and control block diagram with mini-boost engagement at
low PV voltage operation. The maximum power point is determined by the MPPT block
algorithm, that shifts control from the PV inverter to the mini-boost stages under different
operating conditions.

The combined output of the mini-boost stages is connected to dc-link

, which

represents the input voltage for the dc-ac inverter power stage. The three-phase inverter topology
selection is a three-level T-type NPC as shown in Fig. 2.25.
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The inverter three-phase currents in natural
stationary αβ-frame,
frame

coordinates

, ,

are transformed to

, , which are then converted to synchronously rotating reference dq-

, , as shown in Fig. 2.25. The grid-connected converter (mini-boosts and inverter)

MPPT active power is achieved by the active current controller
d-axis component

with feedforward grid voltage

and decoupling from d-axis with the cross-coupling term

. The

peak power envelope inverter operation is determined by the active current component ( )
generated to the grid network. The active current reference
regulator

∗

is obtained from the dc link voltage

:

i d*  (V d c  V d*c I ) G V .
The inverter dc link voltage reference

∗

(2.30)

is a programmed value determined by the

MPPT controller. The inverter MPPT active power is controlled by the equivalent inverter output
average voltage

given by

 ed  Vd   Liq  (id*  id )Gid

 eq  Vq   Lid  iq Giq .

(2.31)

Figure 2.25 also shows the proposed control and MPPT implementation of the system. As
it can be observed, the MPPT algorithm block is not only in charge of determining the MPP but
also of moving back and forth between the single-stage and two-stage topologies. The arbitration
of MPPT algorithm-control between the string mini-boosts and inverter power stages is
performed as follows:
a. MPPT is performed by the inverter
b. MPPT is performed by each mini
c. MPPT is performed by one mini

(2.32)

boost

boost and inverter

.
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The MPPT controller (Fig. 2.25) selects the execution of maximum power tracking
according to (2.32). In addition, the selection functions
references

∗

∗

,

,

determine the boost current

, where in normal operation these functions use the output of

,

control blocks. However, in a grid fault case scenario, the selection functions use the output of
the

controller which must regulate the dc-link voltage

established by

∗

at the reference voltage

.

A comparison summary is presented for a grid-tie inverter with standard boost, without
and with mini-boost power stage in Table 2.4. It can be seen that the proposed PV string miniboost topology introduces improvements in almost all the aspects compared in the table, which
represent the main concerns when designing a power inverter for PV applications.

Table 2.4: Grid-connected inverter with- and without boost PV system comparison summary.
Criterion

Inverter
without boost

Inverter with standard
boost

Inverter with PV
string mini-boost

MPPT range (dc-ratio)

Reduced

Improved

Optimized

System cost/W

Reduced

High

Medium/Optimized

System weight/power density

Reduced

Standard

Medium/Optimized

PV system power harvesting at
low irradiance levels

Restricted
,
(e.g.<

)

Improved
(e.g.
,

Operation voltage at high
PV cell temperature (MPP locus)

Restricted
,
(e.g.<

)

Improved
(e.g.
,

PV string design flexibility due to
extreme temperature conditions

Restricted

Improved

Optimized

PV power system application:
ground mounted,
residential/commercial roof-top,
car-ports

Restricted

Optimized

Optimized

PV inverter design

Reduced

Complex

Complex

)

Optimized
(e.g.
,

)

)

Optimized
(e.g.
,

)
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2.5.4.

Design of the Mini-Boost Stage with Peak Power Envelope Optimization

The renewable power that can be used and delivered to the ac grid, using an inverter with an
optimized mini-boost power stage, is illustrated in Fig. 2.26. This design adds two major new
features: the PV string mini-boost topology and the peak power envelope optimization. The
design procedure for the proposed architecture will be outlined in the following paragraphs.

)
Figure 2.26: Peak power envelope and P-V characteristics under STC uniform insolation (
) operating conditions for boost design optimization. This
and two-step partially shaded (
shading profile is used to analyse the mini-boost characteristics under different real operating
conditions and design requirements.

A. PV String Mini-Boost Stage Design
The design of the mini-boost converter is based on selecting a power rating and gradient (

)

that will be enough to tackle the power of the inverter at when the voltage has dropped below
and no more. The boost boundary power gradient (

) is designed to be less than or equal

to the gradient of the PV-string (

), considered at standard test conditions (STC). A convenient

design consideration is that the

of the PV modules is practically independent of the operating
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cell temperature, as can be seen from Fig. 2.24. The linearity of P-V characteristics and the close
matching curves below MPP voltage determines the sizing boost selection criteria

mB  m N .
The minimum dc (P

(2.33)

) power is less than the MPP voltage at the same power gradient

PdcM in  m BV uv  I M P PV M P P ,

(2.34)

and this power level is less than the power at MPP voltage, at the same power gradient, where in
a practical design, the minimum mini-boost start-up voltage (

) is correlated with the internal

auxiliary supply
.

(2.35)

The string boost is designed for the power size considering (2.28) - (2.29), (2.31) - (2.33). At low
irradiance levels, the boost extracts the available energy from the PV string modules. The PV
string boost sizing design optimization methodology is proposed as follows:
1)

,

2)

: determine power gradient of the PV modules given by the equation of the line

: select the number of series and parallel PV modules (e.g. using equation

(2.29)).

(

,

. The maximum boost size is less or equal to the nominal inverter rated power. (e.g.
).
3)
4)

: calculate the boost boundary power gradient using equation (2.34).
: the selection of mini-boost boundary power is suggested within a range, with a

maximum power selected at
power can be selected at a lower value,

,

), Fig. 2.26. However, the mini-boost maximum
,

), Fig. 2.26. This is selected based on the

shading profile, components cost design optimization and PV modules aging-degrading
prediction.
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The boost component cost reduction aims for design optimization in cooling, magnetics, current
sense transducer and power semiconductor devices.
The PV voltage variation with the MPPT control arbitration between the boosts and
inverter power stages between the inverter, mini-boost and hybrid cases is shown in Fig. 2.27.
The proposed mini-boost provides an advantage over the standard solution, in the optimization
for cost, size, power density.
During the tracking process, when the PV voltage ramps above

, the PV inverter transitions

to operate without the mini-boost stage (boost disengaged) and the MPPT control moves to the
inverter stage (n-region). When the operating voltage drops below

, the boost is turned on

again and the MPPT is transferred to the mini-boost stage (b-region).

Figure 2.27: Inverter input dc voltage control by the MPPT algorithm; when the PV voltage is
lower than the minimum voltage of the single-stage PV inverter, the boost stage is engaged and
the MPPT control shifts to the mini-boost stage with peak power envelope operation.
Fig. 2.27 notations:
: Non-operational dc under voltage (uv, e.g. 200Vdc)
: Minimum dc link voltage for inverter operation in linear modulation range ( √3 , where
is peak-phase grid voltage).
∗

: DC link reference voltage under Inverter-MPPT control mode.

∗

: DC link reference voltage under boost voltage regulation mode.
: Non-operational dc over voltage (ov, e.g. 1000Vdc).
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The PV operating range of the string boost and inverter power ratings can be described
through the following expression:


 I MPV pv if Vuv  V pv  V MPP
 Pb (V pv )  

 PmbN if V MPP  V pv  V dcMax

V pv  V dcMax 


Pinv (V pv )   PmbN   1 
 if V dcMax  V pv  Vov
V

V
ov
dcMax 


 0 if V  V .
pv
ov




(2.36)

The string boost is designed with an adaptive duty-ratio, function of the grid ac voltage
and is expressed as

D (V p v , V a c )  1 

V pv
V d c (V a c )

.

In this case, the inverter control establishes the dc bus regulation level (

(2.37)
∗

, Fig. 2.25), which is

adaptive to the grid voltage variations (e.g. line voltage 400Vac +/- 15%). As a result, two
immediate benefits are established: a) lower boost duty-ratio

,

operation leads to higher

efficiency and b) the inverter performs with higher efficiency at lower dc-bus voltage, as will be
demonstrated by the measured efficiency in the experimental section.
Fig. 2.28 shows the boost and inverter operating range derived from (2.36), (2.37) and the
PV current drawn from the PV array,

/

.
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Figure 2.28: Grid-connected system operating range. Boost rated power (
.
and duty-ratio as a function of PV voltage

), input current ( )

B. Peak Power Envelope Optimization
An additional proposed optimization criterion is the power conversion system design selection at
peak power envelope boundary operation. The inverter power stage is designed for operation
over its rated power (

). The

is selected at maximum dc voltage (

represents the inverter nominal MPPT power and
), where the inverter exhibits the higher conversion

losses (due to increased power devices switching losses and core magnetics losses). The
represents the maximum inverter MPPT power, operation at optimum dc input voltage (
where the conversion losses are lower than at the maximum voltage

)

.

The inverter MPPT power operation is designed for two intervals, given by
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 PI 1

 mI 1  V  0
pv1


 m   PI 2  0.
 I 2  V pv 2

(2.38)

During the first interval, the inverter operates with constant current,

I d cm 

Pd cIn v
P
 d cM a x ,
V d cM in
V d cm

(2.39)

and the dc power can increase linearly to

  PI 1  PdcMax  PdcInv

  V pv1  Vdcm  VdcMin .

(2.40)

At the beginning of second interval, the dc power decreases linearly towards

due to increase

in power losses

  PI 2  PdcM ax  PdcN

  V pv 2  V dcMax  V dcm .

(2.41)

The inclusion of this power gradients in the inverter operating area optimizes the
utilization of the inverter power semiconductors. Instead of taking the conservative approach and
defining the operating limit all through

to

as

(which is only true at

)a

more realistic approach is presented that has the benefit of being shaped as the P-V curve of the
panel, adding operating region where it is most needed.

2.5.5.

PV System Operation Case Study

A. PV String Mini-boost Stage Design Considerations Using P-V Characteristics
A solar array power installation is designed with PV modules connected in series-parallel
configuration in order to ensure the desired working voltage and current within the power system.
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The PV array maximum open-circuit voltage is calculated at lowest daily minimum temperature
(with PV module voltage temperature coefficient

) and maximum-power point voltage (

)

for the PV array string is determined at the daily PV cell temperature ( ), with the consideration
of standard test conditions (STC) of 1000W/m2 irradiance and

25˚

reference

temperature,






Voc Voc.stc 1+  Voc Tc Tstc  

V mp  V mp.stc 1+  Vmp Tc  Tstc   .

(2.42)

As per (2.28) - (2.29) and (2.42), the selection of number of series (
modules is maximized up to the

(with the constraint of

the lowest ambient temperature ( . .

.

) connected PV

1000 ) calculated at

20˚ ). The selection of parallel (

) connected

PV modules is selected based on grid-tie converter availability, cable sizing and maximum shortcircuit switch-gear capability. Using (2.28) and (2.42), the series- and parallel-connected PV
modules are

19, respectively

2.

In this case, the proposed string mini-boost design considers the use of up to two strings in
parallel (

2) for the balance-of-systems cost reduction due to fuse elimination (cost

reduction), the higher MPPT granularity, and the arc-fault detection that can use the same current
sensors used in the mini-boost control.
The over-sizing power ratio selection (e.g.

⁄

1.25) between PV array and

electronic converter (i.e. boost, inverter) is dependent on project location including tilt angle,
orientation, dc switchgear, wiring losses.
Safety regulations and standards imposes design margins, in addition to over-sizing ratio, for
cables, bus bars, switchgear which further leading to increased system cost. Therefore, the over-
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sizing power ratio is practically limited and the proposed string mini-boost stage provides an
improved and optimized solution.
The PV array strings are prone to non-uniform solar irradiance, the cases considered in this
analysis are shown in Table 2.5. The I-V and P-V characteristics under different irradiation (twoand three-step change) and temperature conditions, as explained in Table 2.5, are shown in Figs.
2.29 and 2.34.

Table 2.5: Case study: series- and parallel connected PV modules with step-change irradiance.
Case

Irradiance distribution
/

/

/

/
/

]

Converter topology
/

/
/

]

/
/

]

/
/

C1
(Fig. 2.29)

19 / 1000

13 / 1000

6 / 600

-

C2
(Fig. 2.30)

19 /1000

13 / 1000

6 / 400

-

C3
(Fig. 2.31)

19 / 1000

13 / 800

6 / 600

-

C4
(Fig. 2.32)

19 / 1000

13 / 800

6 / 400

C5
(Fig. 2.33)

19 / 1000

7 / 1000

6 / 600

6 / 200

C6
(Fig. 2.34)

19 / 1000

7 / 800

6 / 400

6 / 100

,

,

,

]

Inverter
without
boost power
stage

Inverter
with miniboost power
stages

Limited
power
production.
Shade
intolerant.

MPPT
power
production.
Shade
tolerant.

- numbers of PV modules connected in series.

PV module characteristics:
=44.8V,
=36.3V,
=8.41A,
=8.97A,
0.34%/˚C,
=305W
.
.
.
.
20, 0, 25, 50, 65, 80˚C at 1
/ .
(Canadian Solar CS6X-305P) with surface cell temperatures
The 1000V system has 2 parallel strings of 19 PV modules in series.
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Figure 2.29: Case C1: Comparison between uniform irradiance G1=1000W/m2 and partially
shaded G2={G21=1000 (Ns1=13), G22=600 (Ns2=6)}W/m2. The solution with mini-boost is able
to successful cover the inverter operating regions.

Figure 2.30: Case C2: Comparison between uniform irradiance G1=1000W/m2 and partially
shaded G2={G21=1000 (Ns1=13), G22=400 (Ns2=6)}W/m2. The solution with mini-boost is able
to successful cover the inverter operating regions.
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Figure 2.31: Comparison between uniform irradiance G1=1000W/m2 and partially shaded
G2={G21=800 (Ns1=13), G22=600 (Ns2=6)}W/m2. The solution with mini-boost is able to
successful cover the inverter operating regions.

Figure 2.32: Comparison between uniform irradiance G1=1000W/m2 and partially shaded
G2={G21=800 (Ns1=13), G22=400 (Ns2=6)}W/m2. The solution with mini-boost is able to
successful cover the inverter operating regions.
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Figure 2.33: Case C3: Comparison between uniform irradiance G1=1000W/m2 and partially
shaded G2={G21=1000 (Ns1=7), G22=600 (Ns2=6), G23=200 (Ns3=6)}W/m2. The solution with
mini-boost is able to successful cover the inverter operating regions.

Figure 2.34: Case C4: Comparison between uniform irradiance G1=1000W/m2 and partially
shaded G2={G21=800 (Ns1=7), G22=400 (Ns2=6), G23=100 (Ns3=6)}W/m2. The solution with
mini-boost is able to successful cover the inverter operating regions.
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The optimization of the mini-boost size is based on practical shading and lower irradiance profile,
components cost and PV modules aging resulting in performance degradation. The mini-boost
component cost reduction aims for design optimization in cooling, magnetics, current sense
transducer and power semiconductor devices, as it can be seen in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Boost design comparison.
Parameter

Standard Boost

String Mini-boost

1
(12.5kW)

0.48
(6kW)

26.7

17.5

[p.u.]

1
(26.5 A)

0.64
(17A)

) sizing [p.u.]

1

0.6

1

0.7

1
(40A)

0.625
(25A)

Boost boundary maximum power,
Power gradient

[p.u.]

[W/V]

Maximum operating current
Power semiconductor devices ( ,
Inductor (

) size [p.u.]

Current sensor ratings [p.u.]

The proposed peak power envelope operation provides optimal inverter operation by
maximizing the utilization of the power components. The use of the proposed new methodology
allows the PV inverter to operate at high efficiency while extending the operating range and
keeping the system cost down.
The MPPT algorithm implemented is a Perturb and Observe (P&O) with capabilities for
detecting the global maximum using a periodic sweep. Other algorithms can be included to target
specific needs given by the situation.
The sizing concept can be applied to a cost-performance optimization design, applicable to any
PV system installation. Experimental results of the proposed architecture are presented in the
following section to validate the system design.
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B. Common-mode Circulating Current Issues and Improvement Solutions
Transformer-less grid-connected PV systems are susceptible to leakage current generation above
the required safety limits. The stray capacitance between the PV array positive and negative
terminals and grounded frame provides a current circulation path between the PV source,
converter and ac grid port. In three-phase neutral-point clamped (NPC) topology, the neutralpoint can be bonded to grid neutral in order to suppress the leakage current [132]. Modulation
techniques have been proposed in three-phase systems for leakage current reduction [133] [135]. However, with these methods, the modulation index is limited and maximum dc bus
utilization cannot be achieved. In this work, three methods are discussed that minimize current
leakage while maintaining the maximum dc bus utilization.
The inclusion of zero-sequence (ZS) triple harmonics components in three-phase
converter's modulation (
than the sinusoidal PWM (

2⁄√3) provides extended dc bus utilization that is 15% higher
1). As a result, the operation can be performed at a lower dc

bus voltage range, which leads to two advantages in terms of efficiency: lower switching losses
(dc-ac inverter stage) and a lower conversion ratio between dc-dc boost and dc-ac inverter power
stages. In order to benefit from the above advantages, the three-phase 3L-TNPC considered in
this work is designed with a neutral-point floating potential, i.e. the mid-point between top and
bottom capacitors (

,

, Fig. 2.25). However, due to the nature of non-galvanic isolation

between the PV modules and the grid, leakage currents are generated and propagated through the
stray impedance (e.g. capacitance

.

,

.

and resistance

.

,

.

, Fig. 2.25). The

variability of the stray capacitance between the grounded PV module frame and the floating
positive and negative terminals is mainly influenced by cell construction and weather conditions.
In this case study, the stray capacitance is considered to have a value of 100

/

.
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The common-mode (CM) voltage is the sum of the phase voltages at each filter inductor
terminal with respect to a common point (e.g. neutral-point (z) point, negative (n) and positive (p)
dc terminals). The 3-phase balanced voltage system and the CM voltage of the inverter output
with respect to grid neutral (N) and neutral-point (z) is expressed:

VaN  VbN  VcN  0


Vaz  Vbz  Vcz
V

.
 cm. z
3

(2.43)

The voltage fluctuation at the dc positive and negative terminals becomes the generator source
for the CM current. The circulation path formed through the PV stray capacitance and resistance
,

(

leads to CM current generation:

  I x  I cm  0
 x  a ,b ,c

I
 I x  I x.d  cm  x  a ,b ,c .
3 

The phase output current contains the differential term (

.

(2.44)

), and one third of the CM current

). The CM current magnitude is influenced by the PV stray impedance elements (e.g.

(
,
( ,

– where the leakage resistance provides a damping effect), the system components
.

,

.

), the dc voltage operation (

frequency impact on

, the modulation strategy and the switching

/ :

icm (t )  C pv

dVCpv (t )
dt

.

(2.44)

The duration and magnitude of the leakage current above certain limits presents a safety hazard
by allowing the current to flow through the human body or to create fire hazards. The conditions
for a current leakage and residual fault must occur when its value (RMS, average and sudden
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change) is above a permissible threshold (e.g. 300mA,

30kVA and 10mA per kVA,

30kVA), which is usually determined by standards. The issue of CM (leakage) current
reduction is addressed in this work using three different techniques: common mode inductors,
capacitive filtering and modulation strategy.
The first technique reuses the dc and electromagnetic compliance (EMC) components
(

.

,

.

, Fig. 2.25), which now are designed for a dual purpose: electromagnetic emissions

(e.g. EN61000-6-3) and current leakage (e.g. IEC62109-2, VDE-AR-N-4105) compliance. This
technique introduces high impedance in the leakage current path. Furthermore, and an inductor
(

, Fig. 2.25) can be placed between the grid ground bonding and protective earth (PE) of the

PV system. However, the ground inductor

has the disadvantage of increasing the cost of the

system.
The second technique involves adding relatively low cost film ac capacitors
the inverter output and neutral-point (z). In this way, a fraction of

, between

is returned to its source and

the leakage current circulation through the grid conductors is reduced.

Figure 2.35: Modified Phase-disposition phase-shift modulator for common-mode circulating
current reduction.
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The third technique is implemented at the three-phase inverter modulator level: while
maintaining the ZS, the three-phase carriers are shifted as shown in Fig. 2.35. The concept
introduced is a modified phase disposition (PD) modulation with a phase-shift (PS) angle (φ)
between the inverter's three phases. Using this technique, the

/

term from (2.44) is

reduced in magnitude, and the end result is a lower CM voltage spectrum, with significant
reduced leakage current, as it will be demonstrated in the simulation and experimental section.

2.5.6.

Photovoltaic and Wind Mini-boost System

An interesting expansion of the mini-boost architecture is to wind energy generation. The wind
turbine (WT) converts the wind kinetic energy into mechanical energy. The mechanical energy is
further converted into electrical power and generates a three-phase ac output at the generator (e.g.
permanent magnet synchronous generator, PMSG) stator windings. The ac voltage amplitude and
frequency depends on the angular speed of the WT.

Figure 2.36: Photovoltaic and wind turbine using the mini-boost architecture.

Fig. 2.36 shows an integration of PV and wind, interfaced with two mini-boost converters. The
combined output power is transferred to the grid port through the dc/ac inverter stage.
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A wind turbine solution (mini-wind) employs a synchronous generator, a passive rectifier bridge
and the diversion load protection circuit (

). The resistance value

shall be

designed to dissipate (e.g. for few minutes at maximum overvoltage limit of rectified voltage
) the energy produced by the WT in emergency scenarios. The diversion load is activated by
switch

under very strong wind conditions, grid disconnect or not available, at the scenarios

where the dc voltage

exceeds a safe operation limit (e.g. 1000V).

The wind power

(Betz' law) and the wind turbine electrical output power

can be

1

3
 Pw   a  Aw  C p ( ,  )  vw
2

 PWT   rotor  gen  Pw ,


(2.45)

expressed as

where
1.225

- air density (
– WT swept area (
,

/

, at 15

sea level).

, is turbine blade length)
16/27

– WT power coefficient (Betz coefficient,
/

∙

/

– WT tip speed ratio

– WT angular frequency
- WT blade pitch angle
- wind velocity
– WT rotor efficiency (
- electrical generator efficiency (

/
/

.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.37: Photovoltaic and wind turbine using the mini-boost architecture. (a) Wind power
characteristics and optimal wind peak power curve. (b) Wind peak power curve fit and PV
characteristic for mini-boost design and control.

Fig. 2.37 (a) shows the WT power characteristics with respect to wind velocity and angular rotor
speed. The polynomial curve section (

, respectively

) of the wind peak

power curve (Fig. 2.37 (b)) is used for the mini-boost design and control algorithm. Using a
similar methodology as explained in previous section, the mini-boost components can be
optimized for ratings as per polynomial function characteristics. In addition, the WT maximum
power point control algorithm is designed using the polynomial locus of the power curves. The
WT rotor speed is adjusted proportional to the wind velocity by torque control, where the
aerodynamic power harvested is maximal. The mini-boost controls the wind-MPPT by tracking
the WT angular frequency (e.g. 0 - 500 rad/s) from the rectified ac voltage pulsations. In this
way, it is no necessary for other complex communications interfaces with the WT generator.
In scenarios of wind velocity exceeds the rated values (e.g.

12 / ,

, respectively

), it is required that the rotor mechanical torque (active power) to the generator should be
kept as constant as possible to reduce the electrical power fluctuation. When the dc rectified
voltage (

) supplied to the input of the mini-boost, exceeds the voltage protection limit ( ,

Fig. 2.37 (a)) the diversion load resistive bank is engaged, while the dc/ac inverter curtails the
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power production. Above the overvoltage limit (

, Fig. 2.37 (a)) all system control turns off the

power production to grid in order to avoid operation outside the safe operating ratings.
The performance of the mini-boost architecture is evaluated in the next section.

2.6. Simulation and Experimental Results
An experimental set-up was developed in order to evaluate the proposed architecture design for
energy production on a three-phase 25-kVA inverter with dual string PV system. The
characteristics of the experimental set-up are presented in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: Boost and PV inverter main characteristics.
Power stage

Nominal power
,
[
]

Switching
frequency
[
]

Power
Inductor
[
]

DC operation range

Mini-boost1

6

20

1

200 850

Mini-boost2

6

20

1

200 850

3-phase
PV inverter

25

20

0.8

575 1000

[ ]

As it can be observed, each mini-boost stage is sized to 1/4 of the total rated power of the
PV inverter, using components that are much smaller and more economical than the
corresponding full-rated components for a 25 kW boost.
The grid-connected photovoltaic inverter with dual mini-boosts hardware prototype layout
configuration, used for experimental evaluation, is shown in Fig. 2.38.
The sizing of the converter components was performed following the design procedure based on
the optimized peak-power envelope in order to maximize the device power utilization.
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Figure 2.38: Three-phase grid-connected PV inverter with string mini-boosts prototype stage
configuration for experimental evaluation.

Fig. 2.39 shows the key waveforms of PV inverter operation with dual mini-boosts using
the proposed control structure from Fig. 2.25. During the first interval (

), both mini-boosts

operate in independent MPPT mode, converting power from two separate and balanced PV
arrays,

2

. At moment

, an imbalance is produced (sudden difference jump in

irradiance on PV1 array), and MPPT1 (mini-boost 1) detects an increase power available solely
from PV1 array source and the total power generated is increased from 4kW to 7kW, which
corresponds to the maximum power production available from PV arrays. Part of the
effectiveness of the inverter's control structure of Fig. 2.25 is demonstrated in the dynamics
evaluation tests from Fig. 2.39.
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Figure 2.39: Grid-connected PV inverter power conversion with two mini-boosts under balanced
and imbalanced test cases: key waveforms.
Y-axis: C1 - Inverter phase currents , , and active current component
10A/div. C2 ,
and inverter active power
, 2kW/div. C3 - dc-link voltage
and
Boosts power
,
200V/div. C4 - mini-boosts inductor currents
input voltages of two mini-boost stages
, , 5A/div. C5 - 3-level 3-phase control signals , , and zero sequence
, 0.5 p.u./div.
X-axis: 20ms/div.
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(a) System operation with MPPT transition from mini-boost1 and mini-boost2 to inverter stage.
The PV1 and PV2 array characteristics are changed at as follows:
,
,
15 →
13 , 400 → 850 , 6 → 11
and
,
,
15.5 → 14.1 , 400 → 850 , 6.2 →
12
. At , PV1 and PV1 characteristics are returned to values prior to .
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(b) System operation with MPPT transition from mini-boost1 to inverter stage: PV1 array
characteristics change
,
,
15 → 14.8 , 400 → 800 , 6 → 11.8
while
PV1 remains constant
,
,
15.5 , 405 , 6.27
. At , PV1 characteristics
is returned to values prior to .
Figure 2.40: Grid-connected PV inverter power conversion with dual mini-boosts under two stepirradiance test cases:
Y-axis: C1 - Inverter phase currents , , 20A/div. C2 – PV input voltages of two mini-boost
,
, dc-link voltage
200V/div. C3 - PV input currents
,
10A/div. C4 stages
,
, and total dc power,
, 5kW/div. C5 – MPPT control signals (Fig.
Boosts power
2.25), ∗
, ∗
, ∗ 200V/div. X-axis: 200ms/div.
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Fig. 2.40 shows the grid-connected PV system’s performance under step-load, i.e. PV
array irradiance sudden profile change. In Fig. 2.40 (a), (b) prior to moment

, the two arrays

PV1 and PV2 are exposed to a similar irradiance level. In this case, the mini-boosts execute the
MPPT algorithms (
(

∗

∗

,

∗

, Fig. 2.25) while the inverter regulates the dc-link voltage

Fig. 2.25).

Fig. 2.40 (a) demonstrates the MPPT steady-state operation and transition of both mini-boosts,
from step-up conversion to by-pass mode, where the MPPT is executed by the inverter stage. At
the moment

, the available power at PV1 and PV2 ports suddenly approximately doubles.

Consequently, the PV1 and PV2 voltages increase from

400 (prior to

voltage is determined and settled by the inverter's MPPT algorithm. At

) until the MPP
the mini-boosts

transition to by-pass mode and the task of tracking the maximum power is transferred to the
inverter controls, regulating the dc-link voltage at
characteristics return to their initial values prior to

850 . At

, the PV1 and PV2

with stable transitions and, at

, the system

resumes its initial operation.
Fig. 2.40 (b) demonstrates the system's ability to operate flexibly using independent
MPPT controls, fulfilled by the mini-boosts and inverter conversion system. At the moment

,

the available power at the PV1 port suddenly approximately doubles. As a result, the PV1 voltage
increases from

400 (prior to

inverter's MPPT algorithm. At

) until the MPP voltage is determined and settled by the

, the mini-boost transitions to by-pass mode and the task of

tracking the maximum power is transferred to the inverter controls, regulating the dc-link voltage
at

800 . At

, the PV1 characteristics returns to their initial values prior to

, while PV1

profile remains constant. The interchange of MPPT boosts-inverter functionality demonstrates the
system's stability and robustness.
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The experimental results of the inverter operation, with single- and two-stage, under
dynamic and steady-state conditions for the MPPT arbitration are presented in figures 2.41 - 2.43.

Figure 2.41: Single-stage PV inverter operation (mini-boosts are switched automatically off). The
MPPT is performed by the inverter
.
Experimental results with inverter-MPPT control dynamics under irradiance-power change: 1kW
/400 -50Hz. PV1: I-V, P-V characteristics with
to 8kW, grid connected 3-phase 230
Inverter-MPPT algorithm efficiency of 99.8%.
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Figure 2.42: Two-stage PV inverter operation, with dual mini-boost engaged (PV1 and PV2). The
MPPT is performed by two mini-boosts
.
Experimental results with string mini-boosts-MPPT under steady-state conditions with 7.6kW grid
power production, with MPPT algorithm efficiency of 99.8%.
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The single-stage inverter operation is shown in Fig. 2.41 since the PV voltages,
are sufficient to by-pass the mini-boosts (case a, relation (2.29)). The
MPPT tracking is performed by inverter stage, with two PV strings balanced at 3.93 kW for
power production. The MPPT perturbation (voltage steps from the control set-point
2.25) is proportionally reflected in the dc components,

,

∗

, Fig.

as it can be noted in

Fig. 2.41 (a). The inverter gradually increases the operating point of the converter until it reaches
the 99.8% mark.
Fig. 2.42 includes the two-stage power conversion operation, with PV voltages
(case b, relation (2.29)). The two mini-boost power stages are enabled
due to low PV voltage operation. The MPPT perturbation (voltage steps voltage steps from the
control set-points

∗

,

∗

, Fig. 2.25) is independently performed by the two mini-boosts

as it can be observed in waveforms

in Fig. 2.42 (a).

A single stage PV inverter (without mini-boost) would not be able to operate under these
conditions since the voltage is less than the required

575 Vdc (e.g. 230/400

ac grid).

Fig. 2.43 contains the experimental results with an imbalance of power between two
independent PV input strings (Fig. 2.25, mini-boost 1 and 2 with conduction diodes

,

).

This case corresponds for the case with different orientation of PV modules (e.g. rooftops angle)
fixed typical position, without the capability to track the sun throughout the day. The inverterMPPT algorithm performs periodic voltage sweeps in order to determine the global maxima for
optimal energy production. The mini-boost is able to increase the dc voltage to the operating
point for improved PV inverter energy production, with reduced size and power rating
components.
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Figure 2.43: Single-stage PV inverter operation (mini-boosts are switched automatically off)..
Inverter MPPT-control dynamics under imbalanced PV input strings loading: 5kW and 1.96kW,
grid connected 3-phase 230
/400 -50Hz. PV1: I-V, P-V characteristics with Inverter-MPPT
algorithm efficiency of 99.7% (mini-boost=off with Dp1, Dp2=on, by-pass mode).

Fig. 2.44 shows the power conversion system's efficiency, where higher performance is
achieved when the boost stages are switched off, i.e. when using a by-pass switch and dc-ac
inverter, especially at higher modulation index (e.g. 620V, curve (1)) operation.
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Figure 2.44. Power conversion efficiency measurements: (1), (2) are with by-pass switch and dcac inverter and (3), (4) are with two mini-boosts (each rated at /4) and dc-ac inverter. Other
auxiliary consumptions to the power system have been included: EMI filters, cooling fans, ac
disconnect relays, signal conditioning.
Test conditions: unity power factor (PF=1), 230

/400

, 50Hz,

=25kVA.

Table 2.8: System design parameters.
Description
Boost diode voltage drop
16 ,
100˚ )
(
By-pass diode voltage drop
(
16 ,
100˚ )

Symbol

Value
(

1.8 V
2
57.6

(

0.825 V
2
26.4

(

10 mΩ
2
5.12

,

(type: silicon carbide)
,

(type: standard recovery)

By-pass switch resistance

,

(type: relay)
Rated power (PF=1)

25 kW

PV operating voltage

800 V
∑

PV Stray capacitance
PV stray resistance

. ,

.

2.5 μF
1Ω

.

AC filter

10 μF

CM AC Neutral-point filter

4.7 μF

CM DC filter

.

2 mH

CM AC filter

.

1.5 mH

Differential ground filter

1 mH

Grid impedance

[0.1+jω(0.1mH)] Ω

Maximum CM current
(limits imposed by safety standards)

.

300 mArms
(detection time: 0.3 sec.)
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Table 2.8 shows: the by-pass switch design comparison and the necessary design
parameters for the CM current circulation reduction evaluation.
To present a practical and relevant example, when using a low voltage-drop diode (
the by-pass losses (
(

,

,

,

are 50% lower than the by-pass losses produced when the boost diode

is used. Further improvement is obtained by using a low-cost relay (

,

, which reduces

the losses by 90%, as shown in Table 2.8. Evidently, the by-pass switch design has significant
consequences for power dissipation (

, which affects system cooling and efficiency.

The investigation of circulating CM current uses the design parameters from Table 2.8.
The evaluation is considered at high dc operation voltage (e.g. 800V) where the leakage current
attains maximum values (due to

/

term from (19)).

Fig. 2.45 shows the inverter operating with (a) PD and (b) modified phase-disposition
phase-shift (PD-PS) modulation strategies. In both modulation cases, the CM is measured under
four identical test cases, as specified in Table 2.8. Prior to moment

, an ideal case is considered,
, the stray

without stray capacitance, where the CM current is zero, as per equation (21). At
capacitance
12%

is suddenly connected (Fig. 2.25) resulting in a leakage current of approximately

(Fig. 2.45 (a)). The connection of the stray capacitance is also reflected in the inverter

output current, as per equation (20). The modified PD-PS modulation provides a better
performance, with a leakage current of 5%

. However, even this value is over the maximum

continuous current limit (e.g. 300mA).
The test continues with the insertion ( ) of EMC filter components,

.

,

.

, which

dramatically reduces the CM current (e.g. 250% reduction). Under these conditions, the gridconnected PV system is standards-compliant only when using PD-PS modulation technique, as
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can be seen in Fig. 2.45 (b) and Table 2.8. Using the standard PD modulation, the CM current is
still over the required limit, as shown in Fig. 2.45 (a) and Table 2.9.
Table 2.9: Parameters of the simulation evaluation.
Time
interval

Improvement
solution

Modulation
strategy

None

PD

4.53

No

PD-PS

1.78

No

PD

0.357

No

PD-PS

0.255

Yes

PD

0.202

Yes

PD-PS

0.158

Yes

PD

0.186

Yes

PD-PS

0.155

Yes

.

.

< 300 [m

Further CM current improvement is achieved by connecting, at

]

, an impedance branch

( ) from the inverter output to the common neutral-point (z), as shown in Fig. 2.25. In this way,
a fraction (value dependent of

) of CM current circulates back to the source through this newly

inserted path. As a result, the leakage current is reduced and the PV system is compatible with
both modulation strategies. The last test occurs at

, where a ground inductor is enabled in the

CM current path for further leakage current attenuation.
The proposed PS-PD modulation leads to significant reduction (e.g. with 250%) in CM
RMS current than the traditional modulation scheme. The re-use of EMC components and the
capacitive network scheme provider additional system improvements in leakage current reduction
for hazards mitigation and safety compliance.
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(a)
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(b)
Figure 2.45: CM current reduction techniques: PD modulation (a) and modified PD-PS (
,
) strategies comparison.
0,
Y-axis: C1 - Inverter phase currents , , and active current component 20A/div. C2 - CM
5A/div. C3 - CM voltage waveform with respect to neutral-point
(leakage) circulating current,
, 200V/div.C4 - dc-link voltage
, and bottom and top voltages
(z) (equation (17), Fig. 2.25),
,
200V/div.
with active neutral-point regulation control
X-axis: 30ms/div.
Test conditions:
25
.

800

(by-pass mode), PF=1, 230

//400

, 50Hz,
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In this analysis, the typical ratings of power devices used in 1000V and 1500V PV systems are
given in Table 2.10. The devices selection includes MOSFETs, IGBTs, WBG (silicon carbide,
gallium nitride) and silicon fast recovery diodes for the desired cost-performance criteria.
Table 2.10: Voltage device ratings of power topologies used in the 1000V and 1500V PV systems
analysis (current rating is dependent of the nominal power system design specification).
Power device

1000V PV system
voltage ratings

1500V PV system
voltage ratings

1200V

(*)

1200V

(*)

1200V

(*)

Observations

- low cost
electromechanical
relay or other low
resistance devices.

(*): Not included for
economics (low cost)
reason.

,

1200V

2200V (*)

,

650V

1200V

,

1200V

2200V (*)

,

650V

1200V

,

,

(*): 1700V can be only
used as long the power
devices provides
sufficient voltage
margin for terrestrial
cosmic radiation.

Observations

,

,

650V

1200V

,

650V

1200V

,

650V

1200V

650V

1200V

650V

1200V

,

,

,
Observations

Topology for power conversion

, may not be
used for cost
reduction
(3L-NPC)

, can be used for
providing flexibility in
modulation strategies.
(3L-ANPC)
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2.7. Summary
A graphical approach using I-V and P-V characteristics revealed remarkable insights into the PVconverter system interaction. This chapter analyzed and identified advantages of 1500V PV
inverters (over 1000V) with a focus on the dc-bus extension range capabilities. The need for
increasing both the lower and higher dc-bus limits was explained and based on fundamental
motivations: 1) PV inverter operation at higher dc-bus voltage (i.e., 1500V) can save copper and
switchgear costs; 2) Lower dc-bus limit extension allows energy capture under high PV
temperatures (e.g., 70C) and low irradiation; 3) upper dc-bus extension allows for greater energy
extraction under low temperatures (e.g., -20C) and high irradiation conditions.
The results demonstrated that 1500V systems have an MPPT dc range of +/-35%
:

2: 1), as compared to only +/-20%

.

(i.e.

.

(i.e.

:

1.7: 1) in 1000V inverters, providing a greater operational area to capture energy under wider
temperature and irradiance ranges. As a result, with 30% wider MPPT dc voltage range is
provided in 1500V systems, which represent a significant gain for grid power production
maximization.
A novel

reactive injection strategy was proposed to further extend the lower dc-limit,

showing further extensions in the range of 3% to 5%. This achievement is particularly important
for operation under high temperature or low irradiance to maintain the inverter in MPPT
operation with very low dc-bus voltage.
This chapter introduced a new modulation strategy, namely Quasi Space Vector ( SV)
PWM to comply with 15% lower dc-bus extension while providing an accurate and robust ZeroSequence employment for transients and paralleling inverter operation. The findings were
validated with simulation and experimental results.
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A new architecture for PV grid-tie inverters string-based mini-boost stage to increase the
operating range of the inverter, as shown in Figs. 2.24-2.25, was introduced in this chapter. In
essence, the mini-boost is a PV string boost converter equipped with an efficient by-pass switch
element and an optimized boost design. The PV string boost concept is developed for design size
optimization, of the typical PV modules used worldwide. The design optimization maximizes the
utilization of the power components by using the proposed peak power envelope inverter
operation and only engaging the mini-boost when necessary given the array conditions.
The proposed architecture kept the advantages of the current single-stage PV inverter
(increased efficiency using a by-pass switch) when the PV voltage was high enough to avoid the
use of the mini-boost and allowed the operation to continue when the PV array voltage dropped
below the minimum voltage, likely due to partial shading phenomena. This proposed architecture
is composed of one or more boost stages rated for a fraction of the nominal power of the PV
inverter connected to each string of the PV array that could be bypassed if the PV string met the
voltage requirements of the PV inverter by itself, avoiding the losses when the additional
boosting is not needed and limiting the cost. Individual mini-boost stages could be used for multistring PV arrays reducing the possibility of operation at local maxima and providing improved
energy extraction capabilities. The extension of the mini-boost architecture has been discussed
for a hybrid wind-solar energy generation solution.
Furthermore, a proposed inverter peak power envelope at boundary conversion operation
provides design optimization for energy production maximization. Three methods of CM
reduction for safety and standards-compliance were discussed. The PD-PS modulation strategy
provides significant reduction (e.g. 250%) in leakage current circulation than the traditional
modulation scheme.
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The overall performance and the utilization of the PV array and converter capabilities were
improved by the use of this topology and design methodology.
Simulation and experimental results using a three-phase 25-kVA inverter with dual string
PV system and the same inverter with two mini-boost stages were presented showing the
advantages for improved energy production, design guidelines and safety compliance of the
proposed new topology approach.
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Chapter 3. High Performance Islanding Detection
Methodologies for PV Inverters under Grid Faults3
The previous chapter described novel techniques of dc voltage utilization extension, which lead
to increased PV energy harvesting and design optimization for lower overall system cost. In
addition to high performance system achievements, the grid-connected converters must comply
to GCs and safety standards. Grid-connected converters require advanced controllers in order to
achieve high performance and meet country specific anti-islanding standards, which is the focus
of this chapter.
This chapter presents a novel, high performance Islanding Search Sequence (ISS)
technique applied to four islanding detection (ID) methods. The salient aspects of the proposed
determination technique reside in its fault tolerant safety redundancy with rapid unintentional ID
integrated within: active-reactive power control, maximum power point tracking algorithm, and
phase locked loop routine.
Section 3.1 presents the characteristics of the islanding elements and the parameters
within which the AI schemes can be implemented. Section 3.2 describes the overall system
architecture and the implementation of the control structures of the islanding search sequence
methods within the DPG controls. Section 3.3 describes the experimental verification using a

3

Part of this chapter has been published in [E. Serban, C. Pondiche, and M. Ordonez," Islanding Detection Search
Sequence for Distributed Power Generators Under AC Grid Faults, “IEEE Transactions in Power Electronics., vol.
30, no. 6, pp. 3106–3121, Jun. 2014.].
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three-phase, multi-level, transformer-less converter developed for robust and rapid ID. The
conclusions are provided in Section 3.4.

3.1. Control Methods for Islanding Detection
In this chapter, four ID methods are introduced, with an search sequence function, integrated
within distributed power generation (DPG) converter at the following control levels: reactive
power control (ISS-P), active power control (ISS-Q), integrated MPPT and ID control structure
(ISS-MPPT), integrated PLL ID control structure (ISS-PLL). The main contributions in this
chapter are:


A novel, enhanced islanding search sequence (ISS) applied to P, Q, and PLL ID and the
introduction of an integrated MPPT-ID method.



The proposal of using a combination of two or more methods simultaneously with a safety
redundancy feature to provide fault tolerant system compliance.



Principles and practical design guidelines on the topic of search sequences for integrated
control.
The advantages of the proposed ISS methods consist of its ability to integrate methods to

support simplicity, robust controls for safety redundancy, fast and adaptive features for all
operating DPG conditions and provide minimum impact on power quality.
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Figure 3.1: Generic anti-islanding test circuit for DPG under grid fault experiments.

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the simplified block diagram for DPG anti-islanding test evaluation.
Based on Fig. 3.1, the background information and basic equations of islanding elements are
reviewed and discussed, which will identify the parameters to implement the proposed islanding
search sequence.

Figure 3.2: Non-detection zone definition is a function of the voltage and frequency standard
specific limits: reactive with active power normalized variation.
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Fig. 3.2 illustrates the normalized reactive versus active power variation employed in this
chapter, indicating the non-detection zone (NDZ) for different under/over voltage/frequency and
quality factors. The voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) is represented by the grid
voltage ( ). In real conditions, there is a power exchange at the grid port, represented by power
mismatch

,

between the inverter delivered power and ac load power:

  P  Pin v  P

  Q  Q in v  Q .
In practical applications, the line impedances (e.g. grid impedance

(3.1)
, Fig. 3.1) around PCC

contribute to the power mismatch which during the ID evaluation can be compensated by the
RLC load in order to achieve zero power exchange with the grid and capture the worst-case
scenario time disconnect for DPG ID algorithm. The active and reactive power consumed by the
ac load is represented by the elements of resistance ( ), capacitance ( ) and inductance ( ),
which can be modeled by the following expression:


V2
 P  3 R

 Q  3V 2 ( 1   C ).

L

(3.2)

The DPG is represented by a converter which operates in inverter mode by exporting dc energy
to the ac grid port. For ID test conditions, the values of reactive elements ( , ) are simply
selected at the point where resonance (
important definition is the quality factor (
(

) of the ,

) is equal to grid frequency ( ). Another basic and
) of the load at the resonance operation condition

load elements:
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1

 0 
LC


Q  R C  R   R C .
0
 f
L
0L

(3.3)

The reactive power is dependent on PCC frequency, active power and load characteristics. The
voltage variation at PCC is proportional with active power delivered by the DPG and load
resistance ( ) value,

1

 Q  P R (  L   C )

V  P R .

3

(3.4)

After manipulation of (3.3) and (3.4) the angular frequency can be determined from the following
quadratic equation:

1



2
0



2



Q
  1  0.
 0Q f P

(3.5)

The practical solution for the angular frequency derived from (3.5) reduces to:





2

 Q 

Q 
.
  0  
  4 

Qf P
Qf P 
2 
 



(3.6)



These parameters from relations (3.6), and later from (3.7), are considered for the experimental
tests in order to tune the RLC load in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ID
methods. During islanding tests, fine-tuning of

is required, since the passive elements are

not ideal. As an example, the test inductance ( ) is represented by an intrinsic built-in resistance,
which should be compensated for during the anti-islanding tests.
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The anti-islanding evaluation schemes can be represented by NDZ as a performance
index. When the power differences between DPG and load represented in relation (3.4) are
reduced, the PCC voltage and frequency undergo insufficient change to trigger a grid fault. The
NDZ for under/over voltage and frequency (UV/OV and UF/OF) thresholds can be represented
by the following relationships [136]:

  f 2 
  f 2 
Q

1   n   Q f 
 1   n   Q f ,
  f min  
Pinv   f max  




2

(3.7)

2

 Vn 
P  Vn 


 1 
  1,
Pinv  Vmin 
 Vmax 
where

,

represent nominal grid voltage and frequency (e.g. 230

(3.8)
-50Hz or 120

/240

-

60Hz).
The DPG system is evaluated as per the simplified diagram shown in Fig. 3.4. The
test load is tuned to the resonant frequency equal to line PCC frequency. The DPG power level is
adjusted to equal the ac load demand while the power exchanged with the grid is minimized
toward zero.
The normalized reactive versus active power variation is shown in Fig. 3.2, where the
hatched areas represent the NDZ for different under/over voltage/frequency and quality factors. It
should be noted from Fig. 3.2 that the larger area (e.g. NDZ3) has wider voltage/frequency limits
for disconnection where the islanding disconnect time requirement is usually longer. The voltage
and frequency operation limits and disconnect time requirements for the DPG are defined under
country-specific standards.
From relation (3.4), the reactive power can be linearized by constructing a small-signal
model with variance in converter power [69], and it can be approximated:
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 Qinv  R (

1
1
  0 C )  Pinv  Pinv R ( 2  C )   .
0 L
0 L

(3.9)

Based on relation (3.9), the PCC frequency variation can be expressed by:

(
 

1

0 L

  0 C ) R  Pinv   Q inv
Pinv R (

1

 02 L

.

(3.10)

 C)

From the expression (3.10) and from similar observations [67], it can be noted that the measured
PCC angular frequency variation relates directly to reactive power.
The general representation of the measured inverter active and reactive power for the
three-phase balanced system on a synchronously rotating reference frame is expressed by the
expression (3.11). The convention is selected such as that the grid phase voltage magnitude
component

is aligned along d-axis and

voltage component is aligned along q-axis.

3

 Pin v  2 (V d i d  V q i q )

 Q  3 (V i  V i ).
q d
d q
 in v
2

(3.11)

From the expression (3.11), it can be seen that the reactive power can vary based on the following
variables:


The reactive power relates directly to the quadrature-axis voltage component. The
quadrature-axis voltage component is controlled for PLL frequency detection and
generation; therefore, the AI can be implemented at the PLL level.



Assuming the AI is not implemented within the PLL control, then the reference
quadrature-axis voltage component is controlled to a constant value (e.g.

∗

0) by the
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PLL and the expression (3.11) can be simplified to the following small-signal
approximation:

 Q in v  

3
V d  iq .
2

(3.12)

Relation (3.12) illustrates that the reactive power relates directly to quadrature-axis
current component and opposite sign variation, with similar reports in the literature [67], [69],
[71]. Since the DPG has direct control of quadrature-axis current, the ID can be based on this
component. By employing the fundamental equations described in (3.4) – (3.12), the detection
principles that will be employed by the proposed ISS are summarized as follows.

3.1.1.

Islanding Detection Based on Reactive and Active Power Control
Variation

Considering a worst-case islanding scenario, it can be assumed that the following parameters are
constant: the DG active power and load resistance. From relation (3.7), the frequency variation
can be approximated with:


V d  iq
3
   
2 P R( 1  C )

inv
 2L


     n .

(3.13)

From relation (3.13) it can be observed that the PCC angular frequency has the same
variation sign and direct relationship with reactive current component. The phase-locked loop
detects the PCC frequency and continuously monitors the frequency deviation from the nominal
frequency (

2

).

From relation (3.4), the active power can be linearized and approximated to:
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1
R
 Pinv
V 
P
2
3

inv
V  V  V .
n


(3.14)

As it can be observed from relation (3.14) and similar observations [63], [67], [69], the
PCC voltage variation is proportional with DPG active power. Since the DPG has direct control
of direct-axis current, ID can be based on active power variation.

3.1.2.

Integrated Control of Islanding Detection and Renewable Energy
Harvesting Algorithm

The following proposed control method enables the unification of ID and MPPT. Compared with
systems that use separate controls, this control unification facilitates more predictable system
behavior and increases simplicity by reducing firmware controls modules.
An example of the integrated control of ID with a renewable energy harvesting algorithm
is realized with a periodic (proportional with grid fundamental line cycle

) function,

implemented at the level of reactive power variation (ISS-Q) and maximum power point tracking
(ISS-MPPT). The ISS-Q control is updated faster than the ISS-MPPT update routine for system
stability reasons. The ISS-Q method's target is ID, while the mission of the ISS-MPPT is to
achieve islanding safety redundancy and maximum energy harvesting algorithm. The ISS-Q is
implemented with an adaptive behavior function for minimum overall system perturbance, and
the redundancy within the ID can be combined as following:
 ISS  MPPT , Vmin  V  Vmax , UV / OV
ID  
 ISS  Q , f min  f  f max , UF / OF .

(3.15)
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Figure 3.3: ISS-MPPT integrated controls for global maxima scanning and islanding detection.

Fig.3.3 illustrates the example of the ISS-MPPT flow-function: the input dc voltage
∗

reference

is controlled by the MPPT algorithm, which is continuously compared with the

ID value function

. The ID

value is determined from the deviation of the ac grid voltage

from its nominal level amplified on the search sequence function of active power variation.
The MPPT routine is updated at the rate
relation

∗

0 , where the step size satisfies the

and where the MPPT leads the ISS direction. At the moment

, the

algorithm performs a global maxima scan (GMS) [137], [138] by changing the step size

in

order to determine any PV module shading condition, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
During the voltage sweep, the active power injected into PCC is changed and the algorithm
naturally resets and establishes the global maxima. The second benefit of the voltage sweep
feature is that, it reduces the probability that the anti-islanding effect between paralleled
connected renewable DPGs will be cancelled.
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Figure 3.4: Example of a PV module I-V and P-V characteristics: case 1) uniform solar irradiance
and case 2) partially shaded conditions.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates the I-V and I-P characteristics for a PV module in an ideal scenario
(case1) and in a partially shaded situation (case2) where the PV inverter may not detect the global
maxima, and may land instead on a local MPP (Fig. 3.4 -

,

). At the moment

(Fig.

3.3), the ID algorithm takes the control lead due to the detection of ac grid voltage variation. In
this case, the ISS direction and step size
reference
the MPP

∗
∗

updates the new value for PV loop voltage

. Therefore, the integrated control function takes the maximum deviation between
and islanding detection

signals:

 d

dc
*
v step
 max  (V MPP
, V IS )  .
 dt


(3.16)

The implementation of ID at the MPPT level may represent an advantage for dc coupled
(dc grids) systems where the active anti-islanding can be implemented at the dc-dc converter
level. An additional cross-coupling signal is suggested between the controlled reactive current
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and PCC voltage. While the PCC ac voltage varies, a proportional dc component is added to the
search sequence function in order to increase redundancy ID, specifically for multiple DPGs
connected in parallel. With a high penetration DPGs in the PCC network, the NDZ may increase
due to the potential statistical cancelling effect of ID. The NDZ can be reduced through the
following logic: during an islanding event, while the AI effect is considered to be cancelled
between DPGs, a random GMS voltage sweep causes a reduction in active power. As a result, ac
voltage droops and the ac variation signal updates both ISS-Q and ISS-MPPT. The ISS-Q has a
faster response and is designed with an adaptive disturbance. The reactive current component is
pushed in the opposite direction to the voltage support, e.g. in a case where the voltage droops,
the injected reactive current lags the PCC network (under-excited inverter operation). During the
implementation of any islanding method, the system stability has to be maintained during normal
operation under grid disturbances (e.g. grid harmonics, high grid impedance) where the current
regulators, PLL and AI controls play an important role. The ISS is designed with an adaptive
step-size perturbation for increased margin system stability.
Renewable DPGs with separate AI and MPPT controls (traditional method) have
inherently higher perturbation than the proposed method. Traditional methods have perturbation
for AI and MPPT, while the proposed method combines both methods, thus reducing the overall
system perturbation.
Table 3.1 illustrates a comparison between the traditional AI and the proposed ID with
search sequence methods. As can be seen from the analysis and discussion, the integrated control
of ID and renewable harvesting algorithms provide the advantages of adaptive controls, safety
redundancy for a fault tolerant system and simplicity derived from the unification of control.
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Table 3.1: Comparison between traditional AI and proposed method.
Criterion

Traditional AI
method

Proposed AI
method

Integrated controls (e.g. with MPPT)

No

Yes

Fault tolerant controls for safety redundancy

No

Yes

DC coupled systems

No

Yes

Adaptive AI

No

Yes

Perturbation to the system

Yes

Improved

AI cancellation effect under multiple DPGs
paralleled connected

Possible

Improved

Figure 3.5: PV inverter with frequency detection function control block diagram. Four
implementation options are indicated: A) reactive power controller, B) active power controller, C)
the MPPT controller, and D) PLL controller.
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3.2. Proposed Detection Methods: Islanding Search Sequence
The intended application for the DPG illustrated in Fig. 3.5 is for harvesting the renewable
energy from dc and transferring it to ac three-phase utility grid port.

Figure 3.6: Three-level NPC-type topologies examples: (a), (b), (c) NPC, (d) TNPC (TNPC,
BSNPC) and (e) ANPC.

In Fig. 3.6 the three-level topologies with different structure combinations is shown. The
standard NPC topology is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 (a) where all the power devices can be rated at
lower than the dc bus (

), due to two series devices combination during the off-state, each

device blocks only half of the dc bus. The structure configuration presented in Fig. 3.6 (b)
improves conduction losses (T1/T4, T2/T3) from Fig. 3.6 (a), (b) where a single element (A7,
A8) conducts the current during power transfer. The higher component count and component
voltage rating (full dc bus) of A7/D7, A8/D8 devices represent a disadvantage. Fig. 3.6 (c)
illustrates a derivation topology derived from the standard NPC structure. In the rectifier mode of
operation, the two series diodes (D11/D44, D21/D34) are replaced by D1/D4 for lower
conduction losses, but the diodes have to be rated for full dc bus. A similar advantage for
improved conduction loss can be achieved with Fig. 3.6 (d) TNPC structure and with an
additional advantage of requiring less count power semiconductors.
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The high/low side devices (T1/D1, T4/D4) have to be full dc bus rated. The active NPC structure
is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 (e) where the extra active switch devices (T5, T6) provide higher degree
of freedom in modulation selection. The lower switching and conduction power loss is achieved
with selection of wide bandgap (WBG) devices for the operation at higher switching frequency
(e.g. >20kHz, depending of the power level): silicon carbide (e.g. SiC-MOSFET), gallium nitride
(GaN), silicon carbide Shottky barrier diodes (SiC-SBD). The immediate benefit resides in
reduction in system size and overall cost optimization.
The selected power conversion topology is T-type NPC (TNPC) three-level topology
(Fig. 3.6 (d)) derived from neutral-point clamped (NPC). In the literature, it can be found under
different descriptions: NPC2, neutral-point shorted (NPS) T-type NPC, bidirectional switch NPC,
and it has several advantages over the classical structure:


lower conduction losses due to single element in conduction during the power transfer



lower voltage overshoots and switching losses due to the short/long commutation
elimination problem [139] of the structure symmetry



reduction of the gate drives power supply numbers, since the inner power semiconductors
(e.g. A2, A3, Fig. 3.6) can be driven by the same supply voltage
The multi-level converters can be designed for size reduction using coupled-inductors,

while the ripple current is reduced [140], [141]. The pulse-width modulation control is
implemented with space vector voltage oriented control and integrated controls in synchronous
reference frame (SRF) with zero phase and magnitude error controller design [109], [142].
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Figure 3.7: Graphical representation of the vector transformation:
stationary
and rotating
reference frame.

natural coordinates,

Fig. 3.7 illustrates the vector transformation diagram of grid phase voltages
,

,

to SRF voltages

,

and the current vector

with its

which are synchronously rotating with the angular grid frequency
√2) is aligned along d-axis with a phase shift

magnitude (

, ,

components

. The grid phase voltage
from the current vector. The

transformation of the three-phase system into the synchronous reference frame of grid voltage
,

(

) and the inverter average voltages ( ,

) relationship are given by:

did

Vd   L dt   Liq  ed

0   L diq   Li  e .
d
q

dt

(3.17)

The DPG converter is designed in a multi-loop structure control fashion. The dc input
voltage regulation is controlled by the MPPT algorithm (with dc voltage reference
∗

∗

,

) where the voltage

current reference

∗

and active power

controllers command the active

, with the alignment on d-axis as per convention illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The

grid-interactive converter active power regulation is achieved by the active current controller
with feedforward grid voltage d-axis component
coupling term

and decoupling from d-axis with the cross-

. The grid-interactive converter reactive power regulation is achieved by the
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reactive current controller

with feedforward grid voltage q-axis component

from q-axis with the cross-coupling factor

and decoupling

; the equivalent inverter average voltages are

expressed as:

 ed  Vd   Liq  (id*  id )Gid

*
 eq  Vq   Lid  (iq  iq )Giq .
The converter three-phase currents from natural
stationary αβ-frame,
frame

,

coordinates

(3.18)

, ,

are transformed to

, , which are then converted to synchronously rotating reference

-

as shown in Fig. 3.7. The power factor angle ϕ can be programmed by the converter

control in order to perform further grid support features.
The inverter operates as a current-controlled voltage source inverter where the search
sequence function is introduced within

and

current components, through the PCC voltage

SRF. Combining equations (3.17) and (3.18) to eliminate cross-coupling terms, the equation is
simplified to the following inverter dynamic current expression:


 L

L


did
 ( id  id* ) G id  0
dt
diq
 ( iq  iq* ) G iq  0.
dt

(3.19)

From relation (3.19), it can be observed that the ISS can be controlled independently on d and q
axis through

∗

, ∗.

As discussed in this chapter, the ISS can be implemented at different converter control
levels, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The options include implementation at the A) reactive power
controller, B) active power controller, C) the MPPT controller, and D) PLL controller. In
particular, implementation of this novel ISS within the MPPT controller present a new
mechanism for AI detection.
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The ISS practical implementation and DPG response represents a disturbance factor
within the ac grid network in order to determine an islanding condition. Therefore, the ISS has to
be implemented with minimum system disturbance, negligible power factor displacement and
current THD distortion under normal power conversion grid conditions.
The proposed islanding search sequence ISS is a periodic function with the following
adaptive controlled parameters: angular frequency

and step amplitude

. Two examples of

ISS periodic functions are:
The quasi-square single step waveform can be approximated with the following Fourier
expression:
y1 ( t ) 

 4(2 y s ) 
3

 cos   2 k  1) 4

k 0 

n

  (2 k  1)


   sin  2 k  1) IS t .


(3.20)

Similar to the relation (3.20), the quasi-square two-step waveform can be expressed as:
n
 4 ys
y 2 (t )   
k  0  (2 k  1)




 cos   2 k  1) 8




3  


  cos   2 k  1)
   sin  2 k  1) IS t  . (3.21)
8 




Figure 3.8: Example of active islanding search sequence with quasi-square based waveforms.
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The quasi-square waveforms are represented in Fig. 3.8 and selected for the ID search
method for the unintentional islanding conditions. For practical applications, the harmonics
number can be selected up to n = 40.
Fig. 3.8 illustrates two periodic functions (
moments shown,
frequency (


, ,

and

) with adaptive features: at the

, the ISS develops an adaptive step-size amplitude (

→ ∆ ),

) and direction. The ISS rapidness and robustness for ID is achieved through:

adaptive parameters: search sequence step-size amplitude, frequency and direction. While
the ISS has a constant PCC perturbance, with line frequency or voltage variation detection
the adaptive parameters are enhanced for AI. It is suggested that the search sequence
parameters are selected, by design, adaptive to the normalized injected active power.



implement the ISS at two or more control levels (A, B, C, D) as shown in Fig. 3.5.
The ac grid is subject to various disturbances (voltage dips, OV/UV/OF/UF, harmonic

distortions, grid impedance) and the anti-islanding method has to be less sensitive to these
numerous disturbances. The active ISS behavior within DPG may result in disturbances which
might alter the overall system stability with consequences of unnecessary false anti-islanding
trips or intermittent loss of renewable power production.

Figure 3.9: Islanding search sequence with adaptive disturbance limit.
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In order to mitigate the overall effect on the system’s stability, the ISS maximum
disturbance function is limited. This limitation of disturbance is designed to have an adaptive
behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9, with minimum ( ) and maximum (
,

) disturbance limits

, described by:

x
 
 ylim ( x)  y0  ( ymax  y0 ) for z  0
xn
ylim  
 y  ( x)   y  ( x)
for z  0.
lim
 lim

(3.22)

where the function limit y is introduced in ISS control for example as reactive current component
(q-axis) or active current component (d-axis); the variable x represents the normalized active
power and z represents the frequency or ac grid voltage magnitude limits related to the nondetection zone. Therefore, the proposed ID search methods have adaptive step-size (
limits (

) and

) for the controlled variables in order to contain the perturbations under dynamic

system transients or false triggers.
By employing the search sequence function and the adaptive disturbance limits, the
following proposed techniques can be enabled individually or integrated together:
A) ISS introduced on the q-axis reactive current component
B) ISS introduced on the d-axis active current component
C) ISS integrated within the MPPT controls
D) ISS integrated within the PLL controls
In order to provide enhanced ISS safety features, a combination of two or more
techniques (A, B, C and D) shall provide AI system redundancy.
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3.2.1.

ISS Introduced on the Reactive Current Component (ISS-Q)

The first proposed AI method is based on the ISS implemented at the inverter control reactive
variation in order to determine the line frequency

current component level (Fig. 3.10) for
deviation as per relation (3.12).

Figure 3.10: Method A: ISS with reactive power control.

The inverter reference reactive current component can be expressed as a function of the islanding
search sequence:
*
iq* ( s )   Qinv
( s )  k f  f ( s )  k idn iqIS ( s ).

(3.23)

It can be observed from relation (3.23) that the inverter can operate with a power factor different
than unity if

∗

0, where

∗

,

,

represent the reactive power reference (usually

configured for DPG grid support requirements), line frequency amplification factor and islanding
search sequence.
The rapidness of the ISS is achieved with the line frequency amplification factor ( )
introduced for an increased step-size amplitude action and faster ID, which has an exponential
expression with grid frequency variation

(e.g.

|

|

).

In order to minimize the disturbance factor during normal conditions (i.e. without grid faults), the
ISS perturbation is proportional to the momentary level of power operation. As such, the ISS
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disturbance magnitude is directly influenced by the normalized active power: that is, by d-axis
current component with the following normalized adaptive step-size parameter:

k idn  id / idn .

(3.24)

The reactive power reference generated by the DPG is considered as per the following
convention:
*
*
 Q inv
 Q cap
0
 *
*
 Q inv  Q ind  0

iq*  0

As shown in Fig. 3.10, the reactive power controller
between the reference

∗

and measured

size amplitude. The nominal frequency
∙

filter

function is limited to

/

compensates the reactive power error

value while the introduced reactive disturbance

is removed. The grid frequency error variation
multiplied with the amplification factor

(3.25)

iq*  0 .

is tracked from its nominal value

,

and this quantity is added to the normalized ISS stepis tracked from the line frequency

through a low pass

. For system stability considerations, the search sequence
,

as previously explained in relation (3.22). This resultant value

is summed further to the output of the reactive power controller to determine the reactive
current reference

∗

. The initial search sequence function introduced is described by the following

relation:
n
 4I s
3



cos   2k  1)   cos   2k  1)
iqIS (t )   
8
8


k  0  (2k  1)

where



  sin  2k  1)IS t  .



(3.26)

represents the perturbance step amplitude introduced in the reactive current component.

In the relation (3.23), it can be observed that the ISS does not affect the commanded reactive
power due to the introduction of the cancellation term

3/2

∙

as following:
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'
Q inv
 Q inv 

3
V d iqIS .
2

(3.27)

The proposed ISS had the advantage of introducing an adaptive disturbance (

) with minimum

impact under normal grid operation, and the reactive power can be programmed independently of
the ID method. Hence, from relation (3.22), the parameter controls are replaced with the
following variables:

 y i , x  P
q

inv

, z  f .

(3.28)

In conclusion, in the case of islanding, the PCC frequency can be proportionally (
changed by the inverter through the search sequence function

∙

)

- which is adapted

from expression (3.13). The algorithm uses the positive feedback of the frequency variation;
when it is sensed that the frequency has a tendency to increase/decrease, the control structure will
command that the reactive component be further increased/decreased.

Figure 3.11: Method B: ISS with active power control.
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3.2.2.

ISS Introduced on the Active Current Component (ISS-P)

The second proposed AI method uses ISS implementation at the inverter control active current
component (Fig. 3.11) in order to determine the PCC voltage variations, (equation
, as per relation (3.14)), for detecting a case of unsafe islanding.
The inverter reference active current component can be expressed as a function of the
ISS:
*
*
idp
( s )  Pinv
( s )  k v Vd ( s )  kidn idIS ( s ).

where

∗

,

,

(3.29)

represent the commanded active power, line voltage amplification

factor and islanding search sequence. The line voltage amplification factor is introduced for an
increased forcing function and faster ID, which may have an exponential expression of PCC
|

( . .

voltage

|

).

As shown in Fig. 3.11, the active power controller
∗

between the reference
3/2

∙

and measured

value while the introduced active disturbance

is removed:
'
Pinv
 Pinv 

value

limited

3
V d idIS .
2

(3.30)

is tracked from its nominal value

The grid amplitude variation
amplification factor

compensates the active power error

, multiplied with the

and this quantity is added to the normalized ISS function. This resultant
,

as per relation (3.22) is summed further to the output of the active

power controller to determine the active current reference
similar to relation (3.26), where

∗

. The expression for ISS

is

represents the perturbance step amplitude introduced in the

active current component. The PCC voltage

is processed by the PLL controls, and the nominal
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voltage

∙

is expressed as

/

. Under normal steady-state, non-

islanding conditions,  Vd is zero.
From relation (3.22), the parameter controls are replaced with the following variables:

y  i , x  P
d

inv

, z  Vd  .

As can be observed in Fig. 3.11, the PCC voltage variation

(3.31)
with respect to grid

nominal value is quantified: if the voltage variation is increasing, then the converter programmed
active power

∗

is increased. Conversely, if the ac voltage has a tendency to decrease, then the

commanded active is reduced. Under islanding conditions, the PCC voltage variation is
proportional (

) to the inverter's active power variation,

.

As a result, the PCC voltage will further drift out of the limits where the islanding condition is
detected. Under normal grid operation, due to ac grid low impedance source, the voltage doesn’t
change during converter power production.

3.2.3.

ISS with Integrated MPPT Controls (ISS-MPPT)

In the case of renewable power systems - solar and wind converter applications - the advantage of
this method is that it unifies the MPPT and AI control. The controller performs dc input voltage
regulation with MPPT controls for maximizing the PV efficiency and energy harvesting by
finding the global maxima, while performing the ID simultaneously. The MPPT algorithm
determines the maximum energy harvest (e.g. PV array, wind turbine) input voltage operation
point

. The control system is designed for stability and behavioral predictability where the

control loop bandwidths

.

,

,

,

should satisfy the following condition for

MPPT execution time, search sequence function, dc voltage regulation and active/reactive power
control loop:
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bw
bw
bw
f MPPT
. ISS  f Vdc  f id , iq .

(3.32)

All modern power converters have incorporated MPPT capability to operate the PV solar
array at the level that maximizes power production. The solar array voltage operating point is
dependent of illumination factor and temperature. The most widely used MPPT algorithms are
based on hill-climbing methods, which can achieve greater than 99.0% harvesting efficiency (as
it has been demonstrated in Chapter 2). Different MPPT techniques have been reported in the
literature: P&O with its derivations [143] - [145], Incremental Conductance [146], sliding-mode
control [147], [148], and other techniques [149].
The MPPT technique is implemented based on P&O with periodic local array sweeps for an
increased energy harvest and return of investment under possible partial shading conditions. The
&

method, with an interleaved sampling method for power calculation and algorithm

determination [143], reports good MPPT performance. The three-level inverter with separate
MPPTs can be controlled with asymmetrical dc-link regulation [150].

Figure 3.12: Method C: active power control loop with integrated MPPT and islanding search
sequence (ISS).

The MPPT algorithm is designed with adaptive controls (e.g. dc voltage step size for
global maxima determination) for performance improvement in non-ideal conditions: array
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shading, mismatches between solar modules, different orientations of solar strings, low-irradiance
conditions, and rapid changes in atmospheric conditions.
The proposed method integrates the ISS within any energy harvesting tracking algorithm.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.12, the MPPT algorithm handles both renewable energy maximization and
ID. The grid amplitude variation

is tracked from its nominal value

, multiplied with the

amplification factor kv and this quantity is added to the normalized ISS function. This resultant
value VIS (limited

,

for finding the MPP global maxima and ID. The dc voltage controller
reference active current

∗

determines value for the

for the current loop regulation control as shown in Fig. 3.5. The

inverter reference active current component is provided by the dc input regulation loop,
∗

∗

as per relation (3.22)) is augmented to the voltage reference

∗

, while the MPPT algorithm determines the dc input voltage reference,

e.g. at the sampling instants

1 ,

∗

:

∗

.

The ID is determined by the proportionality of
, where the MPP perturbation has a direct impact, with a positive feedback, on the
grid voltage variation. Fig. 3.13 illustrates the ISS-MPPT method control structure and flowchart
for MPP-ID algorithm. The DPG inverter samples the dc input voltage and current (
moment in time ), grid voltage variation (

at the

) and calculates the dc

). The algorithm control continues the perturbation towards the MPP operating

input power (

point by monitoring the relationship
reversed if

∗

,

/

/

0. The voltage step size (

0 to a given direction, and the direction is
) is an adaptively changed function of:

normalized dc voltage and current operating point and the ac grid voltage variation. The ISS is
embedded and synchronized with the MPP tracking method and is represented with a similar
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variation as per relation (3.20), with

representing the step amplitude voltage perturbance

introduced in the MPPT algorithm.
n
 4(2Vs )
vIS (t )   
k  0  (2 k  1)

Under normal ac conditions (e.g. |

|

3  



cos
2
k
1)
sin
2
k
1)
t
.







IS



4  



, where the voltage variation threshold

(3.33)

can be

a fixed value (e.g. 1%) or a dependent value of the momentary power level) the dominant control
factor in the algorithm is the MPP tracking. Inherently, the MPPT algorithm has a constant
variation of the active power injected to the grid, while ISS represents an augmentation which
under grid faults produces PCC ac voltage variation as shown in relation (3.15).
In this case, the dominant control factor in the active power injection becomes the ISS by
neglecting the energy harvest form dc sources. With this method, the overall DPG disturbance of
the ac network grid is reduced while the MPPT algorithm inherently performs the perturbance
required for ID.
This proposed ISS-MPPT technique is very attractive since it tackles two necessary
functions (MPPT and ID) simultaneously with minimum disturbance on power quality.
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Figure 3.13: MPPT and ISS flowchart diagram.

Figure 3.14: Method D: ISS integrated within SRF PLL control.
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3.2.4.

ISS Integrated within PLL Control (ISS-PLL)

Another suggested anti-islanding method uses islanding search sequence (ISS) integrated within
phase lock loop control with positive feedback on q-axis voltage component (as per convention
from Fig. 3.7).
The ISS-PLL control is designed with the following features:


Phase-locked loop grid synchronization

is designed for high-order voltage

harmonics rejection, three phase voltage space vector positive, and negative sequence
components of the fundamental line frequency.


The islanding search sequence is introduced within the PLL controls.



Introduction of an automatic gain controller adaptation for fast PLL response under ac
voltage dips: the ratio between the nominal grid voltage
grid voltage positive sequence

and measured value of the ac

is part of the PLL loop filter, within the proportional-

integral (PI) controller:

V  k
G pll ( s )  k p  dn1   i .
 Vd  s

(3.34)

An example application is for voltage ride through under grid faults [151], when the ac
phase voltage suddenly drops close to zero from its nominal value and the PLL dynamics are
improved with the suggested adaptive gain feature,

∙

/

.

Fig. 3.14 illustrates the search sequence integration within PLL block diagram. The grid
frequency error variation
amplification factor
value

is tracked from its nominal value

, multiplied with the

and this quantity is added to the normalized ISS function. This resultant

is summed further to the fundamental q-axis component of three-phase voltage positive
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sequence

. From the dq-transformation, the phase detection is represented by the following

relation:

Vq1  VIS 
where  - grid phase angle,

V   V 
1 2
d

1 2
q

 sin    IS  e  ,

- ISS phase disturbance and

(3.35)

- PLL detected phase angle.

Relation (3.32) can be rearranged with the voltage normalization:

Vq1  VIS     IS   e  .

(3.36)

Under normal non-islanding conditions, the average value of the phase detection is zero (relation
(3.35)), and the PLL tracks the fundamental positive-sequence component. In the case of
islanding, the positive feedback principle introduced by the ISS phase disturbance is amplified
and influences the inverter's fundamental phase current components:


 cos  IS
 sin  IS 
ia  

2
2  id 
  
ib   cos( IS  3 )  sin( IS  3 )  i  .
 q
ic  

2
2 
cos( IS  )  sin( IS  ) 
3
3 


(3.37)

The dq transformation to three-phase natural coordinates from relation (3.37) illustrates the interdependency between PLL phase angle disturbance and inverter output phase currents. The phase
detection generated by the PLL continues to drift under an islanding condition, and the power
mismatches (

,

proportional (

) deviation of the line frequency (e.g.

) between the inverter and the load gradually increase, resulting in a
). Thus, the PCC frequency

deviates due to the positive feedback mechanism outside of the permissible range of DPG's
frequency operation. From relation (3.22), the parameter controls are replaced with the following
variables:
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y  V , x  P
q

inv

, z  f .

(3.38)

This method is based on positive feedback of the q-axis voltage component variation. The
periodic perturbance within q-axis component has an impact in the PLL detected frequency. As
an alternative for ID, the controlled ISS perturbance can be implemented at the feedforward
angular frequency

.

The ISS methods presented are constantly monitoring and injecting a negligible
perturbation at the point of common coupling. The proposed methods are implemented within the
inverter reactive current component (ISS-Q), active current component (ISS-P, ISS-MPPT) and
phase-locked loop (ISS-PLL) in a positive-feedback fashion that enables the converter controls to
distinguish a case of islanding from an non-islanding operation.

3.3. Simulation and Experimental Results
The islanding search sequence methods have been evaluated according to country specific
standards (e.g. UL1741, IEEE1547, CSA107.1-01, VDE-AR-N 4105, AS4777). Table 3.2
represents three generic standards with different non-detection zones. Two of the standards
(NDZ2 and NDZ3) have wider voltage-frequency disconnect limits, and as it can be observed in
Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.2, the non-detect area is larger when the detection time is higher.
In general, with higher quality factor of the resonant RLC load, the AI algorithm detection
time is increased. The experimental results are validated by a 20kVA power range solar inverter
interfaced with ac network grid at 230Y400V-50Hz. The control firmware implemented uses a
32-bit CPU floating point DSP.
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Table 3.2: Voltage and frequency disconnect limits examples (country specific standard) for
protection under unintentional islanding.
Parameter

NDZ1

NDZ2

NDZ3

Quality factor (test)

1

2

2

Max. disconnect time

2 seconds

5 seconds

5 seconds

Over frequency disconnect

60.5Hz

50.5Hz

51.5Hz

Under frequency disconnect

59.3Hz

49.5Hz

47.5Hz

Over voltage disconnect

110%

110%

110%

Under voltage disconnect

88%

85%

80%

Reconnect time

300 s

30 s

60 s

20

The inverter switching frequency is

with a 3-level topology, voltage oriented

control space vector modulation in synchronous rotating reference frame controls (Fig. 3.5, and
Fig. 3.15). The ac reactor inductance ( ) and capacitance ( ) filter values are at 2% per unit
(p.u.). The ac resonant load tank elements are configured as per Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Experimental test conditions and measurements for the DPG during simulated islanding
(ISS-Q) introduced on the reactive current component).
Test
Case

(total)
[kW]

(MPPT)
[Adc]

(phase)
[Vrms]

(phase)
[Arms]

(phase)
[Arms]

7.0

11.5

230.8

10.1

10.1

2

7.0

11.5

230.8

10.1

3

13.2

21.1

231.7

19.0

4

13.2

21.1

231.7

19.0

5

21.0

33.2

232.6

6

21.0

33.2

232.6

1

(phase)
[Ω]

(phase)
[mH]

(phase)
[µF]

[ms]

[ms]

1

22.83

72.7

139.4

172

173

20.2

2

22.83

36.34

271

174

175

1.03

19.0

1

12.1

38.5

262
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1.09

38.1

2

12.1

19.3

526.5

160

165

1.09

30.5

30.5

1

7.57

24.1

420

200

202

0.68

30.5

61.0

2

7.57

12.1

841

208

210

0.68

[%]

1.03

Table 3.3 shows DPG under different test cases at unity power factor for anti-islanding
test. The dc input voltage is 640Vdc and the ac output line voltage is 400

at 50Hz. The ISS

methods have been evaluated through both electronic simulation and laboratory test conditions.
The ID de-energize time with simulation (

) vs. experimental (

) comparison is presented
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in Table 3.3. The de-energize time is considered to be the period until the PCC voltage drops
below a safe low voltage (i.e. 30

).

As can be seen from Table 3.3, the step change for the reactive current is on average 1%
of the momentary active current component which represents a negligible perturbation effect to
the normal DPG operation point.

Figure 3.15: Simulation results performed at test case 4, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 -control signals , , 200V/div, C2 - Voltage unit vectors 0.5V/div, C3 - PLL
phase angle detection and grid voltage components , , 200V/div, C4 - Load phase currents
,
,
20A/div, and C5 - DPG phase currents , , 20A/div.
X-axis: 20ms/div.

Fig. 3.15 depicts the fundamental waveforms in natural coordinates (control signals ea, eb,
, ,

ec) DPG inverter phase currents
stationary (voltage unit vectors
voltage components

,

,

and ac load phase a currents

,

,

,

) and rotating frame (PLL phase angle detection θ, grid

) of the DPG steady state operation upon which the ISS control

structure is implemented.
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Figure 3.16: Experimental results with ISS disabled performed in test case 6, Table 3.3: the
inverter fails to detect the islanding operating condition.
Y-axis: C1 - Phase voltage
C3 - f (PCC) 0.34Hz/div.

(PCC) 500V/div, C2 - DPG Phase current

(DPG) 50A/div, and

X-axis: 50ms/div.

Fig. 3.16 demonstrates an islanding event, undesired DPG operation at the PCC, while the
passive anti-islanding (AI) fails to disconnect from the electrical network. In this experimental
case, the ISS methods were disabled and when the grid contactor (t1, Fig. 3.16) is open the DPG
continues to energize the PCC ac network. This case represents a safety hazard and this issue is
addressed through the proposed ID methods. The islanding search sequence frequency considered
for simulation and experimental verification is

/16

19.6 rad/s.
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Figure 3.17: Simulation results performed with ISS-Q enabled in test case 4, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 - ISS-Q 3A/div, C2 (PCC) 0.5Hz/div, C3 - Phase load currents
,
,
, 20A/div, and C4 - Grid voltages , , 200V/div.
X-axis: 50ms/div.

Figure 3.18: Simulation results performed with ISS-P enabled and similar test case 4, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 - ISS-P 3A/div, C2 , , 200V/div.

0.5Hz/div, C3 -

,

,

50A/div, and C4 -

X-axis: 100ms/div.
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Fig. 3.17 illustrates an anti-islanding test with the conditions from case 4, Table 3.3,
where at moment t1 the grid contactor opens (

, Fig. 3.5). The ISS with reactive power

component variation method is capable of quickly detecting an islanding condition by decreasing
the frequency ( ) and DPG de-energizes the PCC at the moment

.

In Fig. 3.18, a similar anti-islanding test is demonstrated by enabling the ISS active power
component variation method. At the moment

, the grid contactor opens and the ISS-P detects an

islanding condition by increasing the active power component causing an increase of the PCC
phase voltages

,

, . At the moment

DPG detects ac grid voltage out of the acceptable

range and the ac network is de-energized to a non-hazardous voltage level.

Figure 3.19: Simulation results performed with integrated MPPT controls, test case 4, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 5kW/div and islanding switch (
C3 - , , (PCC) 200V/div.

step-signal, C2 -

∗

(MPPT) 50V/div, and

X-axis: 200ms/div.

Fig. 3.19 demonstrates an ID with ISS integrated in the MPPT algorithm. An advantage
with this proposed method resides in the combined and optimized system operation for both
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MPPT and ID. During the MPPT algorithm, with an updated time of

/4, the ISS is engaged

only if the following relation is satisfied:

 id . step   iMPPT . step .

(3.39)

With this approach, the DPG continuously controls and monitors the active current
component variation, and ISS is enabled only when relation (3.39) is true. With this method, the
overall DPG disturbance of the ac network grid is reduced while the MPPT algorithm inherently
performs the perturbance needed for ID; if the MPPT active current perturbance is not sufficient
(relation (3.39)), then the ISS is engaged, as it can be seen on the Fig. 3.19. Prior to moment
DPG exports power from the solar arrays (640V, 16A) to the ac grid. At the moment
irradiance increase causes the input dc power (

) for a few line cycles.

, the DPG control algorithm stabilizes the dc input voltage and re-establishes the

the desired new power level (13.5kW). At the moment
during the

, a sudden

) to increase from 10.24kW to 13.5kW, which

causes the dc input voltage to increase higher than the MPP voltage (
At

,

and

, the ac grid is disconnected, while

interval, the relation (3.39) is satisfied and ISS is enabled. The dc input

reference continues to increase, and the MPPT algorithm is abandoned since an islanding
condition is pursued. As a consequence, the active power reduces and at moment

, DPG ceases

to convert energy from solar the array since an under-voltage event is triggered. The PV array
voltage increases to its open voltage limit (Fig. 3.19). The total DPG time to de-energize the ac
load (

resonant tank) is between

and

(approximately 200ms), which represents an order

of magnitude less than some of the grid disconnect requirements (e.g. 2 s). In a comparison
example with ISS-Q, the ISS-MPPT has a longer detection time (approximately with 50ms) due
to the computational time, algorithm implementation and system stability (relation (3.32)) of
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MPPT method since it has to control and monitor both, the energy harvesting maximization and
the islanding detection.

Figure 3.20: Simulation results performed with ISS-PLL enabled, test case 4, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 - ,
2Hz/div, C3 -

50V/div, PLL phase angle
and unit vector cos( ), C2 - ISS-PLL 5V/div,
,
,
20A/div, and C4 - , , 200V/div.

X-axis: 100ms/div.

In Fig. 3.20, an anti-islanding test with ISS-PLL is demonstrated under the test conditions
from case 4, Table 3.3, where, at moment t1, the grid contactor opens for an islanding simulation.
The initial step size of 1

/

perturbation (

voltage component due to a frequency

, Fig. 3.14) is amplified within the q-axis grid
0.63 since it is adaptive

change, and parameter

(relation (3.24)) to the active power level operation from test case 4, Table 3.3. The ISS-PLL
method detects an islanding condition by pushing the frequency ( ) out of specified frequency
range (e.g. Table 3.2), and the PCC is de-energized at moment

,

with a total disconnection time

of 125ms.
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Figure 3.21: Experimental results performed with the adaptive feature of ISS-Q (230
4.5
).
50Hz,
Y-axis: C1 -

(PCC) 500V/div, C2 - ISS-Q 0.75A/div, C3-

//400

,

(DPG) 50A/div.

X-axis: 50ms/div.

Figure 3.22: Simulation results performed with ISS-Q enabled in test case 2, Table 3.3.
(PCC) 200V/div, C2 Y-axis: C1 (PCC) 0.5Hz//div.

(DPG) 20A/div, C3 - ISS-Q 0.73A/div, and C4 -

X-axis: 100ms/div.
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Figure 3.23: Experimental results performed with ISS-Q enabled in test case 2, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 0.34Hz/div.

(PCC) 500V/div, C2-

(DPG) 50A/div C3 - ISS-Q 0.5A/div, and C4 -

(PCC)

X-axis: 100ms/div.

Fig. 3.21 shows the adaptive feature of ISS-Q method: the search sequence changes its
perturbance step-size (

.

/ ) as a consequence of grid frequency change (50 to 50.1Hz).

Figs. 3.22 - 3.29 represent the ISS behavior under different test conditions outlined in
Table 3.3, such as power level and ac load quality factor. The moment
disconnect point, and

represents the grid

is the moment when the ISS method de-energies the point of common

coupling ac network.
The ISS perturbance has an adaptive behavior during DPG operation and ID: variable
step-size (

) and maximum limit (

). Under normal grid conditions, the search sequence is

designed with an adaptive step-size change ( ) as per relation (3.26) where at lower power level
the variation of reactive current is only with 0.147Apk/step (Fig. 3.22 - 3.23) and at nominal
power level the step value is doubled (Fig. 3.24 - 3.27). During an ID, the limit function
(relation (3.22) and Fig. 3.9) has an adaptive behavior: at DPG lower power level (e.g. <30%
power, Fig. 3.22 - 3.23) the limit is set at 2Apk, while at DPG nominal power the ISS is clamped
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at 4

(Fig. 3.24 - 3.27). The overall effect of the adaptive control is reported in Table 3.3 and

quantified by parameter

.

/ . Without the adaptive feature, the ISS perturbation at lower

power levels would be twice (e.g. 2%), while the aim for in this dissertation is to maintain it at
less than 1% for all power levels.
Figs. 3.22 - 3.23 illustrates the ISS-Q method evaluation for ID through simulation and
experimental results tested under test case 2, Table 3.3. After the islanding occurrence at moment
t1, the search sequence pursues the frequency negative change through its reactive current
( ↓

↓, &

↑ ⟹

↓↓ ) in agreement with relations (3.13), (3.25)) while the DPG phase

current lags the phase voltage with a negligible phase shift, therefore has an insignificant impact
on power quality. The PCC frequency continues to decrease until the DPG ceases the power
conversion due the grid under frequency fault (e.g. Table 3.3, NDZ2 case).

Figure 3.24: Simulation results performed with ISS enabled in test case 5, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 0.5Hz/div.

(PCC) 200V/div, C2 -

(DPG) 20A/div, C3 - ISS-Q 3A/div, and C4 -

(PCC)

X-axis: 200ms/div.
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Figure 3.25: Experimental results performed with ISS enabled in test case 5, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 0.34Hz/div.

(PCC) 500V/div, C2 -

(DPG) 50A/div, C3 - ISS-Q 2A/div, and C4 -

(PCC)

X-axis: 100ms/div.

Figs. 3.24 - 3.25 illustrates the ISS-Q method evaluation under test case 5, Table 3.3, with
similar simulation and experimental results. After the islanding occurrence at moment

, the

search sequence pursues the frequency positive change through its reactive current component
(

↑

↑, &

↓ ⟹

↑↑ ) while the DPG phase current leads the phase voltage with a

negligible phase shift. In comparison with the previous case (lower power level), at nominal
power the ISS step-size is perturbation is doubled (0.294Apk/step) due to its adaptive capability.
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Figure 3.26: Simulation results performed with ISS enabled in test case 6, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 0.5Hz/div.

(PCC) 200V/div, C2 -

(DPG) 20A/div, C3 - ISS-Q 3A/div, and C4 -

(PCC)

X-axis: 200ms/div.

Figure 3.27: Experimental results performed with ISS enabled in test case 6, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 0.34Hz/div.

(PCC) 500V/div, C2-

(DPG) 50A/div, C3-ISS-Q 2A/div, and C4 -

(PCC)

X-axis: 100ms/div.
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Figs. 3.26 - 3.27 illustrate the ISS-Q method evaluation for ID through simulation and
experimental results tested under test case 6, Table 3.3. The bidirectional feature of search
sequence is demonstrated, where it forces the PCC frequency for a continuous decrease (Figs.
3.22 - 3.23, 3.26 - 3.27) or increase (Figs. 3.24 - 3.25), where the DPG detects an under/overfrequency fault. It should be noted that the PCC frequency ( ) measured in graphs is clamped
within a range (e.g. +/-1Hz) in order to increase the digital to analog measurement resolution,
while the frequency decays towards zero after the PCC network is de- energized.

Figure 3.28: Islanding search sequence (ISS) method stability test under different grid conditions
with two DPGs connected in parallel, case 6, Table 3.3 for each DPG1 and DPG2:
Grid impedance change : from
0.1 to
0.38
10% of 5th +15% of 7th harmonics) and anti-islanding test at

2.5

, grid harmonics at

:

.

Y-axis: C1 - Voltage unit vector, phase angle
, C2 - ISS-Q DPG1 and DPG2 0.3A/div, C3,
,
100A/div, C4 - , , (DPG1) 20A/div, C5 - , , (DPG2) 20A/div,
C6 - PCC , , , , 200V/div.
X-axis: 200ms/div.
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Fig. 3.28 demonstrates the method’s stability as tested during normal operation, and its ID
effectiveness. Two PV inverters are operated in parallel (DPG1 and DPG2) at the same PCC. At
moment

, the grid impedance suddenly increases from

At moment

0.1

→ 0.38

2.5

.

, the ac voltage grid becomes distorted with 10% of the negative sequence’s 5th, and

15% of the positive sequence’s 7th, components. Both DPGs units demonstrate stable operation
under common grid disturbances. Finally, at moment t3, the grid is disconnected and both DPGs
quickly de-energize (

.

100

) the PCC due to an ID event (DPG1 at

and DPG2 at

).

Figure 3.29: Fault tolerant simulation results performed with integrated ISS-Q and ISS-MPPT
controls, test case 4, Table 3.3.
Y-axis: C1 - , , (DPG),
,
25Hz/div, C3 - ∗ (MPPT) 500V/div,

,
30A/div, C2 - ISS-Q 3A/div,
(PCC)
5kW/div and C4 - , , ,
200V/div.

X-axis: 200ms/div.

Fig. 3.29 demonstrates the safety redundancy of solar inverter operation with the
integrated control methods, ISS-Q and ISS-MPPT. The fault tolerant feature provides a faster
validation of the software algorithm, while the redundancy for safety critical functions provides
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easier standard compliance. The ISS-Q control update is equal to 2

in order to accommodate

both rapid ID and minimal system perturbation during normal DPG operating conditions.
The MPPT routine is selected at an update rate of 5

with integrated ID, which acts as a single,

fault-tolerant watch-dog routine for safety and standards compliance (e.g. UL1998). Fig. 3.29
shows that, at the moment
is simulated (

, ISS-Q fails to function and, at the moment

, an anti-islanding test

) with conditions per case 4, Table 3.3. The ISS-MPPT performs the

routine as explained per Figs. 3.3, 3.12, 3.13, and disconnects with sufficient design margin
compared with the standard requirements (e.g. Table 3.2). It should be noted that ID time can be
reduced if it is decided to update the MPPT routine more quickly.
The MPPT control signal is equal to max

∗

,

/

and performs a frequent voltage

sweep (e.g. every 30 seconds with a duration of 2 ) within a limited range (e.g. 50% of open
circuit voltage) to minimize the impact on the MPP efficiency. Further refinement for an adaptive
sweep frequency and voltage range is dependent on load and data logging statistical data. The
frequent voltage sweeps provide the ability to harvest the maximum amount of energy possible
from a PV array, over a wide range of shaded and non-shaded solar module characteristics.
Fig. 3.30 illustrates the I-V and P-V characteristics when the solar converter operates at
the desired global maxima, ensuring the optimal PV system for a return on investment. The solar
converter is comprised of dc-dc boost and dc-ac inverter power conversion stages in order to
operate over a wide dc input voltage range: 200-1000V.
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Figure 3.30: Solar converter with MPPT and AI control: experimental test with I-V, P-V
characteristics under partially shaded conditions.

The MPPT algorithm is performed by the inverter power stage at higher dc input voltage
(e.g. > 600V), while at lower dc voltage, the MPPT algorithm is performed by the boost
converter, as illustrated in Fig. 3.30. Therefore, the MPPT algorithm unifies the controls of
energy harvesting algorithms and ID with an average efficiency of 99.6%, as shown in Fig. 3.30.
Another interesting application of AI implementation at the MPPT control block level is
in dc coupled system (dc grids) applications. The implementation control for dc coupled system
configuration is explained in Fig. 3.12. For example, the dc-dc converters are responsible for the
ID, while the dc-ac converters, without active AI controls, represent the conversion stage from
the dc grid voltage line transmission to the ac grid.
In off-grid applications, the micro-grids may require different voltage and frequency
ranges (usually extended) or with disabled anti-islanding protections. The micro-grid line
frequency can be used as the agent for communication between the DPGs devices where the DPG
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current source modules can automatically be reconfigured by re-adjusting the anti-islanding
limits via a specific frequency pattern determined by the DPG voltage sources [124].
The advantages of the proposed ISS methods consist of its ability to integrate methods to
support simplicity, robust controls for safety redundancy, fast and adaptive features for all
operating DPG conditions and provide minimum impact on power quality.
Fig. 31 shows the laboratory and experimental islanding setup with user set-points
interface of the three-phase RLC resonant tank.

(a) Graphical user interface for controlling the resonant load.
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(b) Experimental setup.
Figure 3.31: Laboratory and experimental islanding setup:
(a) user configuration
software interface and (b) hardware setup. The resonant tank
adjustment is performed within [-5%…+5%] of , , values in order to capture different
configured operating conditions.

3.4. Summary
Safety and electric grid requirements for the renewable distributed generation are permanently
subject to change from different regulatory agencies. The DPG hardware and software
architecture requires advanced controls in order to achieve high performance and meet country
specific standards. In this chapter, a flexible architecture was presented in which an Islanding
Search Sequence (ISS) technique can be easily implemented within four different methods: active
power, reactive power, MPPT, and PLL. Principles and practical design guidelines are provided
on the topic of search sequence for integrated power system control.
The ID concepts and methods presented are characterized by robustness in order to detect
ac grid network faults while having a negligible impact on the quality of the renewable current
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exported to utility grids during normal operation. The proposed islanding search sequence (ISS)
techniques were implemented to control active and reactive current components, MPPT
algorithms, and within PLL controls and validated with analysis and experimental results. The
ISS detection and ac network de-energizing total action is rapid, while in normal DPG operation
the impact on the normalized reactive and active power is negligible (approximately 1%). The
mechanism explained above leads to rapid ID and can be used to further decrease the detection
time with the ISS. An optimized detection time of less than 500 milliseconds is suggested
(including the relay/contactor opening time, voltage collapse below 30Vrms - safe low voltage)
while maintaining a small system perturbance overall (e.g. 1%).
The new ID synchronized within MPPT provides the advantage of an integrated solution
and the possibility of implementing ID in dc-dc converters for dc coupled systems. The singlefault tolerant safety requirements can be achieved through the method's robustness for ID by
enabling two or more ISS techniques. Thus, the proposed methods include the means of
implementing redundancy within the firmware modules for the critical functions (e.g. islanding
detection) required by the safety grid-interconnect standards.
Experimental results demonstrated the validity of the theoretical and electronic simulation
models described in this chapter.
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Chapter 4. Voltage and Frequency Grid Support
Control Strategies Beyond Standards4
The previous chapter introduced a flexible architecture for ID, featured with redundancy for
safety compliance and integrated within MPPT algorithm. This chapter continues the
investigation of advanced grid support methods for standards compliance with results beyond
standards requirements.
Once this grid support functionality is established, a grid-connected system is equipped
with the proposed advanced controls which lead to high performance and exceeding the standards
requirements.

4.1. Voltage and Frequency Grid Support
The utility grid standards mandate on-going requirements in interconnection, operating and
metering requirements for distributed generators (DGs) to be connected to the distribution
networks and transmission systems. Protective functions are required for voltage and frequency
sensing with time-delay (e.g. < 2 seconds) functions to prevent DGs from energizing a deenergized distribution ac network.
The ID safety function to prevent the DGs from contributing to the formation of an
unintended island and cease to energize ac network was presented in Chapter 2.
4

Part of this chapter has been published in [E. Serban, M. Ordonez, C. Pondiche, "Voltage and Frequency Grid
Support Strategies Beyond Standards," IEEE Transactions in Power Electronics, vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 298–309, Jan.
2017.].
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The grid voltage and frequency protective functions requirement implementation in the
DGs must be designed in a flexible fashion. When DG operation outside of voltage/frequencylimits (e.g. Table 3.1) is required, then momentary DG operation must support the grid.
In Fig. 4.1 is shown the voltage/frequency limits associated with the time requirements
specified by the GCs for the distributed generators operation.
Modern grid-connected distributed generators are specified for design with the following
grid-interconnect features during, considering excursions from nominal operating voltage and
frequency ac system conditions:


Anti-islanding grid disconnect.



Low/High Voltage Ride-Through for grid network support.



Ramp rate controls (e.g. power fluctuation control, connect/re-connect soft-start,
%/



,

%/

with increments between 1% to 100% per unit).

Power factor configuration
 Fixed power factor (

) operation (based on a given AC network feeder location,

ac system reactance to resistance / ratio)
 Adjustable power factor function of active power (


))

Dynamic grid-support functions


Frequency-active power control mode (Frequency-watt:



Voltage-active power control mode (Volt-watt:



Voltage-reactive power control mode (Volt-var:

)

)
).



Load shedding.



Communication support with ability to accept external commands and to perform
advanced functionalities.
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Figure 4.1: Converter settings example for grid limits of voltage vs. frequency.

Figs. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 illustrate examples of voltage trip and ride-through settings for two
different standards (e.g. similar with the following evolving standards, HECO and Rule21) with
the following distributed generator (DG) behavior:


The DG must stay connected in operation during the ride-through until voltage/frequencytime elapses.



For voltage/frequency excursions beyond certain limits the DG must cease to energise
within a specific timing (standard dependent).
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Figure 4.2: Voltage and frequency disconnect limits required by Standard A (e.g. similar with
Hawaii Electric Company’s grid interconnect standard requirements).

In recent years, with a higher penetration of renewable distributed generators into the ac
grid network, the risk of grid instabilities and vulnerabilities has increased.
This chapter presents grid support strategies that can be used to alleviate the grid
frequency-voltage variations, which are used in this research as the main indicators of the
imbalance between power generation and consumption within an ac network. The proposed
strategies to support grid stability in the event of frequency-voltage variation go beyond recent
standards and provide extended functionalities.
The pre-configured set-points of active power-frequency

strategy features the control of the

converter's power flow direction with an adjustable power gradient transition between gridfeeding and force charge as grid-loading, in response to grid frequency deviation. The proposed
control strategy uses the generator reference frame convention illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Generator Reference Frame (GRF) convention used for the proposed control strategy.

The grid support strategies

and

are implemented and integrated within a bi-

directional EES converter with the power exchange occurring between dc EES and ac grid port.
The proposed strategies can be implemented in EES converters topologies used in both renewable
energy storage and electric vehicles applications, due to the commonality of the ac grid and dc
battery port.
The power converters must be designed to reliably provide active and reactive power to
the grid. Typical PV inverter are designed to operate only in first and fourth quadrant (with
limited capabilityy of reactive power

,

related to

range, e.g. 0.8 lead/lag), as

shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. However, the EES converter can be designed to all four-quadrant
operation (with increased limits of reactive power capability). In this way, fast-reacting with
active and reactive power capabilities, the EES converter can provide enhanced grid support
under difficult transient conditions.
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Figure 4.4: Active and reactive power capability example for grid-connected converters.

A fundamental limit for the converter operation’s capability is the maximum apparent
power (

, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The power factor (

leading or lagging) can be controlled

up to a maximum value of reactive power that the converter is designed for,
. The nominal power ( ,

) is tipically the nameplate of the converter ratings,

specified over a certain operating conditions (e.g.

25

50

ambinent temperature

range). The converter may be allowed to exceed it's nominal ratings to an extended power level
(

,

) within a lower temperature range or for shorter duration in operation. Once the

converter limits are established, then the active and reactive power capability can be used for
grid-support purposes.
The proposed controller with ancillary supportive features is applicable for both lowvoltage (mainly resistive,

/ ≪ 1) and medium/high-voltage (inductive dominant,

/ ≫ 1)

grids.
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The advantages of the proposed controller reside in the flexibility of the controller features (e.g.
configuration and set-points for frequency- and voltage assist with

-

strategies and

energy management, Fig. 4.5 (b)) and in the power balancing with applications in both utilitygrid and micro-grid systems. In this case, the distributed power generators are equipped with an
energy storage converter, with the capacity to discharge and charge the Electrical Energy Storage
(EES) element, primarily for grid support purposes.
The EES energy storage is configured for later usage when the grid requires active power
support, under line frequency deviation, used under normal conditions, or during on-peak tariff
high demand daytime hours (energy shifting for time of use (TOU), ac load shave). In addition to
grid support enhancement, the

strategy is combined with reactive power-voltage

control to attempt to correct frequency and voltage deviations in a collective impact of distributed
generators operation for grid stabilization purposes. The

-

strategy provides an

automatic active/reactive power generate/receive pre-configured control, in response to
frequency-voltage deviations, in order to support the grid and prevent network instabilities.
The proposed control strategy for local frequency- and voltage-assist is applicable for
single and three-phase grid converters interfaced with energy storage systems. Simulations and
experimental results, obtained using a single phase 6-kVA four-quadrant EES converter, are
presented to validate the proposed

and

grid support strategies.
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Figure 4.5: Active power control under grid line frequency variation.
(a) Standard requirement for the converter power curtailment.
(b) Proposed
-strategy for grid support with the converter active power balancing for
generation (P) and receiving (Pr) in response to line frequency variation.

This section presents an integration of PV and battery EES for grid-support controls with
extended capabilities, beyond present GC standards. The specific GC requirement that converters
cease operating beyond a certain frequency limit is implemented, in the existing methods, by
suddenly disconnecting from the grid during power curtailing, which induces a local perturbance
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in the grid network. Furthermore, this effect could be amplified in cases where there is high
renewable PV/wind penetration in the grid network. In contrast, the proposed controller
transitions the power flow from grid-feeding to force charge, using a grid-loading mode for ac
network power balancing.
Table 4.1: Frequency configuration example (country specific standard) for grid support.
Configuration
Parameter

Minimum
limit

Description

60Hz-Grid

Maximum
limit

50Hz-Grid

[Hz]

40

47.5

58.0

70

Low frequency deviation set-point for
rated active power generation

[Hz]

40

49.5

59.7

70

Low frequency deviation set-point for
start of rated active power generation

-

50

60

-

Nominal grid line frequency

40

50.05

60.05

70

High frequency recovery limit for
return to normal active power
generation

[Hz]

40

50.2

60.2

70

High frequency start set-point for
active power curtailment

[Hz]

40

51.0

61.0

70

High frequency recovery limit for
return to recovery to active power
generation

[Hz]

40

51.5

61.5

70

High frequency start set-point for
active power receive (storage)

[Hz]
[Hz]

Default value

Table 4.2: Power gradient configuration example (country specific standard) for grid support.
Configuration
Parameter
,

Minimum
limit

Description

60Hz-Grid

Maximum
limit

50Hz-Grid

[W/Hz]

0%

50%

40%

500%

Active power gradient with
frequency

[W/s]

0%

10%

10%

10000%

Active power gradient with time

Default value

Grid-loading charge mode represents the new transitional operational state used for the
proposed control strategy. The controller commands the EES converter to transition from
operating in grid-feeding, to operating in force charge grid-loading. The transition is
implemented with adjustable ramps (

,

, Table 4.2) for overall power smoothing/balancing,

which results in improvements to grid stability.
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The typical application for the proposed controller relates to variable renewable PV/wind
generation, which markedly affects the stability of the operation of utility-grid systems (e.g.
Hawaiian Islands). The main contributions of this chapter are listed below and conceptually
represented in Fig. 4.5 (b).
1) Extended

utility-grid support strategy: the converter’s capacity to actively

generate/receive power in response to frequency variation. The controller features an EES
converter that operates in grid-feeding mode, while outside of the permissible GC frequencyvoltage limits, commands the transition to force charge grid-loading in an attempt to gain stability
through frequency-assist. The transition between grid-feeding and grid-loading is achieved using
an adjustable power gradient, for smooth network power balancing.
2) Combined

-

grid support strategy: the converter’s active/reactive power

manipulation for frequency- and voltage-assist in response to signs of grid instability. The

-

control references follow pre-configured force charge/discharge set-points, for operation in
the direction of frequency and voltage correction errors induced by variable PV/wind imbalances.
3) The

decoupled set-points are calculated from the pre-configured values of

SoCmin, power gradient, energy shifting for TOU, voltage and frequency limits for immediate
grid frequency- and voltage-assist in a network of DGs to achieve grid stabilization.
The

and

grid support strategies are implemented and integrated within a bi-

directional EES converter with the power exchange occurring between the dc EES and the ac grid
port. The proposed strategies can be implemented in EES converters topologies used in both
renewable energy storage and electric vehicles applications, due to the commonality of the ac
grid and dc battery port. The proposed controller with ancillary supportive features is applicable
for both low-voltage (mainly resistive, / ≪ 1) and medium/high-voltage (inductive dominant,
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/ ≫ 1) grids. The advantages of the proposed controller reside in the flexibility of the
controller features (e.g. configuration and set-points for frequency- and voltage assist with

-

strategies and energy management, Fig. 4.4 (b)) and in the power balancing with
applications in both utility-grid and micro-grid systems.
This chapter presents the control architecture which describes the implementation of
-

beyond standard grid support requirements, validated by the experimental results in

Section 4.3.

4.2. Grid Support in Grid-connected Converters Using P(f) and
Q(v) Strategies
EES converters will have a potentially great impact on renewable support, in energy
smoothing/shifting, fossil generation support (e.g. diesel generators), contingency reserve, and
power outage mitigation. An example of a PV smoothing application, is the use of EES
converters designed with grid support features, in conjunction with the active and reactive power
controls.
In this chapter, the EES converter monitors the grid frequency-voltage deviations for the
active and reactive power flow manipulation in grid-feeding/loading mode, by using the
following two proposed methods:

4.2.1.

and combined

-

grid support strategies.

P(f) Strategy: Active Power Control in Response to Line Frequency
Variation

The grid power over-production results in line frequency increases, where the distributed
generators cease to operate over a specified limit due to standard requirements. Instead, the
proposed solution supports the ac network grid by reversing the active power flow of the EES
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converter by loading the grid at upward frequency variation. The ac network distributed loading
has a stabilizing effect on the overall power generation and consumption. The focus of this
section is on the grid support control strategy, implemented at the local level of the distributed
power generator (in the form of EES converter), while the power balancing effect on
consumption vs. generation within the ac network, is not quantified.
To further enhance grid support under frequency response, this chapter proposes a
solution that includes increasing active power generation/receiving for under/over frequency
operation with automatic upward and downward ramp rate control. The recent standards for
power curtailment are conceptually represented in Fig. 4.5 (a), indicating two operating regions.
The proposed strategy is depicted in Fig. 4.5 (b), extending the operating modes well beyond
existing standards.
Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the standard requirement for curtailing a converter’s active power
limit, the converter

under grid frequency variation. If the grid frequency increases above
must reduce its momentary output power

40% of rated

by a specified gradient (e.g.

power per Hertz).
,

If the grid frequency is outside of

, the converter must cease to generate

power, as per GC requirements. The existing methods meet the grid requirement through griddisconnection during the power curtailment, causing potential perturbance to the grid network.
This undesirable effect could be amplified in applications with high PV/wind grid network
penetration. The controller changes the operation from grid-feeding to charge grid-loading mode.
The

transition

is

implemented

using

flexible

ramps

(

,

)

for

overall

power

smoothing/balancing, which results in improvements to grid stability and, more importantly, in
numerous renewable DGs within the ac network.
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In comparison, Fig. 4.5 (b) illustrates the proposed

strategy, which provides the

ability to charge and discharge the EES element for grid support purposes (frequency-assist with
power balancing), and which has the following modes of operation:
① Normal operation
from the state of charge (

-generation, in which the converter delivers active power
) availability, under a controlled energy discharge from the EES

element. While the converter operates at the nominal line frequency ( ), the momentary active
power (

) is supplied to the grid at a controlled

level. This specific mode of operation is

usually used for load shaving, where the stored energy is supplied back to the grid during times
when the price rate of electricity is higher in energy shifting for TOU.
②

-curtail operation mode, where the active power reduces under frequency

increase. In this case, the controller is designed with two modes of configuration based on the
frequency range:
2.a) Immediate transition to grid-loading mode. The controller detects a rate of change in
frequency increase (
gradient

and |

/

|

0) and commands force charge with adjustable

in power receiving mode. This specific frequency-assist configuration provides fast

and pro-active assistance in a network of DGs for grid stabilization purposes.
2.b) Standard

curtailment followed by grid-loading mode. This configuration is used

when priority is given to power generation, and presents a reactive response to grid stabilization.
The EES converter operates in generation mode, performs energy shifting for TOU or exports
potential extra power received by the battery from another device. As the grid line frequency
increase over a configurable threshold (

), the grid-connected converter enters

curtail mode by linearly decreasing the active power according to a configurable gradient
(

). According to the current standards [73] - [77], the converter must stop operating (cease

power generation) when the frequency exceeds the frequency limit

. When the line
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frequency returns below

, the grid-connected converter recovers and starts supplying power

to the grid with a time constant linear increase (

% / , Table 4.2). These measures are

imposed to avoid the 50.2Hz problem (e.g., reported as occurring in the low voltage distributed
network in Germany), which can potentially lead to major grid disruption.
③ P(f)-receiving operation, in which the converter forces its operation mode to charge
for grid-loading (active rectifier) mode beyond

. The controller addresses the EES

converter's operation outside of tolerable standard limits, since the GCs restrict the power
generation only (cease export power). In this proposed strategy, the converters become a load for
the grid by importing power ( ) into the EES dc port. After the entry moment in grid-loading
mode, the converter linearly increases active power receiving to the maximum limit Pr. If the line
frequency starts to recover, the converter linearly decreases its receiving power and exits the
rectification mode, while the frequency decreases below

, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5 (b).

There are two immediate benefits to this suggested grid support strategy. First, the ac network
loading contributes to a natural grid frequency recovery, compensating for the excess in power
production. Second, during the line frequency increase, the energy is stored in the EES element
and later used (energy shifting for TOU) when the grid frequency recovers at the nominal
frequency ( ), or when the frequency decrease below a critical value (
④

).

-generation increases by drawing from the SoC power reserve as a result of the

line frequency reduction. Like the over-frequency (e.g. > 50.2Hz) problem, the under-frequency
(e.g. < 49.5Hz) problem represents a major risk to the stability of the ac network, and can lead to
disruptions in the power supply. In the proposed strategy, the controller is designed with the
following modes of configuration:
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1)

active power generation (increase or curtail) and receive (grid loading with EES charge

mode) arbitration with grid line frequency variation, Eq. (4.1).
2)

reactive power generation under line voltage variation, Eq (4.3), (4.4).
0 if f  f min
 P if f  f  f
min
Lstop
 n


 Pn  Pn  Pm ( f  f Lstop )  if f Lstop  f  f Lstart


f Lstart  f Lstop
p ( f , Pm , mP , SoC )  


 Pm if f Lstart  f  f Hstart
 Pm 1  mP ( f  f Hstart )  if f Hstart  f  f Hstop

  Pr ( SoC ) if f  f Hstop .

(4.1)

4.c) Immediate grid-support frequency-assist mode. The controller detects a rate of
change in frequency decrease (

and |

/

|

0) and commands force discharge, with

increased power generation.
4.d) Standard

-generating mode. The converter supports the grid by increasing the

level of power generated from the SoC reserve when the frequency falls below

(force

discharge). It should be noted that if the SoC reserve falls below a critical level (e.g.
25%), the priority is changed and the EES element enters in conservation mode, where the
converter ceases to operate, regardless of the status of the ac network.
The P(f) strategy illustrated in Fig. 4.5 (b) is programmed in response to line frequency
variation and is described as per relationship (4.1).
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Figure 4.6: Single phase EES converter controller block diagram example:
and combined
strategies for ac network power balancing.

Fig. 4.6 illustrates the single-phase converter control diagram for
and combined

-

strategies. The

-generate/receive

-generate/receive

-generation strategy is achieved with the

converter operating in current-controlled source inverter mode. The ac-current reference
function of the dc voltage-loop controller
controller

, EES state of charge (

. The output of the selection function

∗

) and phase angle

or ac

. The sine wave reference

is generated by a look-up table with the amplitude scale reference

voltage regulation, active power and

is a

) and ac power-loop

is a normalized value of voltage,

power, which controls the magnitude of the sine-wave generator

∗

(function of EES

(function of the desired reactive

power generation):

 I ac* (t )  I m sin[(0  k AI (t ))  t   v ]

 I m  f (Vdc , P, SoC )
  f (Q).
 v

(4.2)
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The grid-connected converter current reference is designed with an islanding search
sequence [78] at the PLL stage, where the anti-islanding algorithm (
The current controller

) detects the grid faults.

output signal is further processed through the modulator in order to

control the gate of the single-phase, two-level, full-bridge converter. The grid support function
selects the converter's mode of operation,

-generate or receive, depending on the

frequency variation obtained from equation (4.1). The

-receiving strategy is represented by

charge (active-rectifier) mode of operation, where the converter has three control loops. The inner
power factor control loop (

) commands the input ac current to track the ac grid voltage (

)

with near unity power factor. Two low-bandwidth outer control loops are implemented for dc
voltage regulation (

) and dc current regulation (

), for the EES charging phase. The

strategy has an automatic power generation/receive response to the frequency variation, and does
not require an extra communication protocol between distributed EES converters and the
transmission system operator of the main ac network generator. The mode of communication
within the ac network is performed through the frequency or voltage variation [124].

4.2.2.

Combined P(f)and Q(v) Strategy for Enhanced Grid Support

The imbalance between power production and consumption within an ac power generation
network can lead to grid frequency-voltage instability with the potential to disrupt power
delivery. The

strategy forces the EES converter to generate/receive active power, when the

grid frequency varies from its nominal value. The grid support
converters is enhanced with reactive power generate/receive
proposed grid support capability uses the

capability of distributed EES
, at grid voltage deviation. The

strategy combined with a reactive power

controller (local voltage-assist mode).
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When the ac grid network operates at a lower value voltage than the nominal (e.g.
=230

) of ac grid network, the grid support

controller uses relation (4.3), which is

applicable in a case where the converter is controlled with power factor lead. Relation (4.4) is
used by the grid support

strategy at higher than nominal ac voltage, in a case where the

converter is controlled with power factor lag.
The combined

and

strategies provide a control option for active and reactive

power grid support during deviations of both line frequency and voltage from the nominal values
(local frequency- and voltage-assist). Fig. 4.7 shows a

-

grid support flowchart with

the states of EES converter operation.

Figure 4.7:

grid support flowchart diagram.

Fig. 4.8 shows a typical dc-centric power system used in commercial and residential
applications. The system consists of an EES battery (similar to line-interactive uninterruptible
power supply) connected to a grid-connected bidirectional converter and an ac load port. The
battery lifetime is a function of
operation ranges,

and is dependent on charge/discharge rates,

swing

, number of cycles and operating temperature. Longer battery life can be

achieved in the following two cases:
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As an alternative, an optional dc-dc PV converter is installed to increase the battery lifespan
and the amount of renewable power generated. As can be seen in Fig. 4.8 (b), the battery bank
is conditioned with a three-stage charge profile (bulk, absorption and float), while the PV
energy surplus is exported to the ac load and grid port.



When the PV converter is not part of the system, the active power set-point with SoC depth of
discharge is limited to a minimum value (

), and if the critical level is reached, then the

grid support is abandoned, based on a pre-configured priority to preserve EES. The complete
EES re-charge process is programmed during the off-peak tariff (e.g. night time).

0




qPFlead (v)  




0

if
qmax

0  v  VL min  VacHyst 
if

V

L min

 VacHyst   v  VL min


v  VL min 
qmax 1 
 if
 VL  VL min 
V  VH
if VL  v  L
,
2

VL min  v  VL

VL  VH

if
0
 v  VH

2

v  VH
 q
if VH  v  VH max
max
qPFlag (v)  
VH max  VH

 qmax if VH max  v  VH max  VacHyst 

0 if v  VH max  VacHyst  .

(4.3)

(4.4)
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Table 4.3: Reactive power and ac voltage configuration example (country specific standard) for
grid support mode.
Configuration
Parameter
[%]

Minimum
limit

230V-Grid

0%

40%

Description

240V-Grid

Maximum
limit

40%

100% (*)

Capacitive reactive power set-point

(*)

Default value

[%]

0%

40%

40%

100%

[%]

10%

90%

92%

100%

Low voltage deviation set-point for rated
capacitive reactive power support

[%]

10%

97%

98%

100%

Low voltage deviation set-point for start
of capacitive reactive power support

[%]

-

100%

100%

-

Nominal grid voltage

[%]

100%

102%

102%

110%

High voltage deviation set-point for start
of inductive reactive power support

[%]

100%

108%

106%

120%

High voltage deviation set-point for rated
inductive reactive power support

[%]

0%

2%

2%

10%

AC voltage hysteresis set-point

Inductive reactive power set-point

(*) Note: Maximum limit for reactive power is given by converter’s power capability (Fig. 4.4).
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Figure 4.8: Grid-connected EES power system for energy management and
strategies application.

control

(a) Typical dc-centric architecture: the battery EES can be charged and discharged (1) through
bidirectional grid-connected converter. Optionally, for better battery
/
maintenance, the
battery can be charged (2) through unidirectional dc-dc PV converter.
(b) Daily energy harvesting during a mixed sunny and overcast. Data collection: September 2015,
Greater Vancouver area (New Westminster), Canada.

The variability of PV/wind power generation influences the grid system's stability. The
controller can be configured using external forecast communication 'heads-up' data of PV/wind
ramp events. Additionally, the EES converter's controller is designed with automatic preconfigured control settings and monitoring for frequency- and voltage-assist, time shifting for
TOU and power smoothing.
The power balancing exchange with the grid is performed using the battery EES, which
is a vital system component, and careful attention must be paid to battery sizing to ensure the
maximum performance and longevity of the EES system. The battery EES system sizing is based
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on the scheduled energy shifting for TOU, maximum allowable

,

swing range,

frequency of charge/discharge rates and operation temperature range.
The metrics of dc to ac system conversion efficiency (ɳ

) are also considered in

system sizing in order to calculate the effective usable energy from EES to ac port,
∙

e.g.

% ∙ɳ

%.

As shown in Fig. 4.8, the system controller can be designed to drive the EES converter
operation in grid-forming (stand-alone UPS mode under grid fault), grid supporting (micro-grid),
grid-feeding (utility-grid) and grid-loading charge mode.
The controller implementation provides a flexible architecture, with options and
configurations for multiple operation modes, by using the same converter hardware, thanks to
the presence of a battery energy storage system and the use of a four-quadrant selection
converter topology. The EES converter designed and equipped with

and

features,

when distributed within an ac network, provides a balanced power generation/consumption ratio,
to help stabilize the grid.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental setup for
evaluation.

frequency- and voltage-assist control strategies

4.3. Voltage and Grid Support Simulation and Experimental
Results
The performance of the grid support strategy presented in this chapter was tested beyond the
standard requirements by implementing and testing the strategy on a two-level, single-phase fourquadrant, 6-kVA, 230

/50Hz converter, 48V - 10kWh energy storage system (Fig. 4.9).

The 6-kVA EES converter, equipped with

and

controllers, monitors the

variation of the grid frequency-voltage from the nominal values and the generate/receive
active/reactive power for grid support purpose.
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Fig. 4.10 (a) shows the EES converter’s response at frequency upward deviation: the
active power curtails with unity power factor and automatically reverses its direction by receiving
the power towards EES port, i.e. loading the grid (force charge mode for frequency-assist).

(a) Test performed with
-controller enabled during upward frequency variation.
=50.2Hz,
=51.5Hz,
=50.05Hz.
configuration:
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(b) Test performed with
reserve active power and reactive power
).
frequency variation (50 to 47.5Hz) and voltage reduction (230 to 210
Figure 4.10: Simulation results using

and

during downward

grid support strategies.

Y-axis: C1 EES battery dc voltage 5V/div, C2 –
EES battery current 50A/div, C3 grid phase voltage 200V/div, converter ac current 20A/div, C4 – , grid line frequency, 2Hz/div.
X-axis: 100ms/div.

The deviation of frequency and voltage below from their nominal values (50Hz and
230

) is shown in Fig. 4.10 (b). The converter operates with increased active power drawn

from the SoC reserve of EES port in order to support the grid under low frequency operation.
While the grid voltage magnitude reduces to 210

, the combined

-

strategy uses

equations (4.1) - (4.4). The converter operates with increased active power and power factor lead
in order to stabilize grid frequency and voltage (frequency- and voltage-assist).
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4.3.1.

Experimental Results Using P(f) Grid Support Strategy

Figure 4.11: Experimental results with

control strategy.

EES battery dc voltage 10V/div, C2 –
EES battery dc current 200A/div, C3 Y-axis: C1 grid phase voltage 200V/div, C4 –
converter ac phase current 50A/div. X-axis: 2s/div.
Test conditions:



curtail operation mode: upward frequency-voltage variation (1Hz/s and 8
from 50Hz to 52.5Hz and 230 to 250



/s)

.

receive operation mode: downward frequency-voltage variation (0.25Hz/s and
2

/s) from 52.5Hz to 50Hz and 250 to 230

.



P(SoC) generation: normal operation under nominal grid conditions: 50Hz/230



Voltage and frequency settings for protection under unintentional islanding (configurable,
based on country-specific standard): (205 - 262)



configuration:
Fig. 4.11 demonstrates the

= 50.2Hz,

.

, (47.5 - 51.5) Hz.

= 51.5Hz,

= 50.05Hz,

= (40% )/Hz.

grid support strategy’s performance during frequency-

voltage variation. At the upward frequency variation, the EES converter curtails the power until
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the frequency exceeds the set-point of 51.5Hz. While the grid frequency continues to increase (up
to 52.5Hz), the controller changes the operation mode to

receive, by loading the grid. The

controller’s change in operation occurs at the high frequency limit, 51.5Hz, since the converter
must only cease generating power to the grid, while receiving/loading power from the grid is
permitted by the GCs. The converter performs a two-stage charge, receiving active power and
maintaining the dc regulation voltage from bulk to absorption charge phase. Finally, the grid
frequency and voltage returns to the nominal values (50
returns to P

, 230

) and the EES converter

mode, actively generating power (discharge) from the available SoC available

energy reserve.

4.3.2.

Experimental Results Using P(f) - Q(v) Grid Support Strategy

(a) Test performed with

-curtail.
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(b) Test performed with

-receive.

Figure 4.12: Experimental results performed with
control strategy enabled during upward
frequency variation (1Hz/s) from 50Hz to 52.5Hz at unity power factor and nominal grid voltage
( =230
).
Y-axis: C1 EES battery dc voltage 10V/div, C2 –
EES battery dc current 100A/div, C3 grid phase voltage 350V/div, C4 –
converter ac phase current 20A/div. X-axis: 1s/div and
10ms/div.

Test conditions:



configuration:

= 50.2Hz,

= 51.5Hz,

= 50.05Hz,

= (40% )/Hz.

Voltage and frequency settings for protection under unintentional islanding (configurable,
based on country-specific standard): (205 - 262)

, (47.5 - 51.5) Hz.

Fig. 4.12 (a) and (b) shows the experimental results with

strategy enabled, and with

a higher degree of detail: the converter detects the grid frequency upward change from nominal
50Hz to 52.5Hz (

230

,

15

, unity power factor).

Using the control strategy shown in Fig. 4.6, the converter linearly decreases the current
using the

-generate strategy. While the frequency is above

, the converter starts to
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load the grid by receiving current using the

-receive strategy. In this mode of operation, the

grid energy is converted and stored in the EES element (48V lead-acid battery system, 10kWh).
Fig. 4.13 (a) shows the converter’s operation while both frequency (50 to 52.5Hz) and
voltage (230 to 250

) are ramping upward. The

delivers reactive power (

strategy becomes active and linearly

0) with power factor lag for grid support purpose. Fig. 4.13 (b)

shows the converter’s power flow reversal, at higher grid frequency operation ( > 51.5Hz). In
this case, the energy is stored in the EES element for later use, while the grid is loaded in an
attempt to balance the ac network’s power generation and consumption.

(a) Test performed with combined
(8
250

and
strategies at voltage-frequency variation: 230 to
/s) and 50 to 52.5Hz (1Hz/s).
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(b) Test performed with

-receive strategy at voltage-frequency variation: 230 to 250Vrms (8
and
51.5 (1Hz/s).

Figure 4.13: Experimental results obtained through
frequency and voltage variation.

-

/s)

strategy test evaluation with

EES battery dc voltage 10V/div, C2 –
EES battery dc current 200A/div, C3 Y-axis: C1 grid phase voltage 350V/div, C4 – converter ac phase current 20A/div.
X-axis: 1s/div and 10ms/div.
Test conditions:



configuration:
=50.05Hz,




configuration:

=47Hz,
=50.2Hz,
=210

=47.5Hz,
=51.5Hz,

,

=5

=49.5Hz,

=50Hz,

=(40%Pn)/Hz.
,

=250

,

=60%.

Voltage and frequency settings for protection under unintentional islanding (configurable,
based on country-specific standard): (205 - 262)

, (47.5 - 51.5) Hz.
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(a) Test performed with

strategy at fast frequency (20Hz/s) downward ramp, 50 to 48Hz.

(b) Test performed with combined
240

and
(8

strategies under voltage-frequency variation: 230 to
/s) and
48 .

Figure 4.14: Experimental results performed with
frequency and voltage variation.

-

strategy test evaluation with

Y-axis: C1 EES battery dc voltage 10V/div, C2 –
EES battery dc current 200A/div, C3 grid phase voltage 350V/div, C4 – converter ac phase current, 20A/div. X-axis: 1s/div and
10ms/div.
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Test conditions:



configuration:
=50.05Hz,




configuration:

=47Hz,

=47.5Hz,

=50.2Hz,

=51.5Hz,

=210

,

=5

=49.5Hz,

=50Hz,

=40%Pn/Hz.
,

=250

,

=60%.

Voltage and frequency settings for protection under unintentional islanding (configurable,
based on country-specific standard): (205 - 262)

, (47.5 - 51.5) Hz.

Fig. 4.14 (a) shows the converter’s operation under a fast-downward frequency ramp from
nominal to 48Hz: the

strategy’s fast response is reflected in the ac current (

waveform. Fig. 4.14 (b) demonstrates the combined
frequency and voltage operation (48Hz and 210

-

, Fig. 4.14)

grid support strategy at low

). In this case, at low frequency operation

(48Hz), the converter supplies active power from the SoC reserve. At the same time, under low
voltage (210

) operation, the converter receives reactive power (

0) with power factor

lead, for grid support purposes in frequency- and voltage-assist modes.
The EES converters that use

-

strategy are able to smooth the frequency and

voltage intermittencies caused by the effects of weather or other conditions on distributed PV
generators.
Finally, the proposed strategies to support grid stability in the event of frequency-voltage
variation go beyond recent standards and provide extended functionalities. The pre-configured
set-points of active power-frequency

strategy features the control of the converter's power

flow direction with an flexible power gradient transition between grid-feeding and force charge
as grid-loading, in response to grid frequency deviation.
The distributed power generators are deployed in the form of energy storage converters,
with the capacity to discharge and charge the Electrical Energy Storage (EES) element, primarily
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for grid support purpose. The EES energy storage is configured for later usage when the grid
requires active power support, under line frequency deviation, used under normal conditions, or
during on-peak tariff high demand daytime hours (energy shifting for TOU, ac load shave).
In addition to grid support enhancement, the
power-voltage

strategy is combined with reactive

control to attempt to correct frequency and voltage deviations in a collective

impact of distributed generators operation for grid stabilization purposes. The

-

strategy provides an automatic active/reactive power generate/receive pre-configured control, in
response to frequency-voltage deviations, in order to support the grid and prevent network
instabilities.
The proposed concepts can be implemented in the single and three-phase distributed EES
converters, with no extra communication protocols needed in the transmission system operator of
the ac network.

4.4. Summary
The utility GC requirements for the grid-connected power conversion systems are permanently
subject to change from different regulatory agencies, in order to ensure the stability and quality of
power delivery from distributed generators.
This chapter has presented a flexible grid support architecture strategy, where the
proposed

and

strategies are easily implemented within EES converters for

active/reactive power generation (grid-feeding) and receiving (grid-loading). The

-

grid support strategy implemented in local EES distributed converters, monitors the grid
frequency and voltage. The grid frequency-voltage deviation from the nominal values is a
valuable indicator of the imbalance between power generation and consumption within the ac
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grid network. During upward and downward frequency-voltage variations, the presented
strategies control power generation and reception in real-time, providing automatic grid support.
The proposed controller is designed with ancillary supportive frequency- and voltage-assist
features for ac network stability and energy management. The active and reactive power flow
control is performed using an adjustable gradient controller to command the transitions between
grid-feeding (generate/export power) and grid-loading (receive power). The proposed strategy is
primarily intended for grid networks with a high penetration of renewable energy (PV, wind),
where the mechanism described is designed to achieve grid stability with power balancing.
The effectiveness of the proposed grid support strategies has been demonstrated through
simulation and experimental validation in grid-connected converters, with outcome results
beyond the present standards and GCs requirements.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
5.1. Conclusions and Contributions
When designing PV systems, the most important specifications include high efficiency, low cost,
increased reliability, and safety standard compliance for a complete power conversion system
design. To attain these design goals in a grid-connected PV system, it is extremely important that
the PV operation voltage is optimized for maximum power production, that it is controlled in the
most stable and efficient way possible, and that its protection detection mechanisms keeps the
public safe.
The dissertation explored new research contributions related to PV/EES grid-connected
converters. The contributions presented in this thesis were described through theoretical analysis
and validated through experimental results. For future work, safety and control strategies
investigation and design implementation are suggested, which would extend the applicability of
grid-connected converters to islanded mode.
The following specific contributions were made in this dissertation.

5.1.1.

DC-bus Extension Strategies in PV Energy Harvesting for Improved
System Utilization

Chapter 2 focused on improving the power production of the entire grid-connected PV system
through extending the dc bus voltage range. In particular, control strategies of grid-connected
operation over a wider dc range for higher energy harvesting were provided.
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The new proposed design concepts aid further to a higher system performance and system cost
reduction over the traditional approach. Through analysis, essential key concepts were
emphasized leading to important following insights of PV-converter system findings:


Higher voltage inverter operation (e.g. 1500V) allows greater energy harvesting under
low PV cell ambient temperatures (e.g. -20°C) and high irradiance conditions. In addition,
from the comparison analysis, it was found that system installation cost is reduced, with
savings in cables, and switchgear with less labor in system commissioning.



Lower voltage dc-bus extension allows improved energy harvesting under high PV cell
junction temperature (e.g. 70°C) and low irradiance.
The analysis and experimental work showed that, 1500V systems can provide with 30%

larger dc range compared to 1000V inverters, which leads to significant operational area to
capture energy under wider temperature and irradiance ranges.
In addition, a new concept of

reactive injection strategy was proposed and

implemented to further extend the lower dc-limit, showing further extensions in the range of 3%
to 5%. The proposed strategy becomes enabled under high temperature or low irradiance PV
operation, forcing the inverter in MPPT operation mode, even at lower dc-bus voltage limit. In
this way, the PV energy harvesting for power production is increased over the traditional method.
The inverter design was enhanced by using a new proposed modified modulation Quasi
Space Vector ( SV), introduced to comply with 15% lower dc-bus extension gain and robust
behaviour under dynamic conditions.
The single-stage conversion was extended to a two-stages, by using a mini-boost rated for
a fraction of the nominal power of the PV inverter. Through the I-V and P-V graphical analysis,
the concept of the inverter peak power envelope at boundary conversion operation provides
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design optimization for energy harvesting maximization. The overall system performance and the
utilization of the PV array and PV inverter were improved by the use of this architecture and
design methodology.

5.1.2.

Islanding Detection Strategies of PV Converters for Safety and Grid Codes
Compliance

In Chapter 3, grid-connected PV systems were further improved through the use of proposed
control functionalities for safety and grid network protection, using a modified MPPT algorithm
to perform both, global maxima detection and islanding detection (ID). Therefore, the new
concept leads to design simplification using a unified ID-MPPT functionality.
The proposed novel islanding search sequence (ISS) technique was implemented to
control active and reactive current components, to synchronize ID-MPPT algorithm, and to
maintain a small anti-islanding grid perturbance. The objective was to design the ISS methods
with fast detection, robust operation and reduced reactive and active power injection. The
investigation was carried out to develop a search sequence technique with an adaptive behavior
(frequency, step-size amplitude and direction of the perturbance) in order to improve the ac
network stability while it searches for unsafe, islanding conditions.
The proposed ID strategy allows to enable the combination of two or more methods
simultaneously with a safety redundancy feature to provide fault tolerant system compliance.

5.1.3.

Advanced Grid Support Operation of Grid-connected Converters for
Network Stabilization with Power Balancing

Chapter 4 continues with the power conversion system exploration, by using new control
functionalities intended to achieve network grid stability by using a newly proposed controller,
designed with ancillary supportive frequency- and voltage-assist features. The characteristics of
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frequency-voltage deviation from the nominal values provides an indication of the imbalance
between power generation and consumption within the ac grid. As a result, controller is designed,
with the detection of the upward and downward frequency-voltage grid variations, providing
through controls, the necessary power generation and receiving in real-time, for an automatic grid
support method.
The converter’s active and reactive power flow control is performed using a flexible
gradient controller to command the transitions between grid-feeding (generate power) and gridloading (receive power). The intended application with the proposed new strategy is for grid
networks with a high penetration of PV and wind distributed generators, where the control
functionality is designed to achieve grid stability with power balancing, beyond the current
standard requirements.
The system control strategies and advanced functionalities introduced in all chapters of
this work were validated with electronic simulation and experimental measurements. The
proposed functionalities implemented in grid-connected converters contribute to an improved PV
and energy storage system performance.

5.1.4.

Specific Academic Contributions

The work in the power electronics field of application, with advanced control functionalities for
PV and energy storage systems culminated in the publications summarized below.
[1] E. Serban, M. Ordonez, and C. Pondiche, “DC-bus voltage range extension in 1500 V
photovoltaic inverters,” IEEE J. Emerg. Sel. Topics Power Electron., vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 901–917,
June 2015.
The major contributions covered in above-mentioned publication are:
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A novel

-control strategy for dc extension range for improved energy harvesting in 3-

phase grid-connected systems.


A new modified modulation strategy ( SV) for 3-phase systems which comply to 15% dc
utilization range with robust behavior under dynamic conditions.



A graphical analysis approach, using I-V and P-V characteristics, reflects remarkable
insights into the PV-converter system behavior. This results to an optimized solution (e.g.
1500V systems) investigated for a higher system energy harvesting subsequent to 30%
increase in dc extension range.

[2] E. Serban, F. Paz, and M. Ordonez, “Improved PV Inverter Operating Range Using a
Miniboost,” accepted for publication at IEEE Transactions in Power Electronics, Dec. 2016.
[3] E. Serban, F. Paz, and M. Ordonez, “PV Array Voltage Range Extension for Photovoltaic
Inverters Using a Mini-Boost,” in Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), 2016,
pp. 1-8.
The major contributions resulted from above-mentioned publications are:


A new architecture approach using a string mini-boost rated at a fraction of the nominal
PV inverter for improved energy harvesting and cost optimization.



Peak power envelope at the PV boundary conversion operation for system power
production maximization. Increased system efficiency using an optimized by-pass
element of the proposed string mini-boost architecture.



Three methods of common-mode (leakage) circulation current reduction for safety and
standard compliance.
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[4] E. Serban, C. Pondiche, and M. Ordonez, " Islanding Detection Search Sequence for
Distributed Power Generators Under AC Grid Faults, “IEEE Trans. Power Electron., vol. 30, no.
6, pp. 3106–3121, Jun. 2014.
The major contributions resulted from the above publication are:


A novel islanding detection method integrated in the MPPT algorithm as a unified
control.



Enhanced islanding search sequence (ISS) with an adaptive step-amplitude and time
pattern applied to active/reactive power, phase locked-loop and MPPT.



Islanding detection using a combination of two or more methods simultaneously enabled
with a safety redundancy feature to provide fault tolerant system compliance.

[5] E. Serban, M. Ordonez, C. Pondiche, "Voltage and Frequency Grid Support Strategies
Beyond Standards," IEEE Trans. Power Electron., vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 298–309, Jan. 2017.
The major contributions resulted from above-mentioned publication are:


Novel controller design for grid-support with active/reactive power balancing in gridfeeding and grid-loading mode.



P(f) - Q(v) grid support strategy under frequency-voltage variation for grid network
stability and energy management.

During the course of this work, the following additional conference scientific IEEE proceedings
paper has been published:
[6] E. Serban, M. Ordonez, C. Pondiche, K. Feng, M. Anun, P. Servati, "Power Management
Control Strategy in Photovoltaic and Energy Storage for Off-Grid Distributed Generation", in
Proc. IEEE 7th International Symposium on Power Electronics for Distributed Generation
Systems (PEDG), pp. 1-8, Jun. 2016.
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The major contributions covered in above-mentioned publication are:


Power management controller design in off-grid (islanded mode) systems using
frequency/phase angle as variables for the proposed EES charge algorithms in lead-acid
and lithium-ion battery types.



Controller design for power balancing and EES energy conservation using the principle of
line frequency variation. At insufficient energy levels available from the EES, the line
frequency is reduced, which determines an ac load-shedding effect. As a result, merely
higher priority ac loads are maintained while the EES system is preserved.

5.2. Future Work
This work exposes several power conversion system areas of research which can build upon its
findings, in which Engineers, Masters and PhD students could expand further system control
functionalities.

Figure 5.1: PV/EES converter system with safety means of protection and grid supporting/forming
controls.
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In Fig. 5.1 is shown the PV/EES system block diagram with grid-supporting/forming controls
and integrated safety protections. The future research and development in continuation of the
system control functionalities are suggested as follows:


Grid-supporting/forming controls for the converters operation in islanded-mode intended
for micro-grids applications [152]. Therefore, this new functionality will extend Chapter
4, for converter operation in grid-connected and islanded mode. Future work in the area
will include aspects of modularity for scalability in single- and three-phase ac systems.



Accurate safety detection methods for protection: Impedance monitoring

and arc-

fault detection (AFD) for transformer-less non-galvanically isolated converters.
Hazardous leakage currents to ground must be prevented by applying methods to avoid
injuries and property losses. As a result, safety methods for system protection will
complement the methods described in Chapter 3.


System control coordination between three integrated converters using the architecture
shown in Fig. 5.1. A complete model is required with extensive use cases with PV/EES
and Grid/AC Loads for a stable and reliable system operation. With a continuation of the
methods covered in Chapter 2, new controls are further required for achieving robust
coordination and seamless transitions under different modes of operation, subsequent to
the inclusion of the multi-port architecture proposal: PV, EES, AC loads and grid.
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